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Local Spotlight

Al-Rawda area has woken up one morning
to an environmental crime that angered
many of its residents and environmental

activists. Many of the palm trees inside Jamal
Abdul Nasser Public Park were chopped by ax
for the establishment of new buildings! This
matter has provoked the people to wonder over
the role of the Public Authority for Agricultural
Affairs and Fish Resources (PAAAFR) and its
silence about the flagrant violations of the right
of public parks, specifically, the palm trees.

We are in the middle of a desert, so the fact
that we even have a tree must be a matter to be
thankful for instead of cutting it with an ax! 

Yet, two days ago, this lovely park witnessed
an unforgivable crime against the environment,
reflecting a lack of awareness and understand-
ing in dealing with the environment, which pos-
es many inquiries, including, why do we cut
palm trees in Kuwait?!

The palm tree is like any other tree that could
easily be taken out and   transferred to other
places by experts, without the need to cut it
with an ax from the root while the heart was still
alive and humid. That is why I see this as a crime
and I’m sure this tree has been hurt while dying.
Worse, there was no banner at the place about
the nature of the project for which the trees
were cut or a banner identifying the responsible
official party! 

According to news published in the newspa-
pers, one of the guards had said the aim of the

project is to establish a building for learning
Quran! Seriously, we already have a large num-
ber of Quran houses in the whole of Kuwait and
many open and empty spaces, but they wanted
that lovely park and violated its privacy and
tranquility! I’m so angry!

After the denouncement and objection over
the cut palms, the workers have stopped their
activity until the rest of the trees are transferred.
These palms are dead now. It is strange that
there is a small abandoned building in the park
and it would have been better to renovate it
without having to build a new space. 

This news coincided with the decision of the
Ministry of Social Affairs approving the official
declaration of Palm Friends Society where it was
stated that it targets to raise the level of envi-
ronmental awareness of members of the com-
munity, and report of the inventory constraints
facing the palm trees in Kuwait! Well, this new
society should be involved to save any similar
act in the future. The news was all over the
paper, so it was not a secret! I’m thankful to the
guard because he told everyone about the mas-
sacre. I hope he still keeps his job. 

I know the subject of protection of the envi-
ronment seems boring, but I believe that palm
trees are like humans and it is not acceptable to
torture it, and the building for learning Quran
can be placed anywhere and it doesn’t have to
be at the expense of cutting a living creature
like the palm.

Massacre in Al-Rawda!

By Sahar Moussa

sahar@kuwaittimes.net

Just kiddin’, seriously

All I can think about the approaching academic year
is the traffic. I really hope that this year the govern-
ment will find a way somehow to organize the traf-

fic, especially in school drop off and pick up zones. The
problem in this country is that most people simply don’t
respect the law. I’m not only talking about traffic viola-
tions, I’m talking about almost everything. According to
sources last week, the General Traffic Department con-
ducted a series of security campaigns in the six gover-
norates that lead to the issuance of 46,933 traffic cita-
tions, impoundment of 2,519 vehicles, arrest of 37
motorists for committing serious violations and referral of
23 expatriates for deportation as they were found to be
driving without a driving license.  What does this prove? It
proves that people in Kuwait, both locals and expats, sim-
ply don’t respect the law.

I have a few questions to expats and locals who are
breaking the laws: 
1) Why on earth will expats drive a car without a driving

license? Will anyone from any nationality drive with-
out a driving license in her or his own country? 

2) Why would anyone not put on a seatbelt while driving? 
3) Why would anyone speak on their cell phones when

they can use an earphone or Bluetooth and save their
own and other people’s lives?

4) Why would anyone put their children in their laps
while driving instead of putting them in a safety car
seat or let them pop their heads out of the sun roof
while driving fast or teach them how to stir the
wheels when they can’t even tie their shoes?

5) Why would anyone park in a disabled parking spot? Or
park under a big red sign that says ‘NO PARKING?’ 

6) Why would anyone park their car on the black and yel-
low-marked pavement?

There is only one answer for the above questions: dis-
respect of the law. How can any one respect the law if
‘wasta’ rules? Arabs have grown up on the idea that with
‘wasta’ they can do and get away with almost anything.

Even teenagers have learned this ‘golden rule’ from their
parents. 

The law should be implemented on everyone, equally,
and should not differentiate between expats and locals.
Laws must not be only a propaganda and advertisement
that will be forgotten after a few months. A law must be
taken seriously by all within the society. For all expats
that are being deported for breaking the law, I do under-
stand how it is to be deported after settling and making a
living with your family from a country such as Kuwait. But
please try as much as you can to respect the laws and not
break it. And for locals, try to be a good example for your
children and for others and respect the law. 

I think that expats fear the law but do not respect it,
while locals disrespect the law and do not fear it. As
Martin Luther King, Jr said, ‘Law and order exist for the
purpose of establishing justice and when they fail in this
purpose, they become the dangerously structured dams
that block the flow of social progress.’

Kuwait’s traffic and the problem of disrespect
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By Athoob A Alshuaibi

The incense of bukhour wafts along the hallway wel-
coming visitors. It is customary for any new arrival to
greet the oldest members of the family first. A kiss on

the grandparent’s forehead is an expression of respect. The
earlier they arrive, the more likely they are to obtain bless-
ings from them. Otherwise, they must have a good reason
for being late. 

Fridays are sacred in Kuwait not only for the noon Friday
prayer at mosques but also because it is the main day for

family gatherings. During this day, on what is called Zwara
Al-Jumaa, most Kuwaiti families gather for lunch, dinner or
even just tea. 

Social cohesion
The Friday family gatherings are important for social

cohesion. Most Kuwaitis understand that as a group they
make up only one-third of the demographics of the coun-
try. Therefore, there must be a way to maintain the cohe-
sion of the community members as a whole. They do it by
socializing with each other through the diwaniya (the place

where men from a neighborhood or clan gather to discuss
local issues daily) and through weekly family visits. The
Friday gatherings are Kuwaitis’ proof of tribal and family
belonging which helps them in various matters. 

Friday Gatherings make wasta (favor) easier. Family
members that mixes frequently on Fridays feel more com-
fortable to ask for help when they are stuck at work, have
money issues or other personal problems. In addition, most
businesses in Kuwait are family businesses. Those gather-
ings are like a constant reminder that strong family ties are
more important than business relations and they are fun-

Inside Zwara 

Al-Jumaa
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The essence of Bukhour welcomes the Friday gathering
visitors. — Photos by Athoob A Alshuaibi



damental to their success. Those family ties serve as a pro-
tector of the individual who presents loyalties on a weekly
basis dedicating his time, money and food for the kinfolk. 

Food, a critical element
At the Zwara Al-Jumaa, food is also a critical element.

The food prepared for this feast is similar among Kuwaitis
and the best known are machboos (rice with chicken or
lamb), gabbout (chicken or lamb broth with dumplings),
harees (mushy pearl barley with chicken or meat stock),
mahshi (stuffed vegetables), waraq anab (stuffed vine
leaves), grilled fish and so on. These dishes are served with
some condiments such as red hot chili sauce, chutneys,
tahini and dates. And with tea, mixed nuts and sweets of all
types are served. It’s the axis of this ritual. The abundance
and the variety of food are the symbolic meaning of gen-
erosity and the host’s desire for you to prolong the dura-
tion of the visit. Women are often involved in bringing
sweets, whether prepared at home or purchased at a store.
Often, family members do not leave the Zwara without
some extra food to take back home with them or just a
small water bottle. 

First- to second-degree gatherings
Zwara Al-Jumaa is usually hosted by the parents or the

eldest sibling of a family. There are many things about
Friday gatherings that are important. First, they are typical-
ly only for first- and sometimes second-degree family
members. Children should be involved and often have lots
of free time to play and get to know their cousins. This tra-
dition didn’t exist when Kuwaiti families used to be togeth-
er in one place. Before oil and the subsequent wealth
began to change the social fabric of Kuwait, sons remained
in their parents’ home with their wives and children. All the
women were involved in food preparation and in serving
their husband’s family. At that time, there was no material
prosperity or food abundance. Hens were reared for their
eggs and only slaughtered for exceptional occasions. Life
was simpler then.

But with economic prosperity, came changes in the fam-
ily structure. Sons built homes of their own and families
began to gather on Fridays to reconnect. The tradition has
gradually grown with the economic boom, but it’s main-
taining its debut as the core of the Kuwaiti family solidarity.
Of course, all are involved whether to bring food or to help
with preparation. And the larger families require a larger
number of house helpers.   

Favor in the eyes of Allah
Many in Kuwaiti society feel that attending the Friday

gatherings will gain them favor in the eyes of Allah. This
also helps keep the tradition alive and there are even basic
rules of etiquette in the Hadith.  For example: Do not dis-
turb the host with gossip, long stays and do not be extrava-

gant in food and drinks, which is the opposite to the cur-
rent reality of some Friday gatherings. 

“I attend two visits per week seeking a good wage from
Allah,” Lulua, a medical lab practitioner, said. In her late
twenties, Lulua believes in the religious aspect of family
gatherings and added the gatherings are good for her chil-
dren.

“Friday gatherings strengthen my children’s relation-
ships with their relatives while they’re having fun with
them,” she said. 

Others see the Friday gatherings as a way to reaffirm
their loyalty to their family. Sara, an educational graphic
designer explained. “I come to prove my existence in the
heart of my family. I like to go because it links me with my
other relatives to exchange experiences.”

Gender separation
All across Kuwait, on Fridays, families come together to

share food and talk. Even so, the rituals vary from one gath-
ering to another. Some families maintain gender separa-
tion throughout the gathering, others are completely
mixed. Abdullah, a director for an oil sector, mentioned
that men and women are typically separated during the
gathering which lasts from lunch until dinner time.  “At our
grandfather’s house, we organize outdoor activities for our
children, and we install swimming basins and bouncy cas-
tles,” he said. 

On the contrary, for Falah, an executive director, said,
“Our gathering is mixed and very modest. Relatives come
for the tea time. The ladies remain wearing their hijab.
Meanwhile, the kids have their own space. The grownups

have their own lounge to enjoy conversations in a quiet
atmosphere.”

In some families, they have a women’s only Zwara
where men are not allowed. This permits women who are
covered to remove their hijabs and be more relaxed. 

Expensive, and for some, a cause of stress 
Along with the physical separation, there is also a differ-

ence in experience. Men tend to enjoy the gatherings more
as a relaxing family time; but women, often, are more
stressed especially those who host the gathering due to
the amount of work involved, as well as the tensions
caused by stress, family disagreements and concerns that
they will be harshly judged for their clothing, appearance,
demeanor and parenting. 

Manal commented that it is expected to expend money
on this event that also takes effort and time for both the
hosts and the guests and added, “In fact, another disadvan-
tage is gossiping!” Nearly all of those interviewed have
agreed that gossiping among the women, children fights
and interference with personal lives are the worst part of
the Friday gathering. But, after all, the advantages out-
weigh the disadvantages.

Zwara Al-Jumaa has evolved into an expensive, elabo-
rate ritual. Oftentimes, hosts will feel pressured to order
lavish buffets from restaurants and may often even hire
extra help to serve or valets to park visitors’ cars. While that
may not be the norm, it has become more common in
recent years. 

“You are expected to spend money on the event,”
explained Manal. Demonstration of hospitality is legendary
in the Arab world and an absolute. It’s unheard of to go to
a home and not be offered tea, coffee, water, food and so
on. For someone to host a Friday gathering and not take
care of guests would be perceived as an insult. 
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The Friday family gather-
ings are important for
social cohesion. Most

Kuwaitis understand that
as a group they make up

only one-third of the
demographics of the

country. Therefore, there
must be a way to maintain
the cohesion of the com-

munity as a whole. 

Kuwaiti families love to explore different types of dates during the dates season.

“Ahlan wa Sahlan” is
the welcoming phrase
printed on tableware.
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Chicken machboos is the king of the dining table. 

Grandfather and sons discussing general topics while
they’re having tea.
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Social media 
Social media has added another layer of stress to the

Friday gatherings. You seldom see photos or videos of
Friday gatherings which is a surprise considering how
social media - especially Instagram and Snapchat - have
permeated every other aspect of Kuwaitis’ social life. 

Families don’t want to depict what’s happening in their
Zwara to their other relatives and friends, though they do
not necessarily worry about strangers. They avoid judg-
mental opinions from their distant relatives. Photos of
Zwara may be a gateway for gossip and jealousy. Another
reason is many Kuwaitis from different educational levels
are superstitious. They fear evil eyes. They protect them-
selves from envious people. Some even fear that the
images are used for black magic to disperse them of their
beloved ones. The contradiction is simply complicated,
because, as noted, many of them have no problem posting
their personal photos in other places. 

Incredibly beneficial
Despite all the pressure, many view Friday gatherings as

incredibly beneficial. It helps reinforce and strengthen
family bonds, developing ties between generations and
sharing a common viewpoint. 

Zwara Al-Jumaa will continue for generations. Yet, it
may break off because of space limitation, financial inabili-
ty and busyness. Perhaps that will turn it simple, as in the
old days. And perhaps, the future Kuwaiti generation
would Skype or FaceTime their Zwara from home!
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By Aakash Bakaya 

Over the last few weeks, the death
penalty debate in the justice system
has been brought back in the spot-

light both in Kuwait and India. Yakub
Memon, an associate and brother of one of
the prime suspects in the 1993 Bombay
bombing was hanged for aiding and financ-
ing the coordinated attacks that took more
than 350 lives and injured scores more.
When his date for execution was brought
back to the forefront, there was a surprising
change in the attitude of the people. Maybe
for the first time in independent India’s
young history - the vocal majority was
against executing a known felon. 

I’ve stood against the death penalty for
awhile now but standing on this side of the
fence is much harder in the Gulf and sub-
continent. Capital punishment has a long,
storied history in varying cultures but most
stem from ancient religious practices. The
method of execution has evolved over time
from beheadings, being fed to lions to the
guillotine and modern day firing squads or
lethal injections. Till today, it is seen as the
ultimate form of punishment to the harsh-
est of crimes but over the last 70 years, legal
systems the world over have made strides
to abolish execution and find alternative
methods to administer justice. 

Terrorists, especially those from religious
factions, relish the thoughts of death believ-
ing that their evil deeds on earth will be
rewarded with a heavenly after-life. An ordi-
nary person’s notion of the after-life is the
exact opposite for religious extremists. I

bring this up solely because this was the
main sentiment supporting the death
penalty for Yakub Menon a couple of weeks
ago. They claimed - ‘capital punishment
should be abolished, but not for terrorists’.
Ironically, the more we learn about terrorist
organizations and their motivations; it
becomes obvious that capital punishment
should be waved off especially for them. In
an interview in one of Iraq’s many battle-
grounds, a reporter had asked a Kurdish
peshmerga fighter what makes their will to
fight of IS so strong, she simply replied ‘We
are fighting to live, they are fighting to die.’

The emotions that surround death sen-
tences are understandable and few can
deny that. When families are slaughtered in
a blink of an eye, retribution is unanimously
called for. Answering scores of death with
the lives of the few perpetrators behind it

seems logical, however visceral and animal-
istic it may seem. However, many countries
have gone against this and rightfully so.
There’s a reason Mahatma Gandhi’s famous
quote ‘An eye for an eye makes the whole
world blind’ resonates so well in modern
society. You can see this change around the
globe as well. Today, more than 106 coun-
tries around the world have abolished capi-
tal punishment and many others are look-
ing to do the same. 

Every heinous crime deserves a fitting
punishment and I argue that life imprison-
ment is a worse sentence than a simple
death. Rotting in jail in isolation is proven to
take an enormous psychological toll on
even the hardest of criminals and life-sen-
tences amplify this effect.  Repentance,
regret and a lifetime of living with your irre-
versible mistakes; it might not seem like a

fitting punishment for murderers but docu-
mented evidence proves otherwise. 

In places like India, where poverty is still
so common most ask why so many still get
to live in squalor while rapists and terrorists
get to have a roof over their heads and reg-
ular meals. How is it fair that we have to
spend our tax-paying money on them? The
key response to this is that millions are
already being spent in convicting these
criminals for a death sentence. These trials
go on for years (In Menon’s case, 22 years)
due to multiple rebuttals and postpone-
ments. This is what many advocates have
been saying for years - in hindsight, it’s both
easier and less expensive to throw convicts
in jail for life that tying a rope around their
neck.

The Gulf too needs to look at capital pun-
ishment and see what changes can be
made for the better of the legal system as a
whole. Five of the top 15 countries with the
most executions are all from the Middle East
and these range from terrorist activities to
adultery. With the trial for the Al-Sadiq
Mosque blast underway, it is quite possible
that the men who are eventually convicted
may be sentenced to death. It’s sad to think
that any other sentencing would be met
with almost universal criticism. For all the
money and modernity the GCC claims to
have, it still seems like we are still limping
behind affording people fundamental
human rights. 

This editorial reflects only the author’s per-
sonal views not those of the Kuwait Times. 

A case against the death penalty 

The emotions that surround death

sentences are understandable and few

can deny that. When families are

slaughtered in a blink of an eye, 

retribution is unanimously called for. 



By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: Across Kuwait, schools, teachers,
supermarkets and stationery shops and
even traffic police are gearing up for the
back to school rush. Students are readying
uniforms and stocking up on school sup-
plies. Every year, tens of thousands of chil-
dren in Kuwait return to their classrooms
after more than two months of holiday. The
burdens of tuition (for children attending
private schools) and daily transportation are
just a few of the many challenges parents
will face. 

Getting the kids ready for school can be a
Herculean task. Most schools send home a
multi-page list of required supplies that
include folders, notebooks, pens, pencils,
crayons, markers, glue sticks, hand sanitizers
and even tissue boxes. “I asked my husband
to buy school supplies for my five-year-old
son for one year,” said expat mom Tiffany. 

“He bought the whole supermarket... He
said it was for the whole year, but it was
enough for 10 years in grade school!” Tiffany
laughed. 

Choosing the right school can be another
challenge for parents in Kuwait. Expatriates
are barred from sending their children to
public schools and many locals prefer the
higher quality education available at private
schools. But not all private schools are
equal, although, the sky high tuition is a
common complaint. 

“Last year, I decided to transfer my
daughter to an Indian school because I
found it to be considerably cheaper than
American schools,” said Janice. 

“But every time my daughter came home,
she cried. My heart melted so I finally spoke
to my husband about it, and thank God, he
agreed, and so we pulled our daughter from
the Indian school,” she explained. 

But the move was not without expense,
as Janice had to pay fees for both schools.
“Yeah, it was a crazy thing. I gave in to the
demands of my seven-year-old daughter,”
she admitted.

“But I don’t regret it. I cannot really bear
my baby crying; I don’t want her to hurt so
much,” she said. For others, the high fees

charged by private schools aren’t even in
the selection. Either their salaries are too
low or they face legal problems to send their
children into private schools. Hundreds of
Syrian nationals who came to Kuwait to
escape the conflict in their home country
cannot send their children to school
because their children have been denied
residency visas. 

Parents may also face increased trans-
portation woes this year as the traffic
department gets stricter on driver’s licens-
ing requirements and limits licenses granted
to non-working parents (the ones who typi-
cally pick up the children from school).
Already, a growing number of parents are
seeking alternative solutions to transporta-

tion including ride sharing, taxi hires and
busing to get their children back and forth
to school.  “We cannot afford to send the
children on the bus and since I’m a stay-at-
home mom, I could not get a driver’s license
either,” disclosed Cheryl. 

All the anxiety and stress caused by the
beginning of the school year can also be felt
by children, with many of them entering
new schools or new grades. The start of the
school year can be a time of anxiety for
many children as it’s a period of uncertainty.
They don’t know if they will be liked, if they
will find friends or will like their teachers.
Those who struggled last year may feel
more anxious about entering a new grade or
facing new academic challenges.
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From sky high
tuition fees to
transportation

woes, back to
school means 

stress for parents
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KUWAIT: A new season with cooler and
milder weather will prevail across the
Arabian Peninsula, as Canopus, the sec-
ond brightest star in the night sky, is
predicted to be spotted on August 24,
said Head of the Astronomy and Space
Sciences Department at Kuwait Science
Club Bader Al-Amirah yesterday. 

Known across the Arabian Gulf as
“Suhail Star,” the people of the region
await this change of season with great
anticipation, as the rise of the star
means improvement in weather, cooling
in water, lengthening of shadow and
shorter days of scorching heat, he said. 

The star can be seen in the Southern
half of the Arabian Peninsula, as for
northern half, it will not be seen until late
August, he added. Suhail derived from
the Arabic name for several bright stars.
The Chinese know Canopus as “the Star
of the Old Man” which is the symbol of
longevity and happiness in the Far East. 

No change in humidity 
Meanwhile, no changes in temperature

and humidity will occur over the upcom-
ing days, a Meteorologist said yesterday.
Mohammad Karam, Director of the
Meteorological Department, told KUNA a
state of stability prevailed in the last period
with an obvious increase of humidity on
coastal areas and islands. High humidity
will continue in the upcoming days.

Today, the weather is expected to
remain hot and humid on coastal areas
during the day, with northwesterly wind,
changing to slight and moderate on
exposed areas west of the country, ranging
between 12-40km/h. At night, the weather
will be hot and relatively humid with
volatile wind, changing to slight to moder-
ate northwesterly and ranging between 8-
28km/h.  Minimum temperature are 30-32
C. Sea conditions are slight to moderate
waves will be 1-3ft.

Tomorrow, the weather will be
extremely hot during the day, with moder-
ate north westerly wind, ranging between
10-35 km/h. maximum temperatures are
between 47-49 degrees centigrade.  At
night, the weather is hot and relatively
humid on coastal area, with volatile wind
changing to slight to moderate north-
westerly and ranging between 6-28 km/h.
Sea conditions are slight to moderate: 1-
4ft. — KUNA

Suhail star to signal
start of new season

Bader Al-Amirah

Kuwaiti lawmakers 
join pan-Asia meet 

KUALA LAMPUR: A delegation of Kuwaiti lawmakers, taking
part in the meetings of the Association of Asian Parliaments in
Jakarta, Indonesia proposed speeding up intra-investments
among nations of the continent of Asia, a Kuwaiti official said
yesterday.

Head of the delegation MP Awdah Al-Ruwaiei told KUNA
by phone that the meetings dealt with an array of draft resolu-
tions, among them the need for pushing forward economic
growth, which he said would be taken up extensively at the
next meetings of the Association which will take place in
Cambodia.

The meetings were conducted primarily by the executive
committee for economic affairs at the Association, which
agreed to a draft proposal by Kuwaiti lawmaker Khalil Abul
regarding encouraging investments in countries of Asia espe-
cially through investment portfolios and sovereign wealth
funds.

The lawmaker, in a similar phone call with KUNA, said the
committee discussed draft proposals on fighting poverty, eco-
nomic growth, sustainable development, environment, cli-
mate change, energy, and global warming, among other
things. The Kuwaiti delegation to the meetings of the
Association is made up of three lawmakers, Al-Ruwaiei, Abul,
and Madhi Al-Hajri. —KUNA

JAKARTA: A delegation of Kuwaiti lawmakers in the meetings of the Association of Asian Parliaments in
Jakarta. —KUNA

CAIRO: Envoy of His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Amiri Diwan
Advisor Yousef Al-Ibrahim, arrived yesterday in
Egypt, met Egyptian President Abdelfatah Al-Sisi,
conveying the Amir’s condolences over the demise
of the president’s mother.

Kuwaiti oil barrel 
drops by 11 cents
KUWAIT: The price of Kuwaiti oil barrel dropped 11 cents,
reaching USD 45.64 on Wednesday, compared to USD
45.75 on Tuesday, as announced by Kuwait Petroleum
Corporation (KPC) yesterday. Oil prices had dropped by
one third since last June, while being unstable with a
slight rise from its lowest recorded rates in six years and a
half. Oil prices were affected by the huge rise in the US
crude oil reserves, with fears of market glut, which leads to
a drop in prices. Meanwhile, Brent forward contracts had
lost 45 cents upon settlement (about one percent), reach-
ing USD 48.7 per barrel. 

Dollar stays firm
In other news, the US dollar firmed vis-a-vis the Kuwaiti

dinar, trading at KD 0.302 but the Euro rose to KD 0.336
yesterday compared to Wednesday’s rates, the Central
Bank of Kuwait (CBK) said. The sterling pound also stead-
ied, trading at KD 0.474, however the Swiss franc climbed
to KD 0.313. The Japanese Yen meanwhile remained
unchanged, at KD 0.002. The US dollar lost 0.6 percent of
its value against the other major currencies in
Wednesday’s trades, following four days of profits. The US
Federal Reserve Bank had lowered forecast interest rate
hike for next month.

Creativity contest 
begins in October 

KUWAIT: The Creativity contest aiming at refining students’ talents
and developing their skills will kick off in October, the Ministry of
Education announced yesterday. Assistant Undersecretary for educa-
tional development and the activities department at the Ministry
Faisal Maqseed said that this contest will be organized in coopera-
tion with the Ministry of State for Youth Affairs and
“PricewaterhouseCoopers;” a multinational professional services net-
work. After a meeting held with a delegation from the Ministry,
Maqseed stressed the importance of enhancing the spirit of coopera-
tion among students and developing their skills in order to enrich
their life experiences. Maqseed added that the contest comes as part
of Kuwait’s support for young people and their interests through
organizing a number of competitions and activities.

Meanwhile, director of labor market at the ministry Hessa Al-
Ayyar said the ministry will nurture these talents by holding competi-
tions that focus on societal and environmental issues. She added the
competition will end in May and there will be prizes for the winners.
On his part, Assistant Director of risk management department at
PricewaterhouseCooper Abdullah Al-Turki said that 12 high schools
students of both genders will participate in the contest which will
include workshops of 5-3 persons per team. The creativity contest
will begin in October and ends in May. Prizes will be handed over to
the winners. —KUNA

Al-Sisi grateful to 
Kuwait’s support 

CAIRO: The Egyptian people will never forget Kuwait’s support
of Egypt and the choices its people make, Egyptian President
Abdelfatah Al-Sisi said yesterday. He made this statement in the
course of his meeting with the Kuwaiti Amiri Diwan advisor Dr
Yousif Hamad Al-Ibrahim, the personal representative of His
Highness the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah, who is in Egypt to extend HH the Amir’s condolences
to President Al-Sisi over the recent passing of his mother,
according to a press statement issued by President Al-Sisi’s
spokesperson Alaa Yousif.

In the meeting, Dr Al-Ibrahim praised the new Suez Canal
project, noting its completion in a record time of a single year
and deeming it a further boost to the country’s growing econo-
my. He said Kuwait was looking forward to investing in projects
in the canal region, which would create job opportunities for
Egyptian youth. Welcoming outside investments in his country,
President Al-Sisi vowed that no hindrance to these investments
will be tolerated and considered any Arab investments in Egypt
as a further push toward joint Arab work in the economic field.

President Al-Sisi spoke of the proposal of forming a joint
Arab defense force, underscoring its defensive nature and that,
in the event of its emergence as a reality, it would not be direct-
ed as an aggressive force against anyone, but that it would
ensure the territorial integrity, security, and stability of Arab
countries.  On the topic of fighting terrorism, Dr Al-Ibrahim
extoled the steps recently taken by Egypt to combat the ubiqui-
ty of this regional and international scourge. —KUNA 



Ethiopians arrested 

Residency Affairs Detectives arrested three Ethiopians
who were caught running a bogus domestic help service.
Along with this, they were also accused of cheating and
swindling by trading in absconding domestic helpers.
They used to harbor the maids away from their sponsors
then sell them to others. The three were arrested along
with 19 others.
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Chemical leak at
Shuwaikh port

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: KFSD received a call about a chemical leak at
Shuwaikh port yesterday. Shuwaikh Industrial Fire Center
and Hazardous materials were dispatched and discovered a
gas leak from a container at the site. The leak was stopped
and things returned back to normalcy without any further
incidents.

Asians caught gambling 

11 Asians were sent to Kheitan police station after they
were caught gambling at an undisclosed location. After
admitting to their crime, a background check was per-
formed on the group to determine if they had any other
black marks on their record. They were later sent to the
administrative deportation center.

Crime
R e p o r t

Fire on boat

Firemen dealt with a fire in a wooden boat that arrived from
Iran yesterday. The boat, which was used to transport agricul-
tural products, had over 388 tons of feed on board. Firemen
discovered the fire was at the bottom deck and thus was diffi-
cult to reach. It was then tugged to Doha port where it was
unloaded to reach the fire which had originated in the feed. A
fireman was injured and treated on site.

Fire engulfs oil 
facility in Ahmadi

By Hanan Al-Saadoun & Meshal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: A massive fire engulfed an oil facility in an industrial
area of Al-Ahmadi yesterday. The fire began around 2pm in a
vehicle oil plant and Ahmadi fire teams reached the site within
minutes. Eventually fire teams from Fahaheel, Mangaf,
Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hazardous materials, Mishrif, Al-Hilali and
operations and back-up centers were called in to help battle
the blaze.

Nearly 100 firemen were involved in trying to control the
fire and prevent it from spreading to neighboring building.
The fire was fueled by reservoirs of oil within the plant which
exploded due to high pressure resulting from the tempera-
ture. Preliminary information indicates that the plant is
approximately 1,000 square meters. It was not clear at the
time the newspaper went to press the extent of the damage
or if any civilians had been injured or killed in the blaze. 

Several firemen suffered heat exhaustion and were treated
on site. Kuwait Fire Services Directorate Director General Lt
General Yousuf Al-Ansari and Deputy Director General for
Fighting Affairs Brig Jamal Al-Blaihees, Director of Central
Operations Brig Tariq Al-Sabti, Acting Ahmadi Fire Director Lt
Colonel Ahmad Al-Habdan were on hand. Earlier this week a
massive blaze shut Kuwait’s 200,000 barrel-per-day oil refin-
ery. Fires at industrial sites in Kuwait are not uncommon,
though quickly controlled by Kuwait’s well-trained fire
brigades. 

KUWAIT: An employee at a non govern-
ment charity in Hawally was surprised to
find among donations a box containing
ammunition and magazines. A security
source said that the citizen found the
ammunition within the donations along
with 93 empty magazines and uniforms.
The box will be sent to weapons detec-
tives for further investigations.

Egyptians fight
Three Egyptians beat a compatriot of

theirs very hard and had to be taken to hos-
pital for a broken nose. Naeem police are
looking for them for further procedures.

Absconding teen returned
Mubarak Al-Kabeer detectives returned

an absconding girl to her parents after
finding her with a Syrian lady. She said she
left because of a family dispute. Detectives
who received a complaint from the girl’s
father, a citizen, learned that the 19 year

old was in Salmiya. She was apprehended
and returned to her parents’ home.

Women shot
Two women had to be taken to

Mubarak hospital for treatment after
being shot by an air weapon in Nugra
area. Hawally police are working on
identifying the culprit .  A security
source said the firing was from a top of
a building hitting an Egyptian and an
Indian women. Preliminary reports

show the Indian had a severe injury.

Money burner sought
Policemen are looking for a person

who appeared in a social media clip while
burning a KD 10 note, then lit a cigarette
with it, while saying, “for you who are
waiting your salaries, I do not want it... I
burn it.”

Swindler wanted
An Egyptian woman accused one of

her compatriots of swindling after he took
KD 2500 as price of a car she wanted to
buy from him. Meidan Hawally police are
investigating. A citizen saw the theft of his
wallet from his car, when a thief broke its
glass then ran away. A citizen told police
that when he parked his car at Jahra hos-
pital parking lot, he was surprised by a
man breaking the glass then stole the wal-
let, then when he approached him he got
into a car and sped off.

Illegal weapons on citizen

The Weapons Detectives Department arrested a citizen with
two AK47, shotgun and air gun along with a large amount of
ammunition. The arrest was made after information was
received by the department about the man and his house
was raided.

Weapons found among charity donations

House robbed
A citizen was surprised to find that

his home had been broken into, and
thieves stole electric wires, destroyed
a transformer and three doors. A secu-
rity source said the citizen informed
Naeem police station about what
happened in his Jaber Al-Ahmad area
house. Detectives are investigating.
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SANAA: Displaced Yemeni children, who fled Saada province due to fighting between Shiite Huthi rebels and forces loyal to Yemen’s exiled President Abedrabbo Mansour Hadi, play
at a school turned into a shelter in the capital Sanaa on Wednesday. — AFP

ADEN: A bomb exploded next to the governor’s
office in Aden and killed four people yesterday
witnesses said, as Islamic State militants claimed
responsibility for a deadly raid on a Yemeni mili-
tary post near the Saudi border.

No one claimed responsibility for the blast in
Aden, the temporary seat of Yemen’s administra-
tion while the Houthi group holds the capital,
Sanaa. An official said the governor was present
but unhurt. Hundreds of kilometres away in the
Empty Quarter desert, a local official said
unknown gunmen attacked a government mili-
tary post in the Thamud district near Saudi
Arabia, killing four soldiers.

In a statement posted online, Islamic State
said it carried out the assault on the “apostate
army,” in the group’s first known attack against
the government since it emerged this year.

The attacks underscore the fragility of
Yemen’s government despite hundreds of air
strikes from Gulf Arab states. That campaign has
won the government control over most of the
country and reversed the gains of the Houthis, an
Iran-allied militia, after five months of civil war.

Plagued by chronic instability even before the
latest civil war, Yemen is also home to the world’s
deadliest branch of Al-Qaeda and a new offshoot
of Islamic State, which surfaced with a series of

suicide bombings on Shiite mosques on March 20
which killed 137 people.

On Thursday, Arab air strikes hit targets
throughout northern Yemen, local officials said,
as the front lines approach Houthi strongholds
there.

The attacks hit five provinces controlled by
the Houthis and the military airport in Sanaa amid
rapid advances by Arab-backed Yemeni troops.
The Saudi-led alliance began its air strikes in late
March as the Shiite Houthis entered Aden. The
civil war has killed over 4,300 people and left
diplomats and air groups appealing for a cease-
fire to spare civilians and alleviate a mounting
humanitarian disaster.

“SENSELESS BLOODSHED”
One air raid on a school in Amran province

north of Sanaa on Tuesday killed 13 teachers and
four children, in an attack the United Nations
called “senseless bloodshed.”

“No nation, no society, can afford to lose its
children to conflict - whether from direct attacks,
from malnutrition, from disease, from lack of edu-
cation, or from the traumas of the horrors they
witness,” UN agency UNICEF said in a statement.
It noted around eight children have been killed or
wounded in the war every day. Sunni Arab coun-

tries and Yemen’s Saudi-based government see
the Houthis as a proxy of Shiite Iran, bent on
extending the Islamic Republic’s influence in the
Arab world.

The Houthis and Iran deny this, saying their
spread is a revolution against officials and Arab
countries aligned with Sunni militants like al
Qaeda and subservient to the West.

Southern Yemeni militias and loyalist army
units have scored major gains against the
Houthis in the last month and may soon advance
toward their stronghold around Sanaa.

But as a political accord remains elusive, suf-
fering and hunger continue to spread, especially
after the coalition bombing of northern Yemen’s
Red Sea port of Hodaida this week.

Ertharin Cousin, the head of the UN’s World
Food Program, warned after a three-day visit to
the country that the violence and near-blockade
by Arab forces may push already widespread
hunger out of control. “Ten of the 22 gover-
norates in Yemen in July were already at emer-
gency levels. That’s one step away from famine.” 

Aid crisis
United Nations aid chief Stephen O’Brien said

on Wednesday that air strikes by Saudi-led coali-
tion airplanes on Yemen’s Red Sea port of

Hodeida were unacceptable and could worsen
the country’s humanitarian crisis. Hodeida, con-
trolled by Iranian-allied Houthi forces, has
become a focal point of efforts to resupply the
impoverished Arab state, battered by five months
of war that has killed over 4,300 people.

“These attacks are in clear contravention of
international humanitarian law and are unaccept-
able,” O’Brien said of the Tuesday attacks on the
port during a briefing to the 15-member UN
Security Council. “I am extremely concerned that
the damage to the port of Hodeida could have a
severe impact on the entire country, and would
deepen humanitarian needs, making more peo-
ple food insecure, leaving them without access to
water or medicines, which could also mean the
spread of disease,” he said. The United Nations
has raised Yemen to its highest level humanitari-
an crisis, placing it alongside emergencies in
South Sudan, Syria and Iraq. It has said more than
21 million people in Yemen need help, some 80
percent of the population.

O’Brien told the UN Security Council that
Saudi Arabia had not yet made good on an
April pledge of $274 million for the world
body’s aid appeal for Yemen, which he said
needs at least $1.6 billion and is only 18 percent
funded. — Agencies

Deadly blast, IS raid hit Yemen’s govt 
Attack on Red Sea port could worsen humanitarian crisis: UN



DAMASCUS: This photo provided by the Syrian anti-government activist group Douma Revolution, which has been
authenticated based on its contents and other AP reporting, shows Syrian firefighters extinguishing burned shop which
was attacked by a Syrian government airstrike, in Douma, a suburb of Damascus yesterday. — AP
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BEIRUT: Human Rights Watch urged the
United Nations yesterday to impose an arms
embargo on the Syrian government after air
strikes on a rebel town near the capital killed
more than 100 people. The New York-based
group said the Sunday attack on Douma
showed the government’s “appalling disre-
gard for civilians”. The series of strikes, several
of which hit a crowded marketplace in the
Eastern Ghouta region town, killed mostly
civilians.

“This latest carnage is another reminder-if
any was still needed-of the urgent need for
the (UN) Security Council to act on its previous
resolutions and take steps to stop indiscrimi-
nate attacks,” HRW deputy Middle East direc-
tor Nadim Houry said. The Syrian Observatory
for Human Rights, a Britain-based monitor,
said yesterday that 117 people had been
killed. That was up from a previously reported
figure of 96 because of people who died from

injuries sustained in the strikes. 
Foreign Minister Walid Muallem defended

the attacks in comments to an Egyptian televi-
sion station published Thursday by Syria’s offi-
cial news agency SANA. “It is natural for the
Syrian government to use the appropriate
tools to defeat terrorism,” he said.

“But many of the terrorists use civilians as
human shields, so what is claimed about mas-
sacres in Douma or elsewhere is fabricated
news.” The incident was among the deadliest
government assaults in the conflict, which
began in March 2011.

It came almost two years after a chemical
weapons attack on Eastern Ghouta that the
United States said killed 1,400 people. Much
of the international community blamed Syria’s
government for that attack, though it denied
responsibility. HRW noted that Douma, as well
as other parts of the rebel bastion of Eastern
Ghouta, are regularly targeted in regime air

strikes that disproportionately kill civilians. 

Reshuffle
The Syrian president replaced two

Cabinet ministers yesterday, state TV said, a
minor government reshuffle amid rising
consumer prices and a grinding civil war,
now in its fifth year.

The TV said Bashar Assad named Rima
Qadiri to replace Kinda Shammat as minister
of social affairs. Jamal Chahine was appoint-
ed minister of internal trade and consumer
protection, replacing Hassane Safieh. No
reason was given for the changes. Syria’s
conflict, which began in March 2011, has
killed 250,000 people and led to one of the
worst refugee crisis in decades, with more
than 11 million of the prewar population of
23 million driven  from their homes. Of
those, some 4 million have fled to neighbor-
ing nations. — Agencies

HRW calls for Syria regime 

arms embargo after strikes 
Syrian president replaces 2 cabinet ministers 

Kurdish civilians

under fire as Turkey

bombs PKK in Iraq

SIGIRE, Iraq: When Kurdish militant leader Abdullah Ocalan called
a ceasefire with Turkey two years ago, residents of the village of
Sigire slaughtered a sheep to celebrate what they believed was
the start of a new era of peace. Their homes and orchards in the
mountains of northern Iraq had been on the frontline of a war
between the Turkish state and Ocalan’s Kurdistan Workers’ Party
(PKK) for more than three decades. “We felt our lives were begin-
ning again,” said 54-year-old Mam Bashir from Sigire, which is
around 20 km (12 miles) from the Turkish border.

Now, they are under fire once more as a peace process
between Ankara and the PKK breaks down and Turkish warplanes
target the outlawed group in Iraq’s Kurdish north, where many of
its fighters are based. On July 24, missiles smashed into Sigire, set-
ting orchards ablaze. “It was like paradise, but now it’s ruined,” said
Mam Bashir, wading through dead leaves and ash in his orchard,
which used to yield all kinds of fruit. “My heart is burning”.

Like many other villages in the border area, Sigire was more or
less abandoned at the height of the PKK-Turkey conflict during the
1990s, but its former residents continued to cultivate the land.

The ghost of the village as it once was is outlined in rubble
where walls used to stand. The most recent air strikes have
scorched the earth and blackened trees. Before 1990, Sigire was
bombed four times by the Iraqi government, which attacked
Kurdish areas to quell repeated uprisings. Thereafter, the planes
were Turkish, and their target, the PKK. Mam Bashir said he
believed Turkey’s latest offensive was motivated by Kurdish suc-
cesses in Syria, where a militia affiliated with the PKK has gained
territory and international recognition for fighting Islamic State
militants.

Backed by coalition air strikes, the YPG, a sister group of the
PKK, prevailed over Islamic State in a long battle for the Syrian
town of Kobani on the Turkish border. Kurds accuse Turkey of
supporting Islamic State against them. “They bombed our area
in revenge for Kobani,” Mam Bashir said. Turkey launched the air
strikes in late July as part of what the government called a “syn-
chronised war on terror”, including action against the Kurdish
militants, Islamic State insurgents in northern Syria and far-left-
ist groups at home.

The campaign against the PKK was a response to a surge in
attacks on the security forces, Turkish officials have said.  They
say more than 50 soldiers and police officers have died at the
hands of the group since July 20 and more than 170 wounded.

“FROM THE BLACK SEA TO SINJAR”
More than 40,000 people have been killed since the PKK took

up arms against the Turkish government in 1984. Under a deal, the
PKK withdrew to the mountains in northern Iraq where they are
now entrenched. In the Sigire orchard, two young PKK guerrillas
with Kalashnikovs slung over their shoulders appeared at one
stage.  Later, another group emerged. “We are everywhere: from
the Black Sea to Sinjar,” said one of the guerrilla fighters, a Kurd
from Turkey. But the widespread presence of the fighters means
that civilians are often caught up in the violence. — Reuters

RIYADH: MERS coronavirus infections have
soared in Saudi Arabia ahead of the Hajj pil-
grimage, killing three people and forcing a
Riyadh hospital to close its emergency ward,
officials and newspapers said yesterday.

The Saudi Gazette said authorities shut
the emergency ward at one of the capital’s
largest hospitals, King Abdulaziz Medical
City (KAMC-R), “after at least 46 people,
including hospital staff” contracted the
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome. The
health ministry has said it registered 21 con-
firmed MERS infections, all but one of them
in Riyadh, between August 9 and 15.

There was no immediate explanation for
the difference in the figures, but the ward
closure at KAMC-R was confirmed to AFP by
a hospital employee.

The executive director of its Infection
Prevention and Control Department, Hanan

Balkhi, confirmed in a statement on the facil-
ity’s website that there were MERS cases
amongst health workers.

“In view of ... the increasing number of
cases of MERS-coronavirus, and due to the
around-the-clock large numbers of patients
in the ER at KAMC-R and the difficulty of
applying quarantine measures, preventive
measures have been upgraded,” he said.

These include reducing the number of
patients and allocating “three wings to
accommodate the quarantine of suspect-
ed/confirmed cases.”

Cases ‘still limited’ 
Health Minister Khalid Al-Falih said late

Wednesday that the hospital “has faced a
spread of the coronavirus during the past
few weeks, which started as one case”.
However, in remarks carried by the official

SPA news agency, he gave reassurances that
the cases were “still limited”.

He urged “vigilance when contacting
people with respiratory illnesses” and pre-
ventive measures when visiting MERS
patients. The latest deaths occurred in
Riyadh, and the three victims were all Saudis
aged between 65 and 86, the health min-
istry said.

This raises to 483 the number of deaths
out of 1,118 MERS infections in Saudi Arabia,
where the virus first appeared in 2012,
according to the ministry.

Saudi Arabia, preparing to host more
than two million Muslims from all over the
world for the annual Hajj to Makkah and
Madina, Islam’s holiest sites, expected to
start on September 21, is the country worst
hit by the coronavirus.

Falih said authorities have “prepared a

comprehensive preventive plan starting
from entry points, to Hajj sites, until the pil-
grims return home”. The ministry will “dedi-
cate all its efforts to prevent any infectious
disease from spreading in the kingdom”,
SPA quoted him as saying.

Officials declared last year’s hajj epidem-
ic-free after the oil-rich kingdom contracted
thousands of health workers to ensure pil-
grims were protected from MERS and Ebola,
another deadly viruses.

MERS is considered a deadlier but less
infectious cousin of the Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) virus that
appeared in Asia in 2003 and killed hun-
dreds of people, mostly in China.

Its symptoms can include fever, cough-
ing and shortness of breath. There are no
approved vaccines against MERS, which is
believed to originate in camels. — AFP

Saudi MERS infections soar ahead of pilgrimage
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CALAIS: French riot police stand on the side of the road to prevent migrants from
approaching lorries on the road leading to the ferry port in Calais, northern France, yes-
terday. — AFP photos

CALAIS: French Interior minister Bernard Cazeneuve (right) and Britain Home Secretary
Theresa May give a press conference yesterday in Calais, after signing a deal aimed at
alleviating the migrant crisis in Calais. 

CALAIS, France: Britain and France yesterday
announced tougher security tools to guard the
Channel Tunnel, a new joint police command to
target human traffickers and 10 million euros
($11.2 million) in new British government money to
help asylum seekers and send others back home.

The measures are aimed at overcoming diplo-
matic and economic tensions around the French
port of Calais, a flashpoint in a European summer
marked by unusually large waves of migrants.

British Home Secretary Theresa May and French
Interior Minister Bernard Cazeneuve visited the
tunnel Thursday announced plans for a “substan-
tial” increase of security guards, higher fences, sur-
veillance cameras, floodlighting and infrared detec-
tion technology.

Since the start of June, at least 10 migrants have

died trying to sneak through the Channel Tunnel to
Britain. Countless others have slipped through
undetected on trucks. Britain and France have
accused each other of not doing enough to man-
age the migrants.

An estimated 3,000 migrants are camped in
Calais with more arriving daily, drawing intense
political attention in Britain. Elsewhere in Europe
this year, Germany has seen 360,000 migrants
arrive and 160,000 migrants have reached Greek
shores. May insisted on the importance of distin-
guishing between refugees fleeing war and repres-
sion and migrants coming illegally to seek better
economic prospects. “It’s a problem that starts else-
where in the world with migrants trying to come
abroad with organized criminal gangs,” she said
yesterday. Britain will increase monitoring of other

North Sea ports as the crackdown on Calais pushes
migrants to other potential departure points, she
said. The two countries announced a new joint
police command center to coordinate intelligence
to disrupt migrant-trafficking gangs. The overall
cost of the measures was not disclosed. But a joint
statement said Britain would provide an additional
5 million euros a year for the next two years for
identifying and protecting the most vulnerable
migrants, particularly women and children - and on
sending economic migrants home.

Sense of life
British border guards will meet with migrants to

provide “a more dissuasive and realistic sense of
life for illegal migrants in the UK,” the declaration
said. Cazeneuve said French authorities have dis-

mantled 19 trafficking networks this year. There are
now about 400 surveillance cameras, 200 French
guards and 500 other French security forces sur-
rounding the area near the tunnel entrance, British
officials said. Britain has financed four-meter-high
(13-feet) border fences that Eurotunnel spokesman
Romain Dufour says have reduced migrant storm-
ing considerably. The number of attempted tunnel
crossings has dropped to about 150 a night since
emergency security measures were put in place,
down from a height of about 2,000 in late July,
Eurotunnel says.

France will also strengthen support for aid
groups and local officials helping the most vulnera-
ble migrants, Cazeneuve’s office said. The minister
emphasized the “human dramas” driving people to
make the treacherous journey. — AP

Britain, France boost security to stop migrants from tunnel

Britain to reopen 
embassy in Tehran

this weekend
LONDON: Britain will reopen its embassy in
Iran this weekend nearly four years after
protesters ransacked the elegant ambassa-
dorial residence and burned the British flag,
a British diplomatic source said yesterday.

“The Foreign Secretary (Philip
Hammond) will travel to Iran to reopen
our embassy there,” the source told
Reuters on condition of anonymity as the
trip has not been formally announced.
After a nuclear deal was reached between
Iran and six major world powers including
Britain, Hammond said he hoped to re-
open the embassy in Tehran. Hammond
will travel to Iran this weekend for the for-
mal opening of the embassy on Sunday.
He will take a small group of business
leaders with him on the trip, according to
the diplomatic source. Until a new ambas-
sador is announced, the embassy will be
led by Ajay Sharma, until now the non-res-
ident charge d’affaires.

Iranian protesters stormed two British
diplomatic compounds in Tehran in
November 2011, smashing windows,
torching a car and burning the British flag
in protest against sanctions imposed by
London. Britain, which said the storming
of the embassy could not have taken
place without the consent of the Iranian
authorities, responded by shutting Iran’s
embassy in London and expelling its
diplomats. — Reuters

ISTANBUL: Turkish authorities yesterday
launched dawn raids in Istanbul and the
southern city of Mersin to arrest suspect-
ed members of an ultra-left group, a day
after two of its militants attacked the
Dolmabahce Palace in Istanbul,  state
media said.

Police detained over 40 suspected mili-
tants from the Marxist Revolutionary
People’s Liberation Party Front (DHKP-C) in
Istanbul’s Sariyer district on the shores of
Bosphorus and several districts of Mersin,
Anatolia news agency reported. The majori-
ty of the detentions took place in Mersin,
where the suspected militants from other
parts of Turkey had been staying in tents on
a beach in the port city, it added.  Police on
Wednesday detained two militants over the

armed attack on guards outside the
Dolmabahce Palace, one of Turkey’s main
tourist attractions which also houses offices
of the prime minister. No fatalities were
reported.  The DHKP-C yesterday claimed
responsibility for the attack on their website.

“We will break the hands raised against
the peoples’ fighters who ensured justice by
attacking the Dolmabahce Palace,” it said.
The DHKP-C has claimed a string of attacks
in Turkey in recent months, including a simi-
lar attack on the Dolmabahce Palace on
January 1 where two grenades were hurled
at the guards, which failed to explode.

The DHKP-C, known until the mid-1990s
as Devrimci Sol (Revolutionary Left), is a
deeply secretive group which goes quiet for
periods before re-emerging to stage attacks.

Mainly active in Istanbul, it seeks a
Marxist revolution in Turkey but also
espouses a fiercely anti-Western and anti-
NATO agenda.

The group had claimed a 2013 suicide
attack at the US embassy in Ankara that left
a security guard dead. Turkey has been on
heightened alert since Ankara launched a
two-pronged offensive to bomb Islamic
State (IS) militants in Syria and Kurdish
rebels in northern Iraq and southeastern
Turkey following a series of deadly attacks.
According to the government, more than
2,500 people have so far been detained in
raids targeting suspected members of the
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), IS and DHKP-
C, the overwhelming majority of them from
the PKK. — AFP

Turkey detains 40 leftists 
after Istanbul shooting

BRATISLAVA: Seven people died yesterday
morning when two planes carrying dozens
of parachutists collided in mid-air in west-
ern Slovakia, the interior ministry said.

The crash involved two L-410 Turbolet
sport airplanes with 38 people on board,
most of them parachutists preparing for an
air show, according to Zuzana Farkasova

from the interior ministry’s firefighters divi-
sion. The seven dead included four pilots
and three parachutists, according to local
media. Five parachutists walked away with
minor injuries after the planes crashed near
the village of Cerveny Kamen near the
Czech border, according to health ministry
spokesman Peter Bubla. 

However, most of the survivors were
able  to  parachute out  of  the a i rcraft
immediately after  the crash,  a  pol ice
source told AFP. The accident took place
when one of  the  planes  suddenly
descended onto the other, according to
local media, with a propeller ripped off as
they collided. —AFP

Seven die in Slovak mid-air plane collision
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ISTANBUL: Europe does not fully grasp the
magnitude of Syria’s refugee crisis and should
open its borders to shoulder a responsibility
Turkey has been bearing alone, the head of
the Turkish relief effort said.

The NATO member state, situated
between Europe and the Middle East, has
won international praise for taking in 2 million
refugees. But it has warned it is reaching
capacity, and thousands are now making the
perilous journey by boat from Turkey to
Greece in a bid to enter Europe.

“Turkey has been left alone as if this is its
own problem.  This is not a problem Turkey
created nor one it can end,” Fuat Oktay, direc-
tor of Turkey’s Disaster and Emergency
Management Agency (AFAD), told Reuters in
an interview. “It is a humanitarian tragedy,
and if the EU were to stand with Turkey it
would directly serve its own interests.”

Ankara has spent $6 billion caring for
refugees since the Syrian civil war began in
March 2011, compared with $418 million in
aid received from all other countries including
the European Union, Oktay said. Cash-
strapped Greece, already crippled by eco-
nomic crisis, has been struggling to cope with
the influx of migrants, many of whom cross
the narrow stretch of water from the Turkish
mainland to Greek islands in inflatable boats
to seek refuge in the EU.

With conditions becoming increasingly
chaotic, the Greek government chartered a
car ferry which picked up more than 2,400
Syrian refugees from the islands of Kos, Leros,
Kalymnos and Lesbos and carried them to the
Greek mainland yesterday. Greece has also
warned it cannot cope with the burden alone,
appealing to its EU partners to come up with

a comprehensive strategy as 21,000 refugees
landed on Greek shores last week alone.

“An open-door policy will help Europe to
grasp the magnitude of the problem and
encourage it move towards resolving the root
causes of the conflict (in Syria),” Oktay said,
pointing to Turkey’s policy of allowing
migrants in on humanitarian grounds.

“To keep your door open doesn’t require a
physical border, though the Mediterranean
means Europe does in fact share one.” For its
part, Turkey is considering new legal frame-
works to allow for employment to help long-
term refugees adapt better to life here, Oktay
said, a step which could help reduce the num-
bers of those seeking to travel on to Europe.

‘SAFE ZONE’
Turkey’s leaders have long pushed for a

no-fly zone in northern Syria to keep Islamic
State and Kurdish militants away from its bor-
der and to create a safe haven for displaced
civilians who would otherwise cross to Turkey.
But they have found little support from allies
including the United States.

Ankara and Washington are working on
proposals to give air cover to Syrian rebels in
a strip of land along the border, but that falls
well short of what Turkey wants and the
United Nations has warned against calling it a
“safe zone” unless the protection of civilians
can be guaranteed. AFAD runs two dozen
camps at the border that UN refugee agency
UNHCR and foreign governments have laud-
ed as exemplars for managing humanitarian
crises. Oktay said a safe zone backed by coali-
tion forces would help relieve the pressure.

“A safe zone would be an important form
of insurance for Europe too. Turkey has been
left on its own to meet the needs of more
than 2 million people,” he said. As much as a
third of Syria’s pre-war population of 22 mil-
lion is internally displaced, according to the
United Nations, and aid groups have warned
such a zone, surrounded by warring factions,
would prove difficult to protect.

Even the discussion of such a proposal has
frightened some refugees, who fear they may
come under pressure to return, and may have
contributed to the recent exodus, aid workers
say. “People I’ve spoken with say rumors are
making the rounds, like ‘Refugees will be sent
back,’ and this can be seen as a factor in the
escape to the West,” said Metin Corabatir,
director of the Research Center on Asylum
and Migration. — Reuters

Europe must shoulder Syria refugee burden: Aid chief 

A woman carries a baby as Afghani migrants arrive on the Greek island of Lesbos after
crossing the Aegean sea in an inflatable boat from Turkey yesterday. An unprecedented
spike in refugee arrivals on Greek shores is pushing the resort island of Lesbos to “break-
ing point”, with some 2,000 people landing there every day, an aid group warned on
August 18.  — AFP
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ATLANTA:  Former President Jimmy Carter announced yester-
day that he will begin radiation treatment on cancer that is on
multiple spots on his brain. “I get my first radiation treatment
for the melanoma in my brain this afternoon,” Carter said dur-
ing a news conference where he talked openly about his can-
cer and how he would cut back on his work with the Carter
Center. Carter, appearing in a dark blazer, red tie and jeans and
surrounded by friends and family, said at first he thought the
cancer was confined to his liver and that the operation earlier
this month had completely removed it, “so I was quite
relieved.” But that same afternoon, an MRI showed it was on his
brain. “I just thought I had a few weeks left, but I was surprising-
ly at ease. I’ve had a wonderful life,” the 90-year-old Carter said.
Carter announced Aug. 12 that liver surgery found cancer that
has spread to other parts of his body. Carter said it’s still not
clear exactly where the cancer originated. Doctors not involved
in treating Carter have said those characteristics could deter-
mine Carter’s options for treating the cancer. His father, brother

and two sisters died of pancreatic cancer.  His mother also had
the disease. Carter said no cancer has been found on his pan-
creas so far. Carter’s health has been closely watched this year.
He cut short an election monitoring trip to Guyana in May. A
spokeswoman said he did not feel well and Carter later said he
had a bad cold.

The center announced Carter had a small mass removed
from his liver Aug. 3. Nine days later, Carter said that surgery
revealed the cancer. Carter was the nation’s 39th president,
advancing as a virtual unknown on the national stage to defeat
President Gerald Ford in 1976. But several foreign policy crises,
in particular the Iran hostage crisis, crushed his bid for re-elec-
tion and Ronald Reagan swept into the White House. The
native of tiny Plains, Georgia, rebuilt his career as a humanitari-
an guiding the center focused on global issues, including
health care and democracy. Carter earned a Nobel Peace Prize
in 2002, helped defuse nuclear tensions in the Koreas and
helped avert a US invasion of Haiti. — AP

Carter to undergo radiation for cancer on his brain

INDIANAPOLIS: Longtime Subway pitchman
Jared Fogle capitalized on his business trips to
New York City to arrange trysts with minors in
luxury hotels, federal prosecutors said in
charging the Indiana man in a case that also
documented his acceptance of child pornog-
raphy from a close associate.

Fogle agreed Wednesday to plead guilty to
allegations that he paid for sex with girls as
young as 16 and received child pornography.
The case has already destroyed his career with
the sandwich-shop chain and could send him
to prison for more than a decade.

Prosecutors allege Fogle knew the pornog-
raphy he received had been secretly produced
by the former director of his charitable founda-
tion, which sought to raise awareness about
childhood obesity and arranged for Fogle to
visit schools and urge children to adopt
healthy eating and exercise habits.

Assistant US Attorney Steven DeBrota said
Fogle used his trips to New York on behalf of
both Subway and his Jared Foundation to seek
out child prostitutes for sex. “We’re dealing
with a celebrity who had the access, power
and resources to do anything he wanted to do

in the world but he chose to utilize that to
cajole, convince and even take advantage of
children,” said Indianapolis Police Chief Rick
Hite, whose department helped analyze evi-
dence seized July 7 from Fogle’s suburban
Indianapolis home. DeBrota stressed that “at
no event was he using the foundation to get at
the child prostitutes.” The court document
detailing the charges against Fogle states that
he paid for sex at New York City hotels with
two girls under age 18, one of whom was 17.
The plea agreement refers to the two as being
16 and says that one of them also had sex with
Fogle after she turned 17. Federal prosecutors
could not explain the discrepancy between
the two documents.

Authorities also said Fogle offered to pay
adult prostitutes a finder’s fee if they could
connect him with minors for sex acts, includ-
ing some as young as 14 or 15 years old. A
tight-lipped Fogle sat in federal court during
his initial hearing with his hands clasped and
quietly answered “no” when the judge asked
whether he had any questions about his rights.
He is expected to enter the formal plea at a lat-
er date to one count each of travelling to

engage in illicit sexual conduct with a minor
and distribution and receipt of child pornogra-
phy. The agreement released by prosecutors
said Fogle will pay $1.4 million in restitution to
14 minor victims, who will each receive
$100,000. He will also be required to register as
a sex offender and undergo treatment for sex-
ual disorders.

The government agreed not to seek a sen-
tence of more than 121/2 years in prison, and
Fogle agreed not to ask for less than five years,
according to court documents. Federal judges
have wide discretion in sentencing, and Fogle
could get a longer sentence.  The child-porn
charge carries a maximum penalty of 20 years
in prison. The count involving sex with a minor
is punishable by up to 30 years.

Damage
Fogle “knows that restitution can’t undo

the damage that he’s done, but he will do all in
his power to try to make it right,” defense
attorney Jeremy Margolis told reporters. The
married father of two, he added, has a “med-
ical problem” and “expects to get well,” but he
did not elaborate. Fogle, 37, whose wife filed
for divorce Wednesday, became Subway’s
pitchman after shedding more than 200
pounds as a college student, in part by eating
the chain’s sandwiches. He was the public face
of the company for more than 15 years - a peri-
od in which its number of locations tripled,
making Subway the world’s largest restaurant
chain. Subway suspended the partnership in
July after agents raided his home in the afflu-
ent Indianapolis suburb of Zionsville, and the
chain said this week that it had ended its rela-
tionship with Fogle.

Federal prosecutors allege in the docu-
ments that Fogle traveled to pay for sex acts,
including with minors, from 2007 until as
recently as June and that he repeatedly
planned business trips to coincide with his sex-
ual pursuits. Fogle is accused of having sex
with two 16-year-old girls at hotels in New
York City. One of the girls told investigators
she had sex with Fogle three times in
November 2012, when she was 16, and again
two months later, when she was 17. The girl
told Fogle her age when they first met, accord-
ing to the court documents. After that meet-
ing, Fogle allegedly texted the girl and offered
to pay her a fee if she could find him another
underage girl to pay for sex acts. — AP

Report on Iran side deal 
angers Republicans

WASHINGTON: Republican opposition to President Barack
Obama’s nuclear deal is flaring over revelations of a secret
side agreement involving Iranian inspections. But House
Democrats are shrugging off the report and claiming they
have the votes to back up Obama anyway.

The Associated Press reported Wednesday on a previous-
ly undisclosed side deal between Iran and the UN’s
International Atomic Energy Agency that would allow
Tehran to use its own inspectors to investigate a site it has
been accused of using to develop nuclear arms. The revela-
tion, based on a document seen by the AP, riled Republican
lawmakers who have been severely critical of the broader
agreement to limit Iran’s future nuclear programs - signed by
the Obama administration, Iran and five world powers in
July. Those critics have complained that the wider deal is
unwisely built on trust of the Iranians, while the administra-
tion has insisted it depends on reliable inspections.

“President Obama boasts his deal includes ‘unprecedent-
ed verification.’ He claims it’s not built on trust,” said House
Speaker John Boehner. “But the administration’s briefings on
these side deals have been totally insufficient - and it still
isn’t clear whether anyone at the White House has seen the
final documents.” In an interview with the AP, House
Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi questioned the significance
of the revelation, noting it relates to investigations of past
military work, not nuclear dealings going forward.

Speculation
Iran yesterday spoke of “media speculation” without

denying the report. Pelosi asserted that House Democrats
have the votes to uphold any Obama veto of a congressional
resolution disapproving of the Iran agreement. Congress will
vote next month on such a resolution, but if it is approved
Obama has pledged to veto it. A two-thirds vote in the House
and Senate would then be necessary to override him - a
tough goal to reach in a Congress controlled by Republicans
who will likely oppose Obama unanimously. “The president’s
veto would be sustained” if the vote were held today, Pelosi
said, adding she hopes it doesn’t get to that point. “But I feel
very confident about it. ... We will sustain the veto.”

Presuming all Republicans oppose Obama, it would take
146 Democrats to sustain his veto in the House. So far around
55 have publicly declared their support; Pelosi declined to say
how many others have said so in private.

Even Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell acknowl-
edged earlier this week that the two-thirds bar is so high that
opponents of the deal are unlikely to be able to clear it.

In the hours after the side deal became public two more
Democratic senators - Joe Donnelly of Indiana and Ed Markey
of Massachusetts - announced their support for the deal. That
brought the total of Democratic senators supporting the deal
to 25, with just two opposed.

The liberal group Americans United for Change also
announced plans Thursday for a $500,000 ad campaign
supporting the deal in a half-dozen cities with large
Jewish populations, countering concerted opposition
from the American Israel Public Affairs Committee and
other groups. — AP

Ex-Subway pitchman paid 
kids for sex on NY trips
Fogle agrees to plead guilty to allegations

BENNING: Capt Kristen Griest (center), talks with other soldiers as she waits at
Lawson Airfield for the Airborne Assault exercise to begin during US Army’s
Ranger School at Fort Benning, Georgia. Griest and 1st Lt Shayne Haver are the
first women to complete the grueling Ranger School and were scheduled to
graduate today alongside 94 male soldiers at Fort Benning. — AP

Former president Jimmy Carter reaches to
embrace his brother Billy’s widow Sybil while
greeting family following service at Maranatha
Baptist Church in Plains. —AP



ST LOUIS: A police helicopter illuminates a burning car Wednesday after it was set ablaze following a fatal officer-
involved shooting, in St. Louis. — AP
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Baltimore officer 
charged in shooting 
of burglary suspect

BALTIMORE: A Baltimore police officer who authorities say shot a bur-
glary suspect in the groin at close range after he’d been subdued is
being charged with attempted first- and second-degree murder, the
city’s top prosecutor announced Wednesday. State’s Attorney Marilyn
Mosby announced the charges against Officer Wesley Cagle on the
same day that news emerged of a lawsuit against the police department
claiming abuse in a separate case. That suit was filed on behalf of a client
by the lawyer who also represents Freddie Gray’s family.

The latest problems to affect the troubled police department come
just three-and-half months after six police officers were indicted in con-
nection to the death of Gray, a 25-year-old black man who died a week
after suffering a critical spinal injury in the back of a police transport van.
Gray’s death prompted near-daily protests in Baltimore, and served as a
catalyst for the US Department of Justice to launch an investigation into
whether the department’s officers routinely use excessive force and par-
ticipate in illegal arrests. According to the statement of probable cause,
Cagle and three other police officers responded to a report of a com-
mercial burglary on Dec 28, 2014. As the suspect - Michael Johansen, 

who has also been charged - tried to leave the building, two of the
officers stopped him and told him to show his hands. When Johansen
reached downward, the two officers fired their service weapons, striking
Johansen multiple times and causing him to collapse on the floor. That’s
when Cagle approached Johansen with his gun drawn, the statement
said. According to charging documents, Johansen asked the officers
whether what they had fired at him had been bullets or beanbags.

“No, a .40-caliber, you piece of s—-,” the documents quote Cagle as
saying to Johansen before firing one shot, striking him in the groin.
Johansen was transported to Johns Hopkins Hospital for treatment, and
survived his injuries.  No weapon was recovered from Johansen, Mosby
said. The three other officers involved were cleared of any wrongdoing.

In addition to the attempted-murder charges, Cagle faces charges
of first- and second-degree assault and use of a handgun in a crime of
violence. “No police officer, no police chief, likes to report that one of
our own engaged in criminal misconduct,” said Interim Commissioner
Kevin Davis at the news conference Wednesday. “That’s a punch in the
gut. It doesn’t make me feel very good at all. It doesn’t make police
officers feel very good.  

But what’s important here is that the integrity of our profession and
the integrity of our agency wins out.” According to police, Cagle is a 14-
year veteran of the department, assigned to the Eastern District. Cagle
was placed on routine administrative leave following the incident in
December of 2014 and in early January, his police powers were suspend-
ed. As of Wednesday, Cagle had been suspended without pay.

When asked if firing one shot at a suspect’s groin warranted an
attempted-murder charge, Mosby said she would “let justice run its
course.” “It will be up to a judge and a jury to determine.” Last week, 24-
year-old Cierra Brooks filed a lawsuit against the Baltimore Police
Department alleging that while she was waiting for a ride outside a
nightclub on Aug. 21, 2012, a police officer threw 

her to the ground and dragged her through the street, causing
head and facial injuries. The lawsuit alleges that the officer then tossed
her inside a police van and handcuffed her but did not put a seatbelt
on her. As a result, the suit alleges, Brooks “was thrown about and
injured as the wagon was driven.— AP

CHICAGO: Protests broke out and US police
responded with teargas after an 18-year-old
black man was shot dead in a confrontation
with white officers in St. Louis, Missouri, officials
said Wednesday. The city is close to the trouble
spot of Ferguson, where a police killing of an
unarmed black man last year prompted angry
protests and renewed discussion of race and
policing in the United States.

Police said Wednesday’s deadly shooting
took place when the suspect pointed a gun at
officers. Shortly aftwards, protesters began gath-
ering at the site. St Louis Police Chief Sam
Dotson said they threw bottles and bricks at
police and refused to move from an intersection.
“A group of protesters came together and start-
ed to do acts of violence directed not only
towards law enforcement but towards the
neighborhood,” Dotson said in recorded
remarks released by the police department.

After other attempts to clear the area failed,
Dotson said police used teargas to reopen the
intersection. “Peace was restored after a total of
nine arrests,” he said. Early yesterday, police
released edited video of the protest which
appeared to show demonstrators throwing
rocks and water bottles at a phalanx of police
who hid behind riot shields.

Tensions high 
Officers could be seen patrolling the streets

late Wednesday as an abandoned building near
the protests went up in flames, images on
Twitter showed. Overnight, police received
reports of burglaries and a car being set alight  in
the area. Dotson said police had discovered
three stolen guns during investigations after the
shooting.  Police tweeted early yesterday morn-
ing that the suspect’s gun was reported stolen
and had an extended magazine. The St Louis

Post-Dispatch said the 18-year-old had pointed
a gun at two officers who were serving a search
warrant. They then opened fire, killing him. 

The demonstration was one of several
Wednesday after the killing of 18-year-old
Mansur Ball-Bey of St. Louis. Tensions were
already high after violence erupted during
events marking the anniversary of the death of
Michael Brown, the 18-year-old fatally shot last
year by a police officer in nearby Ferguson.
Two police officers serving a search warrant
encountered two suspects Wednesday after-
noon at a home in a crime-troubled section of
the city’s north side, one of which was Ball-Bey,
the chief said. The suspects were fleeing the
home as Ball-Bey, who was black, turned and
pointed a handgun at the officers, who shot
him, Dotson said. He died at the scene. Both
officers, who are white, were unharmed,
according to a police report. — Agencies

ROCHESTER, New York: A gunman
shot into a crowd that gathered out-
side the Rochester Boys and Girls
Club after a basketball game, killing
three people and wounding four
others, police said.

The drive-by shooting happened
at about 11:20 pm Wednesday as
people milled about outside the
club, which is located across the
street from a school. Police said
there was no problem at the club
before the shooting. Officials have
not yet released the names of the
victims. The injured, all men in their
20s,  have gunshot wounds that
don’t appear to be life-threatening,
police said.

A large crowd gathered near the

scene of the shooting early yester-
day. Emotions ran high as family and
friends of the victims consoled each
other. Rochester Police Chief Michael
Ciminelli urged anyone in the com-
munity with information about the
shooting to come forward. “We are
bringing every resource that we have
to bear on this,” he said. “We will run
this down 

and found out who did this. This
was an outrageous act. We intend to
find out who did it and bring them to
justice.” Doug Ackley, the director of
a Rochester program for teenagers,
told the Democrat and Chronicle
that one of those slain worked with
him at his city program. He said the
victim was 19 years old. —AP

3 killed, 4 wounded in drive-by shooting in NY

Protests in St Louis after 
officers kill black man 
Police say 18-year-old pointed a gun at two officers 

ROCHESTER: A woman and child are illuminated by siren lights as they wait
at the scene of a drive-by shooting at the Boys and Girls Club on Genesee
Street, early yesterday, in Rochester, NY. — AP
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AHMEDABAD: India’s government has fired
Sanjiv Bhatt, a senior police officer who
accused Narendra Modi of being complicit in
deadly anti-Muslim riots in the prime minis-
ter’s home state of Gujarat in 2002. Bhatt
said yesterday he had received a letter termi-
nating his employment of 27 years after
being found guilty of indiscipline.

He was suspended from duty in 2011
after filing a petition in the Supreme Court
implicating Modi, then chief minister of
Gujarat, and his government in the 2002 vio-
lence. In his affidavit, Bhatt said Modi had
ordered police to allow rioters to vent their

anger against the state’s Muslim community
after the deaths of nearly 60 Hindu pilgrims
in a train fire that was blamed at the time on
Muslims.

Modi, who took power last year after a
landslide election victory, has always denied
any responsibility for the riots which left
more than 1,000 people dead, most of them
Muslims.  A Supreme Court investigation
cleared the prime minister of any wrongdo-
ing, but suspicions persist that he failed to
do enough to stop the violence. Bhatt said
he had received the termination order, dat-
ed August 13, on Wednesday.

It states that he failed to respond to
charges of indiscipline levied against him in
2012 and subsequently upheld by an official
inquiry conducted in his absence. The
charges relate mostly to his absence from
work in the wake of the suit, although he is
also accused of coercing a fellow officer to
lie about his presence at the meeting
attended by Modi.

“The government of the day has decided
to remove me from service after conducting
a sham, ex parte inquiry on completely fabri-
cated charges of ‘unauthorised absence
from duty’,” Bhatt posted on his Facebook

page. “If the government of the day does not
require my services... so be it. I pray to God
that he may continue to kindle and stoke the
passion and fire that has possessed me all
these years.”

Modi was effectively blacklisted by a
number of foreign powers in the aftermath
of the riots, which happened shortly after he
took over as the state’s chief minister.

The European Union and then the
United States only ended their boycott of
the right-wing Hindu nationalist when it
became clear he could be elected leader of
the world’s largest democracy. — AFP 

India sacks officer who took on Modi

SRINAGAR: Indian authorities detained
and later released two key Kashmiri sepa-
ratist leaders yesterday ahead of talks
between Indian and Pakistani security
advisers, while a third remained under
house arrest. The detentions came days
before the leaders were expected to travel
to New Delhi at the invitation of Pakistan’s
ambassador to meet with Sartaj Aziz,
national security adviser to Pakistan’s
prime minister.

Aziz is to arrive in New Delhi on
Sunday to meet his Indian counterpart,
Ajit Doval. The two officials are expected
to discuss terrorism in the region. The
talks signal the resumption of dialogue
between the two countries a year after
India canceled talks between the foreign
secretaries of the two countries, and after
Pakistan consulted Kashmiri separatists.
They are a follow-up to talks in July
between Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Pakistan’s Nawaz Sharif, who
agreed on the sidelines of a summit in
Russia to arrange a meeting between
their security advisers.

Yesterday, police put separatist leader
Mirwaiz Umar Farooq under house arrest
and whisked Mohammed Yasin Malik to a

police station in Indian Kashmir’s main
city of Srinagar. Both were released after
about two hours.

‘Confused’ government 
“We were directed to detain them and

we did that. Later we were ordered to
release them and we did that too,” said a
police officer, speaking on condition of
anonymity because he was not author-
ized to speak to reporters. However,
police did not remove barricades from
outside the home of separatist leader
Syed Ali Geelani.

Farooq expressed surprise over the
separatist leaders’ detention and rapid
release and said the Indian government
was “confused” ahead of the talks. He
said the aim of their visit to New Delhi
was “supporting the India and Pakistan
dialogue.” Kashmir’s former top elected
official and opposition leader Omar
Abdullah criticized both India and
Pakistan in a tweet, saying the two coun-
tries were “competing to give reasons to
call off talks.”

“I’ve never seen an Indo-Pak dialogue
where both sides are so keen to sabotage
it,” he said. The hostility between Pakistan

and India dates back seven decades, but
strains have grown since Modi, a Hindu
nationalist, took office a year ago.
Skirmishes between Indian and Pakistani
troops in the disputed region of Kashmir
have also increased in recent months.

The fighting has followed a familiar
pattern, with each side blaming the oth-
er, and has killed at least nine civilians
and injured scores on both sides of the
territory, which is divided between India
and Pakistan but claimed by both. They
have fought two of their three wars over
Kashmir. Noor Mohammed Baba, who
teaches political science at the Central
University of Kashmir, said it was too
early to say if the separatist leaders
would actually be allowed to meet the
Pakistani official. There’s been no word
from Indian officials.

Baba said the chances that the talks
would fail were high. “Both sides want
to have talks only on their own respec-
tive agendas,” he said. “Militancy is
again on the rise and the borders have
become hot. There is a dire need for
the two countries to adjust their posi-
tions to avert death and destruction in
the region.” — AP 

Indian authorities detain, then 

release 2 Kashmiri separatists

‘Supporting the India and Pakistan dialogue’

SRINAGAR: Kashmiri separatist leader Mohammed Yasin Malik walks inside his office after he was released by Indian
authorities. — AP 

Man from Ahmadi sect 

shot dead in Pakistan 

LAHORE: Gunmen on motorcycles shot dead a 37-year-old
pharmacy owner from the Ahmadi sect in central Pakistan,
police said yesterday, the latest attack on one of the country’s
most persecuted minorities. The incident took place Wednesday
in the town of Taunsa in Punjab province, some 320 kilometers
southwest of Lahore.

Police said four gunmen on two motorcycles rode up to the
drug store owned by the victim, Ikram Ullah, and sprayed him
with bullets before fleeing. “Ikram Ullah was killed on the spot
while assailants fled on their motorcycles,” Saleem Niazi, a senior
local police officer told AFP. Police are searching for the attack-
ers, he said, adding that the murder seemed religiously motivat-
ed. Saleem Ud Din, a community leader, condemned the killing.

“Continuous, seditious propaganda against Ahmadis all over
the country is a primary reason of these kinds of incidents,” Din
said in a statement. Ahmadis were declared non-Muslims by the
Pakistani government in 1974 because of their belief in a
prophet after Muhammad. They are frequent victims of discrimi-
nation and violent assaults, but it is rare for suspects to be con-
victed for attacks against them. Eleven members of the sect
were murdered for their faith in 2014 and authorities failed to
apprehend any of the killers, a report said April, highlighting
growing intolerance toward the sect. — AFP 

New president’s followers 

to join unity government

COLOMBO: Sri Lanka’s Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe was poised
to form a new broad-based unity government yesterday with the backing
of followers of President Maithripala Sirisena after winning parliamentary
elections. Wickremesinghe’s United National Party (UNP) fell seven seats
short of an absolute majority in the 225-member legislature in Monday’s
election when he saw off a challenge by the island’s former president
Mahinda Rajapakse.

Rajapakse had been standing as a candidate of the United People’s
Freedom Alliance (UPFA) which is officially led by Sirisena, even though
the two men are now arch rivals. While Rajapakse and a rump of his hard-
core supporters are expected to remain on the opposition benches,
another faction loyal to Sirisena is going to link up with the UNP, according
to one of its leaders. “We will support the formation of a national govern-
ment, at least for a period of two years,” Duminda Dissanayake told
reporters after meeting  Sirisena in Colombo.  Officials said
Wickremesinghe was expected to be sworn in by the president at his sea-
front office today morning and his new cabinet could include some of the
defectors. The break-up of the UPFA had been widely expected given the
splits between the factions loyal to Sirisena and Rajapakse who surprising-
ly lost a January presidential election after nearly a decade in power.
Sirisena had been an ally of Rajapakse, serving as health minister before
splitting from his mentor and running against him for the presidency.

After winning the contest in January, Sirisena then turned to
Wickremesinghe’s UNP to lead a minority government. But after its pro-
gram was consistently blocked in parliament where Rajapakse’s followers
remained in the ascendant, Sirisena decided to call elections a year ahead
of schedule to break the logjam. How many of the 95 UPFA members
who won seats will join the government is not yet known. Rajapakse has
indicated that he does not want to be the formal opposition leader but
will instead be a backbencher. Sirisena wants to reverse many of the con-
stitutional changes brought in by Rajapakse which gave huge powers to
the president. Wickremesinghe’s government is likely to introduce legis-
lation to establish independent commissions to run the police, public
service and judiciary. Parliament is due to open on September 1. — AFP 
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JAYAPURA: The bodies of all 54 people killed
in a plane crash in eastern Indonesia have
been recovered from a remote jungle site
and flown to hospital, an official said yester-
day. Authorities had initially hoped to use
helicopters to transport the remains of
Sunday’s crash from the site in Papua
province, but bad weather meant the bodies
had to be carried on foot out of the jungle. 

Hundreds of locals and rescuers were
involved in the arduous task of taking the
bodies about 15 kilometers to the settlement

of Oksibil, the intended destination of the
Trigana Air plane. Captain Beni Sumaryanto,
Trigana Air’s service director of operations,
said all the bodies had been recovered, and
had now been flown on to the Papuan capi-
tal Jayapura. “They are now in the police hos-
pital at Jayapura for identification,” he told
AFP. “After that they will be given to the fami-
lies.” The ATR 42-300 plane had set off from
Jayapura on what was supposed to be a 45-
minute flight to Oksibil, but lost contact 10
minutes before landing as it sought to

descend in heavy cloud and rain.
When rescuers reached the crash site two

days later, they found the twin-turboprop air-
craft in pieces scattered across a fire-black-
ened clearing, and the bodies of the 49 pas-
sengers and five crew who had been aboard.
The plane’s flight data recorder was found
yesterday and has been sent to Jakarta for
analysis, Sumaryanto said. The aircraft’s other
“black box”, the cockpit voice recorder, was
recovered earlier this week, with both
devices expected to provide investigators

with vital clues about what caused the crash.
A team of three investigators from France’s
BEA agency, which probes air accidents, and
four technical advisors from ATR, a European
plane maker based in France, have arrived in
the Indonesian capital Jakarta to help with
the investigation.  The tragedy was just the
latest air accident in Indonesia, which has a
poor aviation safety record and has suffered
major disasters in recent months, including
the crash of an AirAsia plane in December
with the loss of 162 lives. — AFP 

BANGKOK: Thai authorities gave confusing
statements about the Bangkok bombing inves-
tigation yesterday, with a military spokesman
saying they believe the attack wasn’t the work
of international terrorists - a day after police
issued an arrest warrant for the prime suspect
that described him as a “foreign man.”

Three days after the attack at a revered
shrine in central Bangkok killed 20 people,
authorities appeared to have few solid leads
into the perpetrators of the deadliest attack in
Thailand’s recent history. Police said they sus-
pect the plot involved at least 10 people but
described that figure as theoretical.

So far the firmest clue comes from security
camera footage that shows a young man in a
yellow T-shirt leaving a backpack at the crowd-
ed shrine. Time stamps on the video show he
left the temple about 15 minutes before the
explosion. Police on Wednesday issued an
arrest warrant describing the suspect as a tall
“foreign man” with a fair complexion, a promi-
nent nose and thick lips. In a televised state-
ment yesterday, however, military spokesman
Col. Winthai Suvaree cast doubt on an interna-
tional connection.

Global terrorism 
“Security agencies have collaborated with

intelligence agencies from allied countries and

have come to the same preliminary conclusion
that the incident is unlikely to be linked to inter-
national terrorism,” Winthai said. When contact-
ed by telephone for clarification, he said that a
link to global terrorism hadn’t been ruled out.
“We still have to investigate in more detail,” he
said. Winthai also said on television that Chinese
tourists, who were among the victims, were not
the “direct target.” The Monday evening attack
at the Erawan Shrine, a popular tourist site that is
known to attract Chinese visitors, left 20 people
dead and more than 120 injured. Four Chinese
citizens were among the dead. No one has
claimed responsibility for the blast, sparking a
variety of theories into who might be behind it.
One is that the blast was a revenge attack relat-
ed to Thailand’s recent deportation to China of
more than 100 Uighur Muslims, or that it could
have been carried out by Islamist groups
expanding their reach in Southeast Asia.

Other speculation points closer to home.
Muslim separatists have been waging a low-lev-
el but deadly insurgency in southern Thailand
since 2004, leaving more than 5,000 people
dead, but virtually all their attacks have been
confined to the southernmost provinces.
Though there has been little violence aimed at
Thailand’s coup, whose leaders have cracked
down on dissent, the “Red Shirt” movement
that supported the ousted elected government

clashed with the military in 2010 protests that
left about 90 people dead. There could even be
infighting within the army ahead of an annual
military reshuffle. 

The attack has raised concerns about safety
in a city that draws millions of tourists, but life
has returned to normal quickly. Subways and
shopping malls were bustling and aside from
bag inspections at stores and hotel entrances,
there was little visible extra security. Authorities
say security has been tightened citywide mainly
with plain clothed officers. Police officials told
reporters yesterday that authorities believed
those behind the blast must have planned it in
advance, maybe a month ahead of time, and
would have needed a site inspection team,
bomb makers, bombers and an escape team.
“This was a network. We think they would have
needed at least 10 people,” said national police
spokesman Lt Gen Prawut Thavornsiri.

Speculative comments 
The comments appeared to be speculative,

not based on firm evidence. National police
chief Somyot Poompanmoung said later yester-
day, “I didn’t say there are 10 suspects. I said
theoretically they need more than 10 people.”
Police released a sketch of the suspect seen on
video leaving the backpack: a young man wear-
ing glasses with black-bushy hair. — AP 

Authorities give confusing 

statements in bomb probe
Attack wasn’t the work of international terrorists

BANGKOK: A man prays at the Erawan Shrine, the site of Monday’s deadly bombing yesterday at Rajprasong
intersection. — AP 

Victims of Indonesia plane crash recovered in jungle

China clears blast site, 

army checks storage

TIANJIN: Chinese workers in protective suits began clearing wreck-
age yesterday, including charred car bodies and crumpled shipping
containers, from the site of a chemical warehouse that exploded last
week, killing at least 114. Officials have ordered nationwide checks
on dangerous materials, and the Chinese military said it was inspect-
ing storage measures for weapons, ammunition, and fuel as well as
chemical, explosive and toxic materials, the official newspaper
People’s Liberation Army Daily reported. Training in the handling of
such materials and in executing emergency response plans will also
be stepped up, the newspaper said. Driving home the importance
of such efforts, President Xi Jinping and other top leaders gathered
in Beijing to hear a report on progress in investigating the disaster.
“Lately, in some places there have been major industrial safety acci-
dents, one after the other, revealing yet again that problems in the
area of industrial safety remain prominent and grave,” said a state-
ment issued after the meeting.

Safety work needs to be improved and attitudes need to change
to “contain the outbreak of major accidents, bring about a funda-
mental improvement in industrial safety and safeguard the lives and
property of the masses of the people,” the statement read. Along
with safety violations, official corruption was added as a contribut-
ing cause of the Aug. 12 disaster in the port city of Tianjin following
revelations Wednesday that the son of a former police chief, one of
two silent owners of the warehouse, used his connections to help
obtain licenses despite safety violations. The other owner is a former
executive at a state-owned chemical company who also used his
connections to smooth the way for approval for the facility run by
Ruihai International Logistics, according to the state-run Xinhua
News Agency. The explosions that rocked the port city of Tianjin
were among China’s worst industrial accidents in recent years and
the deadliest on record for the country’s firefighters, who accounted
for 102 of the 179 total dead and missing. Authorities say almost 700
people remain hospitalized, while 30,000 people in and around the
area have had their lives turned upside down by the disaster.

Toxic chemicals 
A key question is why the warehouse was able to store toxic

chemicals, including sodium cyanide, ammonium nitrate and potas-
sium nitrate, even though it was located less than the required 1,000
meters (yards) from homes and public roads - a clear violation of
state safety rules. One explanation offered by the silent owners,
identified as former SinoChem executive Yu Xuewei and the late
Tianjin port police chief’s son, Dong Shexuan, is that they shopped
around until they found a licensed safety inspection company that
would give its approval.

The two are among at least 10 people reportedly taken into cus-
tody, including top officials of the warehouse’s management com-
pany. China’s Cabinet has pledged that its investigation will find the
cause of the blast, assign responsibility and recommend punish-
ment. After days without a statement, Tianjin Mayor Huang
Xingguo appeared at a news conference Wednesday saying he
would take ultimate responsibility for the disaster. Additionally, the
head of the government body in charge of industrial safety, Yang
Dongliang, has been placed under investigation for corruption.
Yang had previously worked for 18 years in Tianjin in state industry
and local government, rising to executive vice mayor. His son has
also reportedly been taken in for questioning.

Homeowners have protested daily on city streets demanding
that the government compensate them for damaged homes that
they fear are now unlivable because of chemical
contamination.”How are we supposed to live in this ghost town
now,” said resident Niu Guijun. “If the government insists on telling
us that there’s no problem, they’re welcome to move in and we’ll let
the officials live there free of charge.” — AP 
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YEONCHEON, South Korea: A South Korean soldier uses a radio on a military vehicle at the South Korean border
town of Yeoncheon, South Korea, yesterday. South Korea’s military fired dozens of shells Thursday at rival North
Korea after the North lobbed a single artillery round at the border town, the South’s Defense ministry said. —AP

SEOUL: South Korea fired dozens of shells yes-
terday at rival North Korea after the North
lobbed a single rocket at a South Korean town
near the world’s most heavily armed border,
the South’s Defense Ministry said.

The North was backing up an earlier threat
to attack South Korean border loudspeakers
that, after a lull of 11 years, have started broad-
casting anti-Pyongyang propaganda. The
broadcasts are in response to Seoul’s accusa-
tion that the North planted land mines on the
South Korean side of the Demilitarized Zone
that maimed two South Korean soldiers earlier
this month. The ministry said in a statement
that its artillery shells landed at the site where
North Korea had fired its rocket. There were no
other details from the military and no reports
of injuries.

North Korea didn’t respond militarily to
South Korea’s artillery barrage yesterday, but
its army later warned in a message that it will
take further military action within 48 hours if
South Korea doesn’t pull down the loudspeak-
ers, according to South Korea’s Defense
Ministry. Authoritarian North Korea, which has
also restarted its own propaganda broadcasts,
is extremely sensitive to any criticism of the
government run by leader Kim Jong Un, whose
family has ruled since the North was founded
in 1948. Pyongyang worries that the broad-

casts could weaken Kim’s grip on absolute
power, analysts say. The artillery exchange also
comes during another point of tensions
between the Koreas: annual US-South Korean
military drills that North Korea calls an invasion
rehearsal. Seoul and Washington say the drills
are defensive in nature.

Emergency meeting
South Korean President Park Geun-hye con-

vened an emergency National Security Council
meeting and ordered South Korea’s military to
“resolutely” deal with any provocation by
North Korea. About 80 residents in the South
Korean town where the shell fell, Yeoncheon,
were evacuated to underground bunkers, and
authorities urged other residents to evacuate, a
Yeoncheon official said, requesting anonymity
because he wasn’t authorized to speak to the
media. In the nearby border city of Paju, resi-
dents were asked to stay home. On Ganghwa
Island, residents in villages near a site where
South Korea operates one of its loudspeakers
were also evacuated, according to island offi-
cials. South Korea’s Yonhap news agency
reported that a total of about 2,000 residents
along the border were evacuated. Pyongyang
has claimed that Seoul fabricated its evidence
on the land mines and demanded video proof.

While the Koreas regularly exchange hostile

rhetoric, it is also not unusual for fighting to
occasionally erupt. Last October, North Korean
troops opened fire at areas in Yeoncheon, after
South Korean activists launched balloons there
that carried propaganda leaflets across the bor-
der. South Korea returned fire, but no casual-
ties were reported. Later in October, border
guards from the two Koreas again exchanged
gunfire along the border, without any casual-
ties.

Before that, the Koreas tangled in a deadly
artillery exchange in 2010, when North Korean
artillery strikes on a South Korean border island
killed four South Koreans. Earlier in 2010, an
alleged North Korean torpedo attack killed 46
South Korean sailors. North Korea’s army said
recently in a statement that the South Korean
propaganda broadcasts were a declaration of
war and that if they were not immediately
stopped “an all-out military action of justice”
would ensue.

South Korea has said the two soldiers
wounded from the mine explosions were on a
routine patrol in the southern part of the DMZ
that separates the two Koreas. One soldier lost
both legs and the other one leg. The Koreas’
mine-strewn DMZ is a legacy of the 1950-53
Korean War, which ended with an armistice,
not a peace treaty, leaving the Korean
Peninsula still technically in a state of war. —AP

Koreas trade artillery, 
rocket fire at border
Propaganda speakers, mines creating new rifts

MANILA: Two Philippine coast guard
men held hostage by Al-Qaeda-linked
militants sprinted through gunfire to free-
dom as government forces raided the
extremists’ hideout, killing 15 of them,
the army said yesterday. Gringo Villaruz
and Allan Pagaling slipped separately
from the Abu Sayyaf camp on
Wednesday night and raced through the
jungle as their captors engaged in a gun
battle with an elite military force, said mil-
itary spokesman Colonel Noel Detoyato.

“Apparently at the height of the
encounter, the two coast guard men
were able to flee,” he told reporters in
Manila. The men, who were abducted in
May along with another hostage who
was later beheaded, sought refuge at a
village about a mile away, said Captain
Antonio Bulao, spokesman of the unit
involved in the clash. Found an hour
apart, they did not know of each other’s
escape until they saw one another
Thursday at a local military hospital,

where they were treated for bruises, he
told AFP. Yasser Igasan, one of the
group’s most senior leaders, was believed
to have escaped after the firefight, he
added.

Fifteen Abu Sayyaf gunmen were
killed, but the remains of only five were
recovered as the rest were carried away
by their comrades, he said. Several sol-
diers sustained minor injuries. As many as
200 Abu Sayyaf members were involved
in the fighting that was so fierce, the mili-

tary had to use artillery to drive the
extremists back, Detoyato said. “It was a
long fight: one hour and 35 minutes. That
is unusual because they normally disen-
gage immediately,” he observed, without
offering a theory for the change in tactic.

The army this week launched a risky
attempt to rescue 11 hostages-including
Villaruz and Pagaling as well as two
Malaysians, a Dutchman and a South
Korean-after the militants beheaded a
12th captive, Rodolfo Boligao. —AFP

Hostages freed as Philippine army raid Islamist hideout

China’s firefighters in 
spotlight after blasts

BEIJING: As the child of poor Chinese farmers Yang Weigang
never dreamt of being a firefighter. But when he grew up, the
chance of making a little more money than his poverty-strick-
en parents outweighed the dangers.

Yang, 24, was among the first to respond to a fire at a haz-
ardous goods storage warehouse in the port of Tianjin last
week. As efforts were made to contain the blaze, two monu-
mental explosions sent flames towering into the sky and left
scenes of apocalyptic devastation. He has not been seen since,
one of 48 firefighters still missing. A total of 56 firefighters have
been confirmed among the 114 dead, with seven corpses yet
to be identified.

“There are no jobs in our hometown, so when Yang
Weigang heard from a friend the port was hiring firefighters, it
was the best job he could find,” his father Yang Jie told AFP.
Nearly all of China’s firemen are contract laborers-young, poor
men from the countryside who receive limited training, pro-
voking public concern over the professionalism and capabili-
ties of the emergency service. Questions have been raised over
whether poorly trained firefighters responding to the Tianjin
blaze could have contributed to the detonations by spraying
water over calcium carbide, listed as being at the site, which
reacts with it to produce highly combustible acetylene gas.

‘Our only son’ 
The Yang family have been farmers in Yu county in Hebei

province, which borders both Tianjin and Beijing, for genera-
tions. The younger Yang was the first to leave, spending four
years as a soldier before being lured to the port fire brigade by
monthly pay of more than 3,500 Yuan ($550), nearly double
what his father makes as a farmer and occasional handyman.

The sons of 10 other families from the area did the same, his
father said, all of them poorly educated but looking to eke out
a marginally better life than their parents. Yang’s training was
little more than morning runs, a brief introduction on using
equipment and being given a book to study on firefighting
techniques, his father said. “We only saw our son once a year
after he started working as a firefighter,” Yang Jie said wearily.
“He had a girlfriend, we hoped they would get married and
give us a grandchild. “He was our only son,” he added.

Yang was one of the hundreds of millions of Chinese who
have left the countryside to seek work in major cities. They are
often treated as second-class citizens in their adopted cities,
denied the same social benefits as locals.

Low pay, high risk 
China’s firefighters divide into three levels: those employed

directly by the ministry of public security-which also oversees
the police-those who work for local governments, and contract
teams established by businesses with a high risk of fire.

Nearly all the country’s 130,000 fire personnel come under
the third category, the ministry says, including those who
worked for the port of Tianjin. Salaries are generally around
3,000 Yuan a month and turnover is typically high, according
to relatives and media reports.

Chinese media have compared firefighters’ training and
compensation unfavorably with those in developed countries.
Firefighters in the US earn about $49,000, slightly above the
national average, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Those in London undergo up to 16 weeks of classroom and
practical training and a battery of medical, physical and psy-
chological evaluations. “The firefighter system should be pro-
fessionalized, we should learn from the experience of other
countries,” said one user on Sina Weibo, a Twitter-like service.
“We should not be sending 17 or 18-year-old kids to the front
lines of disasters.” —AFP
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Attitude, passion and nerves 
swirl at World Tango Championship
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A couple performs during the
qualifying round of the Salon
Tango competition of the Tango
World Championship in Buenos
Aires.— AFP 
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Dancers in love with tango’s passion bit
their nails and hit the floor Wednesday
as more than 700 couples from far and

near converged on Buenos Aires, focused on
being best. They were here from 43 countries
for the qualifying round of the 2015 World
Tango Championship. If they can glide and
embrace their way through the qualifiers, the
dancers will make the cut to be among 590
pairs competing in the ballroom tango and
stage tango semifinals.

There is no more appropriate place for
them to compete in this passionate partner
dance. The tango dates back to the dance
halls of the slums of 1850s Montevideo and
Buenos Aires, packed with immigrants-most
of them from Italy. The championships, held

every year since 2003, have drawn interna-
tional enthusiasts from Britain, South Korea,
Canada, Colombia, Venezuela, Peru and
Mexico. Scores of couples also came in from
around Argentina to try to make their mark at
the big event.

“I know we are not very good. But it was a
goal for us to get here, dance in the champi-
onships and also visit bars to see people
dancing their dance” in Argentina, said
Nozomi Akanuma, a Japanese psychiatrist
paired up with Mark Phoenix, 56, an actor
from Britain. The duo met at a tango dance
hall in London. — AFP

Attitude, passion and nerves 

swirl at World Tango Championship

Couples compete in the salon category at the World Tango Championship first round, in
Buenos Aires. — AFP photos
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After decades of male domination,
Bollywood has seen a recent wave of
hit movies starring Indian women in

tough, smart lead roles, suggesting the gen-
der tide may finally be turning. India’s movie
goers are used to watching glamorous and
often scantily clad women on screen, almost
always playing damsels in distress or love
interests torn between family duty and fol-
lowing their heart. But a series of gritty lead-
ing roles for women, including a boxing
champion and a detective, is marking a cine-
matic shift from outdated stereotypes to a
more accurate reflection of modern India.

“The good-guy bad-guy formula is no
longer working and we are exploring real sto-
ries,” actress Huma Qureshi told AFP. “We are
opening up to new experiences and that is
reflective of society. The writing is improving
and actors are willing to take more chances,”
she added. Qureshi co-starred with Madhuri
Dixit in “Dedh Ishqiya”, a story about two
strong women who refuse to play by the
rules.  It was one of more than a dozen
women-centric Bollywood movies released

last year that saw actresses-and not their male
counterparts-plastered on promotional bill-
boards across the country.

Others that made waves at the box office
included “Queen”, “Mary Kom”, “Mardaani”
and “Highway”, while “Piku”, “NH10” and
“Tanu Weds Manu Returns” did the same this
year. Two more are in the pipeline: action
thriller “Jazbaa”, starring Aishwarya Rai
Bachchan, and “Bajirao Mastani”, a romantic
period drama featuring Deepika Padukone
and Priyanka Chopra. Chopra played world
champion boxer Mary Kom in a 2014 biopic
about the pugilist, while Kangana Ranaut’s
character took off on a solo honeymoon to
Europe after being dumped by her fiancÈe in
“Queen”.

Ranaut wowed audiences with her double
role in “Tanu Weds Manu Returns” earlier this
year while Padukone received plaudits play-
ing a hard-working architect who arranges a
road trip for her ailing father in “Piku”. Hindi
movies have long been made and marketed
on the brand value and star power of the
male hero, from actors Rajesh Khanna to

Amitabh Bachchan, and Shah Rukh Khan to
Salman Khan. 

‘Stronger women’ 
But filmmaker Sujoy Ghosh believes Indian

cinema-goers now increasingly care more
about the depth of the plot rather than how
many products the star’s face adorns, leading
to a greater variety of roles for actresses.
“The audience has become more accepting of
good content and as we see stronger women
emerging in all fields, we are also willing to
accept a film with a woman lead,” said Ghosh,
who cast Vidya Balan as a pregnant woman
searching for her missing husband in the 2012
thriller “Kahaani”. Fellow director Vikas Bahl
credits the success of his film ‘Queen’, starring
Ranaut, which cost 170 million rupees ($2.6
million) to make but took around four times
that, to the strength of the story.

“With ‘Queen’ I thought, ‘If I want to watch
a film about a girl who gets dumped and
wants to go on her honeymoon alone, then
so will others’. It is nice to see big actors in
interesting roles,” Bahl said. Film critic

Anupama Chopra believes it’s a golden period
for Bollywood actresses. “We are seeing a
generation of very strong women actors like
Priyanka Chopra and Anushka Sharma who
are looking to do something more than just
be a clothes horse,” she said.

But it seems there is still some way to go
before directors start receiving the same size
of budget for a movie starring Padukone or
Ranaut as they would for the likes of
Bachchan or Khan. For a film with a female
protagonist to get the go ahead, the budget
must be kept low to lessen the risks and
increase the possibility of profits, according to
producer Dia Mirza. Mirza, who produced
“Bobby Jasoos”, a 2014 film about a female
detective, suggests backers are wary of
women-centric films because the Indian
movie-going audience is largely male.  “They
seek a certain masculinity in cinema which is
why commercial potboilers portray male pro-
tagonists in a certain way. “Then a well-known
entity is needed to generate audience interest
but after that the story and content become
crucial,” she said. — AFP

Indian Bollywood film actresses
Madhuri Dixit Nene and Huma Qureshi
pose during the promotion of forthcom-
ing comedy thriller Hindi film ‘Dedh
Ishqiya’ in Mumbai. —AFP photos

Bollywood actress
Kangana Ranaut poses
during the trailer launch
of the Hindi film ‘Tanu
Weds Manu Returns’ in
Mumbai.

Indian woman boxer Mary Kom and
Bollywood film actress Priyanka Chopra
pose during the music launch of the
upcoming Indian biographical sports
drama Hindi film ‘MARY KOM’ directed
by Omung Kumar and produced by
Sanjay Leela Bhansali in Mumbai.

Bollywood actress
Kangana Ranaut attends
a promotional event for
the upcoming Hindi film
“Queen” in Mumbai.

Bollywood actress Deepika Padukone
poses during a promotional event
ahead of the forthcoming Hindi film
‘Piku’ in Mumbai.

Bollywood’s women steal 
movie limelight from men

Shannen Doherty is battling breast cancer
that worsened during a lapse in her health
insurance caused by her former business

managers, the actress claimed in a lawsuit filed
Wednesday. The former “Beverly Hills, 90210” star
claims that her former business managers and
accountants mismanaged her money and
allowed her health insurance to lapse last year.
Because of that, she said she didn’t go to the doc-
tor until she had insurance and there was a delay
in diagnosing her cancer, which will likely require
more drastic treatments, including a possible
mastectomy and chemotherapy.

Doherty, 44, received the diagnosis in March
and her doctors have said earlier treatment might

have stopped its spread, the lawsuit states. An
attorney for the accounting firm Tanner
Mainstain Glynn & Johnson denied the company
caused Doherty’s health insurance to lapse.
“Tanner Mainstain is saddened to learn that Ms
Doherty is suffering from cancer and wishes her a
full recovery,” the company’s attorney, Randall J
Dean, wrote in a statement. “However, the claim
that Tanner Mainstain caused her to be unin-
sured, prevented her from seeking medical care,
or somehow contributed to her cancer is patently
false. Tanner Mainstain will aggressively defend
all of Ms Doherty’s claims in court.”

Doherty’s husband, photographer Kurt
Iswarienko, also is suing the firm and its former

partner, Steven D Blatt, accusing them of mis-
managing the couple’s money and leading to
other financial troubles, including tax audits and
liens. A phone message for Blatt was not immedi-
ately returned. The lawsuits do not specify how
much damages Doherty and Iswarienko are seek-
ing. Doherty has been unable to work since the
diagnosis. “The spread of the cancer has caused
(Doherty) severe emotional distress,” the lawsuit
states. “The relationship between a business
manager and its client is based on trust, in hon-
esty and competence,” Doherty’s attorney, Devin
McRae, wrote in a statement. “That trust was vio-
lated here, and we hope that the defendants will
correct it in a responsible manner.”— AP

Shannen Doherty, right, and Kurt Iswarienko attend
‘The Gentleman’s Ball’ hosted by GQ Magazine at
the Edison Ballroom in New York. — AP

Shannen Doherty’s lawsuit 
reveals actress has breast cancer
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Almost every month brings something new in Warsaw. With
nearly 2 million people, Poland’s capital city has been
developing fast ever since the once-communist nation

joined the European Union in 2004. From skate parks and roof
gardens to historic palaces and some of Europe’s most modern
buildings, visitors of all ages will find plenty do see and do in this
city that aspires to be trendy. Here are some suggestions:

What’s new
The POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews that opened

in October has become the center of the city’s reborn Jewish cul-
ture. The building is a piece of exquisite, inspired glass and con-
crete architecture. Its vast exhibition may require two visits. The
museum is closed on Tuesdays, but is free on Thursdays.

Most of Warsaw’s tourist attractions are on the left, or western
bank of the Vistula River. But the new Soho Factory area in Minska
Street 25, in the somewhat forgotten Praga district on the eastern
bank, is well worth crossing the river for. The pre-World War II
ammunition depot and post-war motorbike factory was an aban-
doned, rundown neighborhood, just like industrial sections of
downtown New York City, before being turned into an arts com-

munity with galleries, exhibition and conference space, a chic
restaurant and a museum about life under communism. The
museum offers tours of communist-era architecture, a look at a
typical small apartment, a taste of cherry vodka and a ride in a
militia van.

Although it’s five years old, in this city with sites dating back to
medieval times, the Copernicus Science Center is one of the new-
er attractions - complete with long lines for its immensely popu-
lar, giant interactive playground, designed to help children see
the scientific side of facts and phenomena that we usually take
for granted. It teaches through experiment and entertainment
and appeals to visitors of all ages. Tickets can be booked online
but booking is only in Polish. The visit can be combined with a
walk in a nearby garden on the roof of the Warsaw University
Library. Although there since 2002, the garden never fails to
impress.

Classic attractions
Don’t miss the Old Town: colorful Renaissance houses on cob-

bled stone streets, rebuilt from the ruins of World War II. The story
of the city’s 1944 struggle is told by the Warsaw Rising Museum.

Essentials for visiting Warsaw

from what’s new to classics 

People walk along the newly-opened Vistula river Boulevards.

A worker polishes a recently restored monument to the fight-
ers of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 1943 Memorial.

People walk past the POLIN Museum of the History of Polish
Jews on the right and Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 1943
Memorial, left, in Warsaw.

A cafe is ready for customers in the morning in Savior Square in Warsaw, Poland. — AP photos

People walk along the new Vistula river boulevard in
Warsaw.
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Fictional victim-skinning serial killer Jame “Buffalo Bill” Gumb’s
murder house has gone up for sale. “The Silence of the
Lambs” villain’s home-a four-bedroom, one bathroom

Victorian house set on a  1.76-acre lot in Fayette County,
Pennsylvania-has hit the market for the cool price of $300,000. The
Realtor.com listing somehow manages to both embrace and reject
the movie connection simultaneously, reading, “A landmark

home...featured in the ‘Silence of the Lamb’ movie” and also calling
the property a “statement of taste and prosperity” and a “near-per-
fect expression of comfort.”

In an interview with the Pittsburgh Tribune Review, the 1910
Princess Anne home’s owners, Scott and Barbara Lloyd, explained
how the house was used in the 1991 thriller. “They were looking for
a home in which you entered the front door and had a straight line

through,” Barbara Lloyd said. “They wanted it to look like a spider
web, with Buffalo Bill drawing Jodie Foster into the foyer, into the
kitchen, then into the basement.” Fortunately (or unfortunately,
depending on who you are), the famous basement dungeon scene
was filmed on a soundstage and is not an actual part of the house.-
Reuters

‘Silence of the Lambs’: Buffalo Bill’s house goes up for sale

Another must-see is the Lazienki Park (the Royal Baths Park) with
the 17th century ornate Palace on the Isle, an open-air Greek-
style theater, and sculptures of nymphs and satyrs along sand-
and-gravel paths. You can feed huge carp and tortoises in the
pond and sit on the grass or take a boat ride.

For a panoramic view of Warsaw, go to the 30th floor of the
iconic eyesore, the Palace of Culture and Science. It was an
unwanted gift from Soviet leader Josef Stalin in 1955 and recent-
ly celebrated its 60th birthday, having survived repeated calls to
be torn down as a symbol of communist-era oppression. It
remains Poland’s tallest building, at 237 meters (778 feet). It is
flanked by modern high-rise architecture, including the so-called
“sail” skyscraper by US architect Daniel Libeskind, who was born
in Poland. If you have a day to spare, take a bus to Wilanow and
visit the yellow-and-gold Baroque Palace and gardens.

Tips
Get a day ticket for using mass transit at 15 zlotys ($4; euro

3.6) for adults (half that price for children). It’s good for bus, tram
and subway, but make sure to have it read by a ticket scanner on
first use. Fines are very high and workers who check for tickets
are unrelenting. City transport is on time and reliable. It’s good to
have a city map with the stops marked, but if you get lost, most
young people speak English and are eager to help.

Hanging out
The Old Town (Stare Miasto) and the Nowy Swiat Street are

lined with cafes and eateries. For a hipster climate, go to Savior
Square (Plac Zbawiciela). If you crave Polish food like pierogi
(dumplings) or in winter, bigos (sauerkraut stew), look up inex-
pensive Zapiecek restaurants, also to be found in the Old Town.

The Palace of Culture and Science is lit up next to the modern high rise “sail” skyscraper by US architect Daniel Liebeskind, sec-
ond left, near a subway station in downtown Warsaw.

On both sides of the Vistula there are clubs and cafes, some of
them offering music in the summer. The new Vistula Boulevards
will make them more accessible. — AP

A man walks through the Soho Factory in Warsaw. People walk along the new Vistula river Boulevards.

Tourists visit the Old Town Square with a mermaid-shaped
fountain.

Children play in the Discoverers Park in the Copernicus
Science Center in Warsaw.

Visitors stand on a terrace of the Palace of Culture and Science,
center, next to the so-called “sail”, a modern highrise sky-
scraper by US architect Daniel Liebeskind, right, in Warsaw.
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Kuwait Times: Tell us about your art? What are your inspi-
rations? How did you get started making masks/children’s
toys?
Polina: My art is multidisciplinary, meaning that I use different
disciplines within the arts to express an idea. In my case the
art disciplines I find most interesting are drawing, videogra-
phy, artists books (books as art objects), puppets and perform-
ing objects (toys as puppets) and performance art. The com-
mon aspect in all of these art forms is their ability to tell a sto-
ry, although their way of engaging with the audience is differ-
ent. The artwork I have created in the past 10 years has been
aimed at different audiences (children and adults): immigrant
families in New York City, a general audience through my art-
work in public spaces and streets, as well as theater and muse-
um-goers through my visual work and performances. Mainly,
my inspirations come from myths and cultural symbols of
Mexico, I also find it interesting to incorporate other cultures
and traditions. There’s another aspect of my artwork where I
use my personal experiences to talk about gender issues. I
started making puppets, masks and toys (performing objects)
during the time I was doing my Master’s in Fine Arts in 2005. I
took a class on puppetry with a renowned artist, this art form
allowed me to use my knowledge in the visual arts as well as
in the performing arts (I have a background in dance). Later in
2010 I was commissioned by “El Museo del Barrio”, a leading

institution of Latino art, to create three giant puppets repre-
senting Taino culture and to be used in their annual parade in
New York. Up to today, these puppets continue to be a center
part of the parade every year. 

KT: What are you planning for the Bayt Lothan event?
What can parents/children expect?
Polina: At Bayt Lothan I will be exhibiting two bodies that
talk about two Aztec myths. The first work deals with the sky
and the Aztec concept of creation. In “The Alebrijes in Search
of the Sun” a group of Alebrijes, which are traditional wood-
en Mexican toys of fantastical creatures, embark on a journey
to search for the sun after its disappearance from the sky.
Being inspired by the ancient Aztec creation myth of the fifth
sun, this play, which was commissioned by the Department
of Cultural Affairs of New York City and performed at the
Queens Museum in 2009, displays cosmic and supernatural
events in form of a puppet play. The second work introduces
the audience to the ancient Aztec myth of Mictlan, the
underworld or the place of the dead. In “Journey to Mictlan”,
which is an artistic book created in 2006 as a hand-made lim-
ited edition of 10 pieces, a group of children engage in a
conversation about a possible journey to this mysterious
place. The book itself is an example of multi-level engage-
ment. The cover can be used as a puppet theater and its sto-
ry elements, which are included as mini-puppets, give depth
and a feeling of multi-dimension to this ancient myth. This
exhibition is for anyone who is interested in Mexican culture,
recommended for older children and adults. When you come

Mexican artist introduces Kuwait to art
and culture through puppet workshops

By Jamie Etheridge

From August 23 to 26, Bayt Lothan will host Russian-Mexican artist Polina Porras
Sivolobova and offer a series of lectures and workshops on her multimedia and
multidimensional art. In an exclusive interview, Kuwait Times discussed with Polina
the concepts and techniques involved in her art, her inspirations and how she
incorporates the history, culture and traditions of Mexico into her educational
and interactive workshops.

Jaguar Mask from ‘Alebrijes in Search of the Sun’ Puppet Play. — All photos courtesy Polina
Porras Sivolobova

Tonatiuh Mask from ‘Alebrijes in Search of the Sun’ Puppet Play.

Poster for ‘Journey to Mictlan
and Back’ multi-media play.

Little dog from ‘Alebrijes in Search of the Sun’ Puppet Play.



‘The Three Taino Kings,’ puppets. — Photo credit Sol Aramendi
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to Bayt Lothan to see “Toys, Masks and Stories: a Vision of a
Mexican Artist” you will experience a magical, colorful, new
world, in it you will find the original puppets and toys used
during the play and learn about the myth of the sun. Also,
you will see a book that as you read it, small paper doors can
be opened and toy-puppets come out to illustrate a journey
into the Aztec underworld. And finally, you will see videos
related to both stories. Part of this exhibition will also
include a workshop to create paper machieAlebrijes, a tradi-
tional form of art using recycled material to build traditional
Mexican toys. The workshop is designed for anyone from 12
years and up. It will be held on Tuesday, August 25 at Bayt
Lothan at 6pm.

KT: How does your background in education inform your
art?
Polina: Many of my projects have a participatory aspect,
meaning people engage in the artwork either as audience or
actively being part of the project. Participation is an education
tool because we learn through experience, most often experi-
ences are more enduring then traditional methods of educa-
tion. In this way, ‘education’ in my artworks comes either as
an experience or as a way of gaining insight into something
that wasn’t clear. In many of my projects I create situations of
social exchanges that question social norms or aspects of our
daily lives. For example in “Donde estan Piecitos Azul”?
(Where are the blue feet?) a public intervention (artwork that
intervenes or interacts with the regular flow of public life) in
Mexico in which I wanted to show how unfair was the situa-
tion for children vendors who instead of playing had to sell
crafts on the streets. In it I created an activity for children to
play with blue dye by printing their feet and hands on the
pavement, thus making them visible as children rather
instead of mini-adults working on the streets. Recently I
began to explore projects that are based on relational aes-
thetics, this is an art movement that started in the 1990s
where the artist creates the conditions for people to interact
and the meaning of the work is created collectively. This is the
case of a work I did in England called “A Mad-Proper Tea
Party” people were surprised to notice how their behaviors
were fixed in social norm and what it meant to play with other
types of norms. Play is also an educational tool that I try to
incorporate in many of my works. 

‘A Mad-Proper Tea Party’ art experience. — Photo credit Roque Reyes

Photograph from public intervention ‘Where are the Blue Feet?’ — Photo credit Victor Mendoza



‘Journey to Mictlan’ artist book.

KT: What will children learn from participating in the
“Toys, Masks and Stories: a Vision of a Mexican Artist?”
Polina: Children and adults will learn stories from another cul-
ture; they will learn to understand another country’s history
and beliefs through colorful and playful art. Children and
adults are invited to come and look at these toys, masks, pup-
pets, they are invited to come and travel to a far away land
through their imagination, creating a fascinating journey that
takes them hundreds of years back. Through this exhibition,
children, adults and families will be able to see something that
is very close to the Mexican tradition but not so often avail-
able to an audience outside of Mexico. This exhibition will be
an opportunity for both, children and adults, to see Mexico
through colors and fascinating stories. It is also an event that
will bring together an audience that is interested in the arts,
culture, storytelling, education, and travel.Part of this exhibi-
tion will also include a workshop to learn how to make paper
machieAlebrijes, a tradition of using recycled materials to
create fantastical creatures based on Mexican craft
toys. The workshop will be held on Tuesday at
Bayt Lothan at 6pm. It is a workshop
designed for ages from 12 years on.

KT: Have you ever been to Kuwait or the Middle East
before? 
Polina: This is my first time in the Middle East. This exhibition
also marks 40 years of relations between Mexico and Kuwait.
I’m very excited for this opportunity to show my work in
Kuwait and share my vision as an artist and cultural ambassa-
dor of Mexican culture. I am very curious about the culture
and tradition in Arab countries, maybe it can be an inspiration
for future art projects. This opportunity to come for the first
time to the Middle East is possible thanks through the efforts
of different institutions. I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all those who have made this exhibition possible, In par-
ticular I would like to acknowledge the National Council for
Culture, Arts and Letters of Kuwait, Bayt Lothan, the Mexican
Embassy of Kuwait and the Mexican Ministry of Foreign Affairs
for putting all their efforts together and bringing this exhibi-
tion to Kuwait to celebrate 40 years of successful bilateral rela-

tions between Kuwait and
Mexico.
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‘A Mad-Proper Tea Party’ art experience. 

The Sun from
‘Alebrijes in

Search of the Sun’
Puppet Play.

Polina Porras Sivolobova is a Russian-Mexican
artist. Her artwork spans multiple disciplines
such as drawing, artist books, video, photogra-

phy, performance and puppets. Polina has been
exploring her Mexican roots through the use of auto-
biography, myth, and storytelling. 

In 2010, Polina directed and produced her first
video-documentary (My Grandmother, My
Grandmother)” relating her bicultural background
through her grandmothers: one Russian and the oth-
er Mexican. In 2009, she received a grant to produce
an original puppet play titled “Los Alebrijes en Busca
del Sol,” a playful story based on the pre-Hispanic
myth of the fifth sun and its sudden disappearance
from the sky. 

Polina’s deep interest in education and relational
aesthetics has taken her to explore public interven-
tions and participatory experiences such as her most
recent work “A Mad-Proper Tea Party” in England, a
nonsensical experience about social norms around
the table. Other similar projects include” Donde estan
Piecitos Azul?” and “Queens of Love,” both interac-
tions point to the vulnerability of communities at risk
such the children street-vendors in Chiapas, Mexico
and the women immigrant community in Jackson
Heights, New York.

Her artwork has been shown at The Queens
International 2004, The Smithsonian Institute in New
York City, The Hemispheric Institute of Performance
and Politics in Sao Paolo, Brazil, The Contemporary
Art Museum in Oaxaca, Mexico and Art Jericho in
Oxford, United Kingdom. Polina has received major
commissions by El-Museo del Barrio, a leading institu-
tion in Latin American art in the United States; she
has received grants by the Department of Cultural
Affairs of New York City. Polina has a twelve-year
career as an educator teaching in schools, libraries
and museums as well as in the immigrant communi-
ties in the city of New York. She received a Master in
Fine Arts and Art and Design Education from Pratt
Institute, Brooklyn, New York. Polina currently lives in
New York City. 

Biography of Polina Porras Sivolobova



A burger of a different sort: 

A Middle Eastern shish kebab
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With autumn winking from the horizon, grilling takes on a
whole new significance. Enter the Middle East’s answer
to a hamburger: the shish kebab. Ground meat, woven

together with onions, parsley and a native spice mix, molded
onto a metal skewer like a delicate sausage, then cooked over
smoldering coals. The charred yet perfectly tender kebab is pulled
off the skewer using a piece of qubbus, a soft pita bread, then
smothered in fresh vegetables and sometimes a little tahini, and
eaten right there and then.

It’s Arabic street food at its most practical (who needs plates?)
and most delicious.

One of the keys to a great shish kebab is that spice mix,
baharat, which in Arabic means nothing more than spices. Typical
components include allspice, cumin, black pepper, cardamom,
cinnamon and cloves, though it varies by region (for example, a
Moroccan version includes dried mint and rose petals).

Baharat bears a striking resemblance to Indian garam masala,
which is a fine substitute if you don’t have any baharat kicking
around (though it’s a snap to make a batch yourself). Use the left-
over spice mix to coat meat or fish, or sprinkle a teaspoon into
your autumnal stews, especially anything with root vegetables. A
pinch stirred into some yogurt also makes a fantastic dip.

KEBAB MASHWI
Baharat usually is available in the spice section of the super-

market. Alternatively, you can find it at Middle Eastern stores or
online. In a pinch, substitute with garam masala or a mix of 1/2
teaspoon ground cumin, 1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper and
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon. For the meat, you want a fatty beef, such
as 80 percent lean. A mix of ground lamb and ground beef also is
good. To make this meal really pop, season a bit of plain Greek
yogurt with a generous pinch (or more) of extra baharat, then
spoon that over the assembled sandwiches.

Ingredients 
Servings: 4
1/2 cup roughly chopped fresh parsley
1 medium white onion, peeled and roughly chopped
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon baharat seasoning
1 pound 80 percent lean ground beef
1/4 teaspoon baking soda
8 small (5 inch) whole-wheat pita rounds
Romaine lettuce or watercress
Sliced ripe tomatoes

Sliced cucumber
Sliced scallions

Preparation 
In a food processor, combine the parsley, onion, salt and

baharat. Pulse just until finely chopped (don’t overdo it or you’ll
end up with a watery paste!). Add the beef and baking soda. Pulse
a few more times until the meat and onion-parsley mixture are
evenly mixed together. Transfer to a bowl and knead a few times
until the mixture looks like a piece of knitted fabric. Divide the
mixture into 8 portions, then roll each portion into a ball. Pierce
each portion with a skewer and mold the mixture into a long,
even sausage shape, 4 to 6 inches long, along the skewer.

Carefully place the kebabs on the grill, rotating every couple
of minutes or so until they are cooked evenly and all the way
through, about 8 minutes total. Warm the pita rounds on the
grill, then use them to pull the meat off each skewer. Encourage
your guests to add whatever vegetables they like to their sand-
wich. — AP 



21 free things to do in
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Exploring the Big Sushi is a mind-blowing experience, but
it can also blow your budget. Don’t despair - there’s an
abundance of things to do and see in Tokyo that don’t

cost a single yen. From gardens and temples to contemporary
art, sumo practice and a world-famous fish market, you can
experience some of the best of Tokyo for free.

1. Jog or pedal around the Imperial Palace
Slip on your sneakers and join the joggers following

the broad moats  and park  paths  that  surround the
Imperial  Palace.  On Sundays there are also 150 free
bikes offered for  pedaling along the Palace Cycl ing
Course.

2. Cast your bid for Tsukiji
Want to witness the famous tuna auctions of Tsukiji

Market? Then set your alarm for well before 5am when
regist rat ion for  the  maximum of  120 dai ly  v iewing
places starts. If you arrive later in the morning there is
still a lot to see. Check the website (tsukiji-market.or.jp)
before setting off as the market doesn’t operate every
day. Note also that the market is moving to a new loca-
tion late 2016.

3. Visit Senso-ji
Fol low in  the  footsteps  of  count less  p i lgr ims by

approaching Senso-ji ,  Tokyo’s most famous Buddhist
temple, in Asakusa, along Nakamise-dori.  The way is
lined with colorful stalls selling all manner of souvenirs,
from giant rice crackers to exquisitely decorated battle-
dores.

4. Explore Harajuku
The neighborhood of Harajuku is also great eye can-

dy. Stroll ginko-tree-lined Omote-sando, a glam boule-
vard of up-scale boutiques housed in contemporary
architecture;  check out  the arty  explosion at  funky
Design Festa gallery; or pose and dance along with the
youth subcultures around Yoyogi-koen (Yoyogi Park).

5. Chill out in Meiji-jingo
When Harajuku threatens sensory overload, escape to

the densely wooded grounds that envelope the capital’s
premier Shinto shrine, Meiji-jingo. Come on festival days
to spot guys and gals in gorgeous kimono.

6. Oh my, Odaiba!
This island of reclaimed land in Tokyo Bay is linked to

the city by the Rainbow Bridge. Walk over the 918m-
long single-span suspension bridge to or from Odaiba
where, weather permitting, you can sunbathe on an arti-
ficial beach and view an 11m replica of the Statue of
Liberty.



7. Watch washi making
Lessons in the art of paper folding are offered for a fee

at the Origami Kaikan, but you can view artisans making
washi (Japanese paper) in the workshop here, and peruse
the gallery, for nix.

8. Do the Shibuya scramble
Every few minutes a wave of humanity flows across

Shibuya Crossing. Join the masses or stand back and watch.
An ideal vantage point is the bridge corridor linking Shibuya
Station with the Shibuya Mark City complex. Here you can
also view Myth of Tomorrow, a monumental piece of modern
art by Okamoto Taro.

9. Advertising Museum Tokyo
One of the Tokyo’s most interesting free museums is the

Advertising Museum Tokyo (ADMT). The montage displays of
old ads provide an illuminating visual history of commerce in
Japan over the last century or so.

10. Geek culture in Akihabara
Die-hard fans of Atom Boy, Evangelion and Gundam will

want to swing by the Tokyo Anime Center as part of their explo-
rations of Akihabara (aka ‘Akiba’), geek central for electronic
goods emporiums, ‘maid cafes’ and all things anime and manga.

11. Contemporary art crawl
Based in a former junior high school, near Akihabara is 3331

Arts Chiyoda, hosting a score of free contemporary art galleries
offering a mix of exhibitions and interactive installations. Also
worth searching out are the galleries of the Bakuchoro area, sev-
eral of which, including Taro Nasu Gallery (taronasugallery.com)
are gathered in the Agata-Takezawa Building.

12. Political junkie tour
Art and anime not your thing? Then how about a free tour of

Japan’s seat of governance, the National Diet, to view the wood-
paneled, leather-bound and gilded interiors and the gardens
planted with species from across the country.

13. Green spaces
Beautiful foliage and horticultural skills can be admired in

Tokyo’s traditional gardens. Free-to-enter gardens include those
attached to the Hotel New Otani in Akasaka and the Hotel
Chinzanso, as well as the lush grounds of Happo-en, near
Shirokanedai Station, and the Imperial Palace East Garden. Tokyo
also has excellent public parks, from the central Yoyogi-koen, to
Inokashira-koen in west Tokyo (near the Ghibli Museum).

14. Attend a festival
Almost every week there’s a matsuri (festival) of some kind on

somewhere in Tokyo - from cherry-blossom-viewing parties to
fire walking and grand parades of costumed participants holding
aloft mikoshi (portable shrines). For details of upcoming events
see gotokyo.org.

15. Amble around Yanesen
The streets of Yanaka, Nezu and Sendagi - three areas collec-

tively known as Yanesen - provide an idea of what pre-WWII
Tokyo was like. Here you’ll find small temples and shrines, craft
shops, galleries and cafes, and Yanaka-reien, one of the city’s old-
est graveyards. Interesting galleries include SCAI the Bathhouse,
in a 200-year-old public bath.

16. Watch sumo practice
Even if you can’t make a sumo tournament, you can see

sumo wrestlers going through their training drills at a sumo
‘stable’, such as Arashio Stable, where visitors watch the morn-
ing practice session (asa-keiko) through windows on the
street.

17. Graze a depachika
The nickname for department store basement food

halls  is  depachika.  They’re mouthwatering places to
explore and you can sate your appetite with the free sam-
ples on offer .  Good ones to target include Isetan in
S h i n j u k u ,  M i t s u k o s h i  i n  G i n z a  a n d  T a k a s h i m a y a  i n
Nihombashi.

18. Play with tomorrow’s technology
No need to resort to industrial espionage: Sony and

Toyota have public showrooms displaying their latest
gadgets and technology. Sony’s showroom occupies a
prominent corner in Ginza, while Toyota is on Odaiba. And
for the latest in plumbing, check out the showcase at Toto,
creators of the ‘Washlet’ automated toilet seat/bidet.

19. Public art and architecture in Roppongi
This fabled nightlife ‘hood is also a treat to explore in

daylight. There’s plenty of public art scattered around the
glitzy commercial complexes of Roppongi Hills and Tokyo
Midtown, as well as dazzling contemporary architecture
at the National Art Center, Tokyo.

20. Feel squeamish
Need an excuse to get cozy with a loved (or potential

loved) one? Then follow a Tokyo trend by escorting your
squeamish partner  on a  date to  the creepy Meguro
Parasitological Museum, displaying record-breaking tape-
worms and gruesome photos of their victims.

21. Get high on an observation deck
Survey the city 202m above ground from the observa-

tion deck of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government Building
- on a clear day you may catch a glimpse of Mt Fuji. Come
at dusk to catch spectacular sunsets and the city burst
into neon-lit action. (www.lonelyplanet.com) 
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ACROSS
1. To an excessive degree.
4. Of or relating to or characteristic of the Bahama Islands or their inhabitants.
12. A condition (mostly in boys) characterized by behavioral and learning disorders.
15. The executive agency that advises the President on the federal budget.
16. The excess of revenues over outlays in a given period of time (including deprecia-
tion and other non-cash expenses).
17. Fermented alcoholic beverage similar to but heavier than beer.
18. Commercially important fish of the North American Pacific coast.
20. Packed full to capacity.
22. A package of several things tied together for carrying or storing.
23. A person who gives a name or names.
25. A British peer ranking below a Marquess and above a Viscount.
26. The quarter of many North African cities in which the citadel is located.
28. A percussion instrument consisting of a pair of hollow pieces of wood or bone
(usually held between the thumb and fingers) that are made to click together (as by
Spanish dancers) in rhythm with the dance.
29. A cylindrical tower used for storing silage.
30. (informal) Of the highest quality.
31. An official language of the Republic of South Africa.
35. A physician who is not a specialist but treats all illnesses.
37. A yellow quartz.
41. A member of the Siouan people inhabiting the valleys of the Platte and Missouri
rivers in Nebraska.
43. The content of cognition.
45. US slang for Canadians in general and French Canadians in particular.
46. A coffee cake flavored with orange rind and raisins and almonds.
49. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan River.
51. Rate of revolution of a motor.
52. Woolly usually horned ruminant mammal related to the goat.
53. A unit of absorbed ionizing radiation equal to 100 ergs per gram of irradiated
material.
55. In bed.
59. A trivalent metallic element of the rare earth group.
60. The world's largest desert (3,500,000 square miles) in North Africa.
62. Joint capital (with Riyadh) of Saudi Arabia.
64. A colorless and odorless inert gas.
67. A communist state in the Caribbean on the island of Cuba.
70. Any of numerous hairy-bodied insects including social and solitary species.
75. A reproach for some lapse or misdeed.
76. (of a fluid) Having been propelled about in flying drops or masses.
78. Goddess of criminal rashness and its punishment.
79. A flat wing-shaped process or winglike part of an organism.
80. Having divergent strabismus.
81. Legal document setting forth rules governing a particular kind of activity.

DOWN
1. Large edible marine fish of northern coastal waters.
2. A member of the Siouan people formerly living in the Missouri river valley in NE
Nebraska.

C R O S S W O R D 9 9 8
3. Haunt like a ghost.
4. Hardy breed of cattle resulting from crossing domestic cattle with the American
buffalo.
5. A river in north central Switzerland that runs northeast into the Rhine.
6. A period of time equal to 1/24th of a day.
7. An associate degree in nursing.
8. A member of the Algonquian people formerly inhabiting the Maritime Provinces of
Canada.
9. Be inherent in something.
10. 100 agorot equal 1 shekel.
11. A committee in the executive branch of government that advises the president
on foreign and military and national security.
12. A Chadic language spoken south of Lake Chad.
13. A hazy or indistinct representation.
14. A small wooded hollow.
19. An established custom.
21. United States comedian and actor in silent films noted for his acrobatic skills and
deadpan face (1895-1966).
24. Filled with the emotional impact of overwhelming surprise or shock.
27. A member of the Shoshonean people of northeastern Arizona.
32. Frogs, toads, tree toads.
33. Submit or yield to another's wish or opinion.
34. A sweet filling made of prunes or apricots.
36. A major god.
38. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
39. Any of a number of fishes of the family Carangidae.
40. A white metallic element that burns with a brilliant light.
42. A religious belief of African origin involving witchcraft and sorcery.
44. A river in north central Switzerland that runs northeast into the Rhine.
47. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a skewer usually with vegetables.
48. Someone who copies the words or behavior of another.
50. A naval spectacle.
54. The capital and largest city of Bangladesh.
56. An official prosecutor for a judicial district.
57. Of or relating to the spleen.
58. Date used in reckoning dates before the supposed year Christ was born.
61. Of or relating to or involving an area.
63. Of or pertaining to hearing or the ear.
65. (Christianity) The abode of Satan and the forces of evil.
66. A growth in strength or number or importance.
68. A wine bottle made of leather.
69. Again but in a new or different way.
71. A federal agency established to coordinate programs aimed at reducing pollution
and protecting the environment.
72. The compass point midway between south and southwest.
73. An accountant certified by the state.
74. A condition (mostly in boys) characterized by behavioral and learning disorders.
77. The branch of engineering science that studies the uses of electricity and the
equipment for power generation and distribution and the control of machines and
communication.
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00:45 Tanked
01:40 Gangland Killers
02:35 Big Fish Man
03:25 Gator Boys
04:15 I Was Bitten
05:02 Treehouse Masters
05:49 Gangland Killers
06:36 Meet The Orangutans
07:00 Meet The Orangutans
07:25 Groomer Has It
08:15 Gangland Killers
09:10 Treehouse Masters
10:05 Tanked
11:00 Groomer Has It
11:55 Treehouse Masters
12:50 Austin Stevens: Snakemaster
13:45 Big Fish Man
14:40 Gator Boys
15:35 Tanked
16:30 Austin Stevens: Snakemaster
17:25 Gangland Killers
18:20 River Monsters
19:15 Gator Boys
20:10 Tanked
21:05 The Lion Queen
22:00 River Monsters
22:55 Iʼm Alive
23:50 Gator Boys

SAVING MR. BANKS ON OSN MOVIES HD

00:05 Chefs: Put Your Menu Where
Your Mouth Is
00:50 Come Dine With Me
01:15 Homes Under The Hammer
02:10 Bargain Hunt
02:55 Chefs: Put Your Menu Where
Your Mouth Is
03:40 Michelaʼs Classic Italian
04:10 Bargain Hunt
04:55 Chefs: Put Your Menu Where
Your Mouth Is
05:40 Come Dine With Me
06:05 Homes Under The Hammer
07:00 Homes Under The Hammer
07:55 Kirstie Allsoppʼs Home Style
08:40 Michelaʼs Classic Italian
09:10 Bargain Hunt
09:55 Chefs: Put Your Menu Where
Your Mouth Is
10:40 Homes Under The Hammer
11:35 MasterChef
12:25 Come Dine With Me
12:50 Kirstie Allsoppʼs Home Style
13:40 Michelaʼs Classic Italian
14:05 Bargain Hunt
14:50 Chefs: Put Your Menu Where
Your Mouth Is
15:35 Homes Under The Hammer
16:30 MasterChef
17:20 Homes Under The Hammer
18:15 Kirstieʼs Fill Your House For
Free
19:05 Michelaʼs Classic Italian
19:30 Bargain Hunt
20:15 Kirstieʼs Fill Your House For
Free
21:00 Michelaʼs Classic Italian
21:30 Bargain Hunt
22:15 Kirstieʼs Fill Your House For
Free
23:00 Michelaʼs Classic Italian
23:30 Bargain Hunt

00:20 Fast Nʼ Loud
01:10 Big Giant Swords
02:00 Fast Nʼ Loud: Demolition
Theater
02:50 American Muscle
03:40 Auction Hunters: Pawn Shop
Edition
04:05 Auction Hunters
04:30 Savage Family Diggers
05:00 What Happened Next?
05:30 How Do They Do It?
06:00 Gold Rush
06:50 Fat Nʼ Furious: Rolling Thunder
07:40 Fast Nʼ Loud
08:30 Auction Hunters: Pawn Shop
Edition
08:55 Auction Hunters
09:20 Savage Family Diggers
09:45 What Happened Next?
10:10 How Do They Do It?
10:35 Big Giant Swords
11:25 Fast Nʼ Loud: Demolition
Theater
12:15 American Muscle
13:05 Auction Hunters: Pawn Shop
Edition

13:30 Auction Hunters
13:55 Savage Family Diggers
14:20 Gold Rush
15:10 Fat Nʼ Furious: Rolling Thunder
16:00 Fast Nʼ Loud
16:50 What Happened Next?
17:15 How Do They Do It?
17:40 Deadliest Catch
18:30 Fast Nʼ Loud
19:20 Extreme Car Hoarders
20:10 Junkyard Empire
21:00 Fast Nʼ Loud
21:50 Extreme Car Hoarders
22:40 Street Outlaws
23:30 Hellriders

00:00 Violetta
00:45 The Hive
00:50 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
01:15 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
01:40 Wolfblood
02:05 Wolfblood
02:30 Violetta
03:15 The Hive
03:20 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
03:45 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
04:10 Wolfblood
04:35 Wolfblood
05:00 Violetta
05:45 The Hive
05:50 Mouk
06:00 Lolirock
06:25 Hank Zipzer
06:50 Girl Meets World
07:15 H2O: Just Add Water
07:40 Jessie
08:05 Wizards Of Waverly Place
08:30 Wizards Of Waverly Place
08:55 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
09:20 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
09:45 Austin & Ally
10:10 Austin & Ally
10:35 Wizards Of Waverly Place
11:00 Wizards Of Waverly Place
11:25 Jessie
11:50 Jessie
12:15 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
12:40 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
13:05 Good Luck Charlie
13:30 Good Luck Charlie
13:55 Dog With A Blog
14:25 H2O: Just Add Water
14:55 Lolirock

15:25 Austin & Ally
16:00 Jessie
16:30 Jessie
17:00 The Return Of Jafar
18:15 Girl Meets World
18:40 Liv And Maddie
19:05 Austin & Ally
19:30 Lolirock
19:55 Hank Zipzer
20:20 Binny And The Ghost
20:45 H2O: Just Add Water
21:10 Good Luck Charlie
21:35 Wizards Of Waverly Place
22:00 Wizards Of Waverly Place
22:25 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
22:50 Sabrina: Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch
23:10 Wolfblood
23:35 Wolfblood

00:00 Eric And Jessie: Game On
00:30 Eric And Jessie: Game On
00:55 Extreme Close-Up
01:25 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
02:20 E! News
03:15 Giuliana & Bill
04:10 THS
05:05 E!ES
06:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
06:55 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
07:50 Style Star
08:20 E! News
09:15 Giuliana & Bill
11:10 E!ES
12:05 E! News
13:05 #RichKids Of Beverly Hills
14:05 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
15:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
16:00 Stewarts And Hamiltons
17:00 Stewarts And Hamiltons
18:00 E! News
19:00 Fashion Bloggers
19:30 Fashion Bloggers
20:00 Giuliana & Bill
21:00 Giuliana & Bill
22:00 E! News
23:00 House Of DVF

00:00 Chopped
01:00 The Freshman Class
01:30 The Freshman Class

00:10 The Chase
01:05 Whoʼs Doing The Dishes?
02:00 Emmerdale
02:25 Come Dine With Me Ireland
02:55 Coronation Street
03:25 Paddock To Plate
04:20 Come Date With Me Australia
04:45 Come Date With Me Australia
05:15 Murdoch Mysteries
06:10 Whoʼs Doing The Dishes?
07:05 Coronation Street
07:30 Paddock To Plate
08:25 Come Date With Me Australia
08:55 Come Date With Me Australia
09:20 The Doctor Blake Mysteries
10:15 Come Dine With Me Ireland
10:40 The Chase
11:35 Whoʼs Doing The Dishes?
12:30 Murdoch Mysteries
13:25 Emmerdale
13:50 Emmerdale
14:15 Coronation Street
14:40 The Chase
15:35 The Doctor Blake Mysteries
16:30 Blue Go Mad In Ibiza
17:25 Come Date With Me Australia
18:20 Murdoch Mysteries
19:10 Coronation Street
19:35 The Doctor Blake Mysteries

20:30 Blue Go Mad In Ibiza
21:25 Come Date With Me Australia
22:20 Coronation Street
22:50 Emmerdale
23:15 Emmerdale
23:45 Murdoch Mysteries

00:10 Megastructures
01:00 Mega Factories
02:00 Innovation Nation
02:25 Innovation Nation
02:55 Cosmos: A Spacetime
Odyssey
03:50 Star Talk
04:45 Hacking The System
05:10 Hacking The System
05:40 Dangerous Encounters
06:35 Classified: Secret Service Files
07:30 Space Mysteries
08:25 Is It Real?
09:20 Hacking The System
09:45 Hacking The System
10:15 Locked Up Abroad
11:10 Worldʼs Biggest Festival:
Kumbh Mela
12:05 Star Talk
13:00 Is It Real?
14:00 Area 51: The Ciaʼs Secret Files
15:00 Classified: Secret Service Files
16:00 Locked Up Abroad
17:00 I Escaped A Cult
18:00 Taboo
19:00 Classified: Secret Service Files
20:00 Locked Up Abroad
20:50 I Escaped A Cult
21:40 Taboo
22:30 Classified: Secret Service Files
23:20 Dangerous Encounters

01:00 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
01:30 Big Time In Hollywood, Fl
02:00 Silicon Valley
02:30 Itʼs Always Sunny In
Philadelphia
03:00 Men At Work
04:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
05:30 Til Death
06:30 Cristela
07:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
08:30 Til Death
09:00 Men At Work
10:30 Cristela
11:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
13:00 Til Death

13:30 Cristela
16:00 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
17:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
18:00 Baby Daddy
18:30 Last Man Standing
19:00 Melissa & Joey
19:30 Melissa & Joey
20:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
21:30 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
22:00 Web Therapy
22:30 Web Therapy
23:00 Itʼs Always Sunny In
Philadelphia
23:30 Late Night With Seth Meyers
OSN FIRST HD
00:00 Grimm
01:00 The Flash
02:00 Justified
03:00 Salem
04:00 Covert Affairs
05:00 Parenthood
09:00 Parenthood
11:00 The Flash
12:00 Emmerdale
16:00 Emmerdale
19:00 The Astronaut Wives Club
20:00 Drop Dead Diva
21:00 Sleepy Hollow
22:00 Devious Maids
23:00 Salem

01:00 Good Morning America
03:00 The Leftovers
04:00 Outlander
05:00 Good Morning America
07:00 Emmerdale
08:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
09:00 Prison Break
10:00 Emmerdale
12:00 24
13:00 The Blacklist
14:00 Live Good Morning America
16:00 Prison Break
17:00 24
18:00 The Blacklist
19:00 Prison Break
20:00 24
21:00 The Blacklist
22:00 The Leftovers
23:00 Outlander

00:00 Lone Survivor-PG15
02:00 Reign Of Fire-PG15
04:00 Son Of Batman-PG15
06:00 Judge Dredd-PG15
08:00 Befriend And Betray-PG15
10:00 Reign Of Fire-PG15
12:00 Assassinʼs Bullet-PG15
13:45 Shaolin-PG15
16:00 Judge Dredd-PG15
18:00 The Package-PG15
20:00 Rage-PG15
22:00 Shooter-PG15

00:00 Fading Gigolo
02:00 Vamps
04:00 Walk Of Shame
06:00 The Benchwarmers
08:00 Life
10:00 Catch That Kid
12:00 The Benchwarmers
14:00 The Simpsons Movie
16:00 Life
18:00 The Rocker
20:00 High Road
22:00 Textuality

01:00 Song For Marion-PG15
03:00 Reasonable Doubt-PG15
05:00 Wrath-PG15
07:00 Itʼs A Disaster-PG15
09:00 Great Expectations-PG15
11:15 Wrath-PG15
13:00 Diana-PG15
15:00 See Girl Run-PG15
16:45 Great Expectations-PG15
19:00 Draft Day-PG15
21:00 Decoding Annie Parker-PG15
23:00 Seven Psychopaths-18

02:00 Australian Food Adventures
With Matt Moran
03:00 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
03:30 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
04:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
04:30 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
05:00 Chopped
06:00 Iron Chef America
07:00 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
07:30 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
08:00 Chopped
09:00 Guyʼs Grocery Games
10:00 The Kitchen
11:00 Easy Chinese: San Francisco
11:30 Easy Chinese: San Francisco
12:00 Chopped
13:00 Guyʼs Big Bite
13:30 Guyʼs Big Bite
14:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
14:30 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
15:00 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
15:30 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
16:00 Chopped
17:00 The Kitchen
18:00 Easy Chinese: San Francisco
18:30 Easy Chinese: San Francisco
19:00 Chopped
20:00 Iron Chef America
21:00 Sibaʼs Table
21:30 Sibaʼs Table
22:00 Chopped South Africa
23:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
23:30 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
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SHAOLIN ON OSN MOVIES ACTION HD

Pirates
18:00 Miles From Tomorrow
18:25 Messages From Miles
18:30 Sofia The First
18:55 Nina Needs To Go
19:00 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
19:30 Loopdidoo
19:45 Doc McStuffins
20:00 Adventures Of The Gummi
Bears
20:30 Sofia The First
20:55 Cars Toons
21:00 Chip n Dale Rescue Rangers
21:25 Ducktales
21:50 Lilo & Stitch
22:15 Zou
22:30 Art Attack
22:55 Limon And Oli
23:05 Henry Hugglemonster
23:20 Calimero
23:35 Zou
23:50 Loopdidoo
00:05 Art Attack
00:30 Henry Hugglemonster
00:45 Calimero
01:00 Zou
01:15 Loopdidoo
01:30 Art Attack
01:55 Henry Hugglemonster
02:05 Calimero
02:20 Zou
02:30 Loopdidoo
02:45 Art Attack

02:00 The Boxer
04:00 The Invisible Woman
06:00 Everything Must Go
07:45 Maladies
09:30 I Am Ali
11:30 The Boxer
13:30 Chasing Mavericks
15:30 Mr. Pip
17:30 I Am Ali
19:30 We Gotta Get Out Of This
Place
21:00 Carlos

01:00 Oculus-PG15
03:00 The Last Days On Mars-PG15
05:00 A Family Reunion-PG15
07:00 The Lego Movie-PG
09:00 Frozen-PG
10:45 Saving Mr. Banks-PG15
13:00 The Dependables-PG15
15:00 Bad Parents-PG15
17:00 Frozen-PG
19:00 Escape Plan-PG15
21:00 The Signal-PG15
23:00 Hummingbird-PG15

01:15 Santaʼs Magic Crystal
02:45 The Olsen Gang In Deep
Trouble
04:15 Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius
06:00 The 7th Dwarf
07:45 Minuscule: Valley Of The Lost
Ants
09:30 Ice Age: The Meltdown
11:00 Back To The Sea
12:45 The Olsen Gang In Deep
Trouble
14:15 Home Alone
16:00 Free Birds
18:00 Ice Age: The Meltdown
20:00 Eleanorʼs Secret
22:00 Home Alone
23:45 Free Birds

OSN MOVIES PREMIERE HD
00:00 CBGB-18
02:00 Searching For Sugar Man-
PG15
04:00 Turbo-PG
06:00 40 Days And Nights-PG15
08:00 Enough Said-PG15
10:00 Hellboy: Blood & Iron-PG
12:00 Searching For Sugar Man-
PG15
14:00 American Warships-PG15
16:00 Enough Said-PG15
18:00 Chef-PG15
20:00 Think Like A Man Too-PG15
22:00 Mental-PG15

01:00 Golfing World
07:00 Golfing World
08:00 World Rugby
08:30 ICC Cricket 360
10:30 Live Rugby Union ITM Cup
12:30 Live PGA European Tour
14:30 Golfing World
16:30 Live PGA European Tour
20:00 Live Rugby Union Currie Cup
22:00 Live PGA Tour

11:00 Golfing World
12:50 Live AFL Premiership
18:00 Golfing World
19:00 WWE Bottomline
20:00 WWE Superstars
21:00 WWE Main Event
22:00 Live Super League

12:00 Live The Ashes: ENG v AUS,
5th Test, Day 2
21:00 ICC Cricket 360, Episode 33
23:30 Ashes H/Ls: 5th Test, Day 2

01:30 Thorne: Sleepyhead
03:45 10 Things I Hate About You
05:30 K-Pax
07:30 Chimpanzee
09:00 Then She Found Me
10:45 Coyote Ugly
12:30 Roger Dodger
14:15 The Reunion
16:00 Con Air
18:00 Valkyrie
20:00 The Duchess
21:45 Wreck-It Ralph
23:30 Six Days, Seven Nights

00:00 American Idol
01:00 MasterChef Australia
02:00 The Listener
03:00 The Listener
04:00 Castle
05:00 Happy Endings
05:30 Happy Endings
06:00 The Simpsons
06:30 The Simpsons
07:00 Lost
08:00 American Idol
09:00 MasterChef Australia
10:00 The Listener
11:00 The Listener
12:00 Castle
13:00 Happy Endings
13:30 Happy Endings
14:00 The Simpsons
14:30 The Simpsons
15:00 Lost
16:00 MasterChef Australia
17:00 Cougar Town
17:30 According To Jim
18:00 Transporter: The Series
19:00 Car Lot Rescue
20:00 The Hero
21:00 Cougar Town
21:30 According To Jim
22:00 MasterChef Australia

01:00 Sitting Target
02:35 Young Tom Edison-FAM
04:05 The Harvey Girls-FAM
05:45 TCM Presents Under The...-U
06:15 TCM Presents Under The...-U
07:00 The Fighting 69th-PG
08:20 Grand Prix-PG
11:05 A Life Of Her Own-PG
12:50 Summer Holiday-PG
14:20 On The Town-FAM
16:00 The Rounders-PG
17:25 Escape From Fort Bravo-FAM
19:05 The Toast Of New Orleans-
FAM
20:40 The Oklahoma Kid-FAM
22:00 Westworld
23:25 Flipper-FAM

03:20 Total Drama World Tour
03:42 Total Drama World Tour
04:05 Ninjago: Masters Of
Spinjitzu
04:28 Ninjago: Masters Of
Spinjitzu
04:50 Teen Titans Go!
05:00 Teen Titans Go!
05:10 Grojband
05:35 Grojband
06:00 Regular Show
06:11 Regular Show
06:20 New Regular Show
06:31 Regular Show
06:40 Uncle Grandpa
06:50 Uncle Grandpa
07:00 Adventure Time
07:25 Steven Universe
07:35 Steven Universe
07:45 The Amazing World Of
Gumball
08:10 Ben 10
08:55 Ninjago: Masters Of
Spinjitzu
09:15 New Regular Show
09:26 Regular Show
09:40 The Amazing World Of
Gumball
10:00 Uncle Grandpa
10:12 Uncle Grandpa

10:25 Steven Universe
10:36 Steven Universe
10:45 Total Drama: All Stars
11:10 Adventure Time
11:20 Adventure Time
11:30 Johnny Test
12:25 Teen Titans Go!
12:40 New Regular Show
12:51 Regular Show
13:00 Regular Show
13:11 Regular Show
13:25 Adventure Time
13:35 Adventure Time
13:45 Uncle Grandpa
14:10 Steven Universe
14:21 Steven Universe
14:30 Total Drama: Pahkitew
Island
14:55 Ben 10: Omniverse
15:15 Ben 10: Omniverse
15:40 Ninjago: Masters Of
Spinjitzu
16:00 Matt Hatter Chronicles
16:25 Teen Titans Go! New
16:35 Teen Titans Go!
16:45 Teen Titans Go!
17:10 Uncle Grandpa
17:21 Uncle Grandpa
17:30 New Regular Show
17:41 Regular Show
17:55 Regular Show
18:06 Regular Show
18:15 Adventure Time
18:40 The Amazing World Of
Gumball
18:51 The Amazing World Of
Gumball
19:00 Johnny Test
19:11 Johnny Test
19:25 Clarence
19:45 Uncle Grandpa
19:57 Uncle Grandpa
20:20 Teen Titans Go!
20:30 Teen Titans Go!
20:41 Teen Titans Go!
20:55 Ben 10: Omniverse
21:17 Ben 10: Omniverse
21:40 Adventure Time
21:51 Adventure Time
22:02 Adventure Time
22:13 Adventure Time
22:25 Johnny Test
23:10 Regular Show
23:55 Total Drama World Tour
00:20 Total Drama World Tour
00:40 Grojband
01:05 Grojband
01:25 Teen Titans Go!
01:50 Regular Show
02:35 Johnny Test

03:10 Henry Hugglemonster
03:20 Calimero
03:35 Zou
03:45 Loopdidoo
04:00 Art Attack
04:25 Henry Hugglemonster
04:35 Calimero
04:50 Zou
05:00 Loopdidoo
05:15 Art Attack
05:35 Henry Hugglemonster
05:50 Calimero
06:00 Zou
06:15 Loopdidoo
06:25 Limon And Oli
06:35 Art Attack
07:00 Calimero
07:10 Zou
07:25 Minnie’s Bow-Toons
07:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
07:55 Sofia The First
08:20 Doc McStuffins
08:45 Loopdidoo
09:00 Limon And Oli
09:10 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
09:35 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
10:00 Sofia The First
10:25 Nina Needs To Go
10:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
10:55 Miles From Tomorrow
11:20 Doc McStuffins
11:45 Henry Hugglemonster
12:10 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
12:35 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
13:00 Sofia The First
13:25 Loopdidoo
13:40 Limon And Oli
13:50 Cars Toons
13:55 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
14:20 Miles From Tomorrow
14:45 Messages From Miles
14:50 Doc McStuffins
15:15 Sofia The First
15:40 Art Attack
16:05 Nina Needs To Go
16:10 Lilo & Stitch
16:35 Adventures Of The Gummi
Bears
17:00 Chip n Dale Rescue Rangers
17:25 Ducktales
17:50 Jake And The Neverland

06:00 The 7D
06:10 Randy Cunningham: 9th
Grade Ninja
06:35 Mini Ninjas
07:00 Phineas And Ferb
07:25 Mighty Med
07:50 Lab Rats
08:15 Supa Strikas
08:40 Kirby Buckets
09:05 Kickin’ It
09:30 Ultimate Spider-Man
10:00 Boyster
10:25 Mini Ninjas
10:50 The 7D
11:15 Mighty Med
11:45 Lab Rats
12:10 Phineas And Ferb
12:35 Phineas And Ferb
13:00 Boyster
13:25 Kickin’ It
13:50 Zeke & Luther
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Afghanistan 0093
Albania 00355
Algeria 00213
Andorra 00376
Angola 00244
Anguilla 001264
Antiga 001268
Argentina 0054
Armenia 00374
Australia 0061
Austria 0043
Bahamas 001242
Bahrain 00973
Bangladesh 00880
Barbados 001246
Belarus 00375
Belgium 0032
Belize 00501
Benin 00229
Bermuda 001441
Bhutan 00975
Bolivia 00591
Bosnia 00387
Botswana 00267
Brazil 0055
Brunei 00673
Bulgaria 00359
Burkina 00226
Burundi 00257
Cambodia 00855
Cameroon 00237
Canada 001
Cape Verde 00238
Cayman Islands 001345
Central African Republic 00236
Chad 00235
Chile 0056
China 0086
Colombia 0057
Comoros 00269
Congo 00242
Cook Islands 00682
Costa Rica 00506
Croatia 00385
Cuba 0053
Cyprus 00357
Cyprus (Northern) 0090392
Czech Republic 00420
Denmark 0045
Diego Garcia 00246
Djibouti 00253
Dominica 001767
Dominican Republic 001809
Ecuador 00593
Egypt 0020
El Salvador 00503
England (UK) 0044
Equatorial Guinea 00240
Eritrea 00291
Estonia 00372
Ethiopia 00251
Falkland Islands 00500
Faroe Islands 00298
Fiji 00679
Finland 00358
France 0033
French Guiana 00594
French Polynesia 00689
Gabon 00241
Gambia 00220
Georgia 00995
Germany 0049
Ghana 00233
Gibraltar 00350
Greece 0030
Greenland 00299
Grenada 001473
Guadeloupe 00590
Guam 001671
Guatemala 00502
Guinea 00224
Guyana 00592
Haiti 00509
Holland (Netherlands)0031
Honduras 00504
Hong Kong 00852
Hungary 0036
Ibiza (Spain) 0034
Iceland 00354
India 0091
Indian Ocean 00873
Indonesia 0062
Iran 0098
Iraq 00964
Ireland 00353
Italy 0039
Ivory Coast 00225
Jamaica 001876
Japan 0081
Jordan 00962
Kazakhstan 007
Kenya 00254
Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965
Kyrgyzstan 00996
Laos 00856
Latvia 00371
Lebanon 00961
Liberia 00231
Libya 00218
Lithuania 00370
Luxembourg 00352
Macau 00853
Macedonia 00389
Madagascar 00261
Majorca 0034
Malawi 00265
Malaysia 0060
Maldives 00960
Mali 00223
Malta 00356
Marshall Islands 00692
Martinique 00596
Mauritania 00222
Mauritius 00230
Mayotte 00269
Mexico 0052
Micronesia 00691
Moldova 00373
Monaco 00377
Mongolia 00976
Montserrat 001664
Morocco 00212
Mozambique 00258
Myanmar (Burma) 0095
Namibia 00264
Nepal 00977
Netherlands (Holland)0031
Netherlands Antilles 00599
New Caledonia 00687
New Zealand 0064
Nicaragua 00505
Nigar 00227
Nigeria 00234
Niue 00683
Norfolk Island 00672
Northern Ireland (UK)0044
North Korea 00850
Norway 0047
Oman 00968
Pakistan 0092
Palau 00680
Panama 00507
Papua New Guinea 00675
Paraguay 00595
Peru 0051
Philippines 0063
Poland 0048
Portugal 00351
Puerto Rico 001787
Qatar 00974
Romania 0040
Russian Federation 007
Rwanda 00250
Saint Helena 00290
Saint Kitts 001869
Saint Lucia 001758
Saint Pierre 00508
Saint Vincent 001784
Samoa US 00684
Samoa West 00685
San Marino 00378
Sao Tone 00239
Saudi Arabia 00966
Scotland (UK) 0044
Senegal 00221
Seychelles 00284
Sierra Leone 00232
Singapore 0065
Slovakia 00421
Slovenia 00386
Solomon Islands 00677
Somalia 00252
South Africa 0027
South Korea 0082
Spain 0034
Sri Lanka 0094
Sudan 00249
Suriname 00597
Swaziland 00268
Sweden 0046
Switzerland 0041
Syria 00963
Taiwan 00886
Tanzania 00255
Thailand 0066
Toga 00228
Tonga 00676
Tokelau 00690
Trinidad 001868
Tunisia 00216
Turkey 0090
Tuvalu 00688
Uganda 00256
Ukraine 00380
United Arab Emirates00976

There is an obvious conflict between your long-term relationship
goals and your present responsibilities. Even if you can visualize a
clear path to your ideal future, initiating action may need to be
delayed for a while longer. Create a new schedule for the day that
empowers you to make the best of the current situation while
you’re still working out the logistics that involve someone else.
Get out of your head and into your heart. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

The noise level of your personal drama might be a bit too much
for your normally refined tastes. Although you have a low toler-
ance for tension, you aren’t anxious with the current circum-
stances. You fully realize the potential of this moment won’t last,
empowering you to discuss your concerns and stick with the con-
versation. Others will be disappointed if you simply try to satisfy
their expectations without pursuing your heart’s desires, too.
Make sure that your actions are aligned with your feelings and
your mind is open to change. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You might feel as if you’re bogged down in quicksand today, and
the more you try to solve a relationship issue the deeper you sink.
You might even succumb to a moment of panic as you unsuccess-
fully struggle to extract yourself from a delicate situation. Having
all the right words at your disposal won’t help you now. Instead of
attempting to impress others, seek comfort within. Settling into
your feelings enables you to sort out what your heart really wants.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Unreasonable demands are stretching your personal resources to
the max. Even if you experience resentment rising into awareness,
there’s no direct way to express your annoyance today.
Unfortunately, people may continue to judge you as overly nega-
tive if you try to share your frustration. Your best strategy now is
to throw yourself into your work and get as much done as possi-
ble. The simplest adjustment of your attitude makes a world of dif-
ference to your productivity. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

You have highly specific ideas about how to perform your chores
today and you aren’t interested in debating the merits of your
choices. Unfortunately, no one will be a winner in a conflict if push
comes to shove, even if you really do know what’s best for every-
one involved. Sharing your perspective isn’t enough now; avoid
an escalation of emotions by practicing the art of compromise.
Acting with a spirit of generosity leads to the most harmonious
outcome. 

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Your mental acuity can be so sharp now that you don’t leave very
much room for negotiation. Undoubtedly, you are a formidable
opponent because your perceptions are irrefutable today.
Nevertheless, being correct in your conclusions doesn’t give you
permission to ignore the opinions of everyone else. Soliciting
alternative points of view shows your willingness to cooperate pri-
or to finalizing your plans. The added advantage of this inclusive
strategy is you might just learn how to build a better mousetrap in
the process. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Your full participation in a discussion with close friends or family
members is absolutely mandatory today, so there’s no valid
excuse to avoid a messy confrontation. Although you have your
own biases, you’re still capable of rationalizing any point of view.
This detached approach enables the disagreeing parties to trust
you as an objective and non-threatening mediator. Do whatever
you can to be of assistance, but be cognizant that you might not
be able to fix the problem now. It’s not your fault; the final solu-

tion may have to wait until everyone else settles down. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Your intuition is on fire today, but you must be cautious when
applying the insight you receive in such a cosmic manner.
Unfortunately, you have the power to upset the stability of the
group dynamics, making your life more complicated in the
process. Your best bet now is to work cooperatively as part of a
team and not strike out on your own. Following a hunch is a bet-
ter idea after you have verified the facts with someone you trust. It
never hurts to get a second opinion when it comes to matters of
the heart. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You’re ready to challenge any authority figure that stands in your
way today because you know you’re right and are willing to go
the extra mile to inspire others. Thankfully, it’s less work convinc-
ing people to join your cause while your words carry the intensity
of the moment. Still, caution is advised since it’s a whole lot easier
to get in over your head than it is to pull back and retreat to high-
er ground. Be crystal clear about your objectives before you take
the next step; it’s better to be safe than sorry. 

You might be concerned that your current long-term goals aren’t
practical enough to present you in the best light. Nevertheless,
your perspective is probably warped by old fears more than any-
thing else. Uranus is annoying communicator Mercury, stirring up
trouble everywhere you go. There’s no need to panic and impul-
sively take a risk because chances are nothing is as dramatic as it
seems. Find your center; leading with your calm determination
improves the likelihood of reaching your destination. 

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You want to join in the good times today, but might find it quite
challenging to let go of your agenda in order to interact socially.
It’s difficult to participate because you may feel restrained by the
very same people you want to engage. It’s healthy to discuss your
concerns, but don’t dwell on the differences for too long.
Ultimately, connecting with others is a whole lot more fun now
than isolating yourself from the party. When it comes to your cur-
rent enjoyment, the more the merrier.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Step right up to the plate and start swinging for the fences; it’s
time to show everyone what you can do when you put your mind
to it. Friends and coworkers are depending on you and you cer-
tainly don’t want to let them down. Setting a positive example for
others to follow is the best way to demonstrate your altruistic
intentions. Fortunately, hitting a home run surpasses everyone’s
expectations, enabling you to come through like a real champion. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

COUNTRY CODES



Working longer hours

increases stroke risk by 33% 

PARIS: Working 55 hours or more per week is linked to a one third
greater risk of stroke compared to a 35-40 hour work week, accord-
ing to research published yesterday. Based on a review of 17 stud-
ies covering 528,908 men and women followed for an average of
7.2 years, the increased stroke risk remained once smoking, alcohol
consumption and level of physical activity were taken into account.
The study, published in The Lancet, found that compared with peo-
ple who logged a standard week, those working between 41 and
48 hours had a 10 percent higher risk, while for those working 49 to
54 hours, the risk jumped by 27 percent.

Working 55 hours or more a week increased the risk of having a
stroke by 33 percent, the study showed. The long work week also
increased the risk of developing coronary heart disease by 13 per-
cent, even after taking into account risk factors including age, sex,
and socioeconomic status, the study showed. In looking at the link
between long hours in the work place and heart disease, Mika
Kivimaki, a professor of epidemiology at University College London,
and colleagues analysed data from 25 studies involving 603,838
men and women from Europe, the United States, and Australia who
were followed for an average of 8.5 years.

The underlying causes of stroke and heart disease are complex,
involving a mix of genetic and environmental factors. But the
researchers suggest that physical inactivity, high alcohol consump-
tion, and repetitive stress all enhance risk. “The pooling of all avail-
able studies on this topic allowed us to investigate the association
between working hours and cardiovascular disease risk with
greater precision than has previously been possible,” Kivimaki said
in a statement. “Health professionals should be aware that working
long hours is associated with a significantly increased risk of stroke,
and perhaps also coronary heart disease.”

Experts not involved in the study said the findings are impor-
tant, and pointed to differences across nations in the average
length of the work week. “Long working hours are not a negligible
occurrence,” Urban Janlert from Umea University in Sweden wrote
in a commentary, also in The Lancet. “Although some countries
have legislation for working hours, it is not always implemented.”
Among developed countries, Janlert noted, Turkey has the highest
proportion of individuals working more than 50 hours a week (43
percent), and the Netherlands the lowest (less than 1 percent). “This
study highlights to doctors that they need to pay particular atten-
tion to cardiovascular risk factors when they advise people who
work long hours,” commented Mike Knapton, Associate Medical
Director of the British Heart Foundation.— AFP 
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SAN FRANCISCO: The carcasses of salmon,
trout and more than a dozen other newly
extinct native species lie in dry streambeds
around California. Exhausted firefighters in the
Sierra Nevada battle some of the biggest wild-
fires they’ve ever seen. And in Central Valley
farm towns, more and more mothers hear the
squeal of empty pipes when they turn on water
taps to cook dinner. A new report by the Public
Policy Institute of California non-profit think-
tank paints that distressing picture of California
for the next two years if the state’s driest four
years on record stretches further into the future.
Written by water and watershed experts work-
ing at the policy center, at the University of
California, Davis, and elsewhere, the report
urges California to do more now to deal with
what researchers project to be the biggest
drought crises of 2016 and 2017 - crashing
wildlife populations, raging wildfires and more
and more poor rural communities running out
of water entirely.

So far, of all the sectors dealing with the
drought, California cities are doing relatively
well thanks to the lessons of past droughts, the
report concludes. Meanwhile, farms have been
able to turn to pumping well water to make up
for having half as much surface water for irriga-
tion as normal. With California wildlife, by con-
trast, “we’re really looking at widespread crisis”
if the drought continues, Ellen Hanak, director
of the think-tank’s water policy center, said in
an interview Wednesday.

California’s fresh-water habitats and forests,
along with their wildlife, have experienced the
most severe impacts of the drought so far, the
study concluded. Lack of water means 18
species of native California fish, including most
native salmon and steelhead trout, face an
immediate threat of going extinct in the wild,
the report said. Greatly reduced water deliveries

to bird refuges and rice fields - the flooding of
which provides crucial habitat - means there is
dangerously little room and food for the 5 mil-
lion migratory birds that fly through the Central
Valley each year and a high risk of deadly dis-
ease for the birds, the study said. For California’s
environment, officials should be thinking more
strategically about how best to use what water
is left for wildlife, and preparing “conservation
hatcheries” to safeguard native fish species that
are on the verge of extinction in the wild, it said.
Hanak also called wildfires a tremendous risk as
overgrown forests dry in the drought. Fire and
forest agencies already are working to reduce
the overgrowth that contributes to making

those fires bigger and harder to control,
researchers said. After the environment, rural
communities have been hardest-hit by the
drought, the study said. As of last month, more
than 2,000 domestic wells were reported to
have gone dry, mostly in the Central Valley and
Sierra Nevada. More than 100 small public-
water systems around the state have been cited
as needing emergency water supplies. State
and federal efforts to help those communities
have been increasing but remain stop-gap, the
study concluded. It urges the state to do more
to track areas in need of help and come up with
longer-term water supplies to replace wells that
have likely gone dry for good. — AP 

Study sees dying wildlife and 

bigger fires if drought lasts

CALIFORNIA: CalFire firefighter Bo Santiago lights a backfire as the Rocky fire
burns near Clearlake, Calif. A new study says dying wildlife, bigger wildfires and
drying-up farm towns will be the biggest crises if California’s four-year drought
continues.  — AP 
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Kuwait KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY
(20/08/2015 TO 26/08/2015)

SHARQIA-1
THE RUNNER 1:00 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 3:00 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 5:00 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 7:00 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 9:00 PM
THE RUNNER 11:00 PM
THE RUNNER 1:00 AM

SHARQIA-2
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 12:15 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 2:45 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 5:15 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 7:30 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 10:00 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 12:30 AM

SHARQIA-3
MINIONS 12:30 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 2:30 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 5:30 PM
SHAD AGZAA 8:30 PM
OPERATOR 10:45 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 12:45 AM

MUHALAB-1
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 1:00 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 4:00 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 6:00 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 8:00 PM
THE RUNNER 10:00 PM
THE RUNNER 12:05 AM

MUHALAB-2
INSIDE OUT 11:45 AM
INSIDE OUT 2:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 4:30 PM
OPERATOR 7:15 PM
SHAD AGZAA 9:15 PM
SHAD AGZAA 11:30 PM

MUHALAB-3
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 12:45 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 3:15 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 5:45 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 8:15 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 10:45 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 1:00 AM

FANAR-1
ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING 1:00 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 3:15 PM
ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING 5:45 PM
SHAD AGZAA 9:38 PM
SHAD AGZAA 10:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 12:15 AM

FANAR-2
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 11:30 AM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 1:30 PM
THE RUNNER 3:30 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 5:30 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 7:30 PM
THE RUNNER 9:30 PM
THE RUNNER 11:30 PM

FANAR-3
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 12:00 PM
ALL IS WELL - Hindi 3:00 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 6:00 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 9:00 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 12:05 AM

FANAR-4
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 12:15 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 2:45 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 5:15 PM
OPERATOR 7:45 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 10:15 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 12:45 AM

FANAR-5
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 1:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 3:45 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 6:30 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 9:00 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 11:45 PM

MARINA-1
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 12:30 PM

RETURN TO SENDER 2:30 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 4:30 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 6:30 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 8:30 PM
THE RUNNER 10:30 PM
RETURN TO SENDER 12:30 AM

MARINA-2
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 11:45 AM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 2:15 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 4:45 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 7:15 PM
OPERATOR 9:45 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 12:05 AM

MARINA-3
MINIONS 12:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 2:00 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 4:15 PM
SHAD AGZAA 7:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 9:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 11:30 PM

AVENUES-1
ANT-MAN 12:30 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 3:15 PM
HAYATI MOUBAHDILAH 5:30 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 7:45 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 10:00 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 12:15 AM

AVENUES-2
THE RUNNER 12:45 PM
THE RUNNER 3:00 PM
INSIDE OUT 5:00 PM
THE RUNNER 7:15 PM
THE RUNNER 9:15 PM
THE RUNNER 11:15 PM
ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING 1:15 AM

AVENUES-3
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 12:15 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 2:15 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 4:15 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 6:15 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 8:15 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 10:15 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 12:15 AM

AVENUES-4
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 11:30 AM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 2:00 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 4:30 PM
SHAD AGZAA 7:00 PM
Special Show “MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE 7:00 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 9:30 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 12:05 AM

AVENUES-5
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 11:45 AM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 2:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 5:15 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 8:00 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 11:00 PM

360º- 1
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 12:30 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 3:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 6:00 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 8:45 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 11:30 PM

360º 2
RETURN TO SENDER 11:45 AM
RETURN TO SENDER 1:45 PM
ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING 3:45 PM
RETURN TO SENDER 5:45 PM
ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING 7:45 PM
RETURN TO SENDER 9:45 PM
RETURN TO SENDER 11:45 PM

360º- 3
MINIONS 12:00 PM
ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING 2:15 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 4:30 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 6:45 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 9:00 PM
ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING 11:15 PM
ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING 1:15 AM

AL-KOUT.1
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 1:30 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 4:00 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 6:30 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 9:00 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 11:30 PM

AL-KOUT.2
FANTASTIC FOUR 1:15 PM
THE RUNNER 3:30 PM
FANTASTIC FOUR 5:30 PM
SHAD AGZAA 7:45 PM
SHAD AGZAA 10:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 12:15 AM

AL-KOUT.3
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 12:45 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 2:45 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 4:45 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 6:45 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 8:45 PM
THE RUNNER 10:45 PM
THE RUNNER 12:45 AM

AL-KOUT.4
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 12:15 PM
MINIONS 3:00 PM
OPERATOR 5:00 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 7:00 PM
OPERATOR 9:45 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 11:45 PM

BAIRAQ-1
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 12:00 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 2:30 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 5:00 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 7:30 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 10:00 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 12:30 AM

BAIRAQ-2
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 11:45 AM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 1:45 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 3:45 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 5:45 PM
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 7:45 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 9:45 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 12:45 AM

BAIRAQ-3
MINIONS 12:00 PM
MINIONS 2:00 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 4:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 7:00 PM
SHAD AGZAA 9:15 PM
SHAD AGZAA 11:30 PM

PLAZA
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 3:30 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 5:45 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 8:00 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 10:15 PM

LAILA
ANTBOY: REVENGE OF THE RED FURY 3:30 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 5:15 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 7:45 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 10:30 PM
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - ROGUE NATION 4:30 PM
THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E 11:00 PM

AJIAL.1
MADHURA NARANGA- Malayalam 3:30 PM
MADHURA NARANGA- Malayalam 6:30 PM
MADHURA NARANGA- Malayalam 9:30 PM

AJIAL.2
ALL IS WELL - Hindi 3:45 PM
KARACHI SE LAHORE - Pakistani 6:45 PM
ALL IS WELL - Hindi 9:45 PM

AJIAL.3
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 3:30 PM
BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN -Hindi 6:30 PM
BROTHERS-Hindi 9:30 PM

112

Fajr: 03:54
Shorook 05:19
Duhr: 11:52
Asr: 15:27
Maghrib: 18:23
Isha: 19:53

Prayer timings

CHANGE OF NAME

I, GANASALA VENKATA RAO,
(old name) S/o Ganasala
Venkatesu, Passport No.
L1168524, resident of D.No.
13-22-51, Teerugudem,
Nidadavolu Municipality,
W.G. Dist, A.P., henceforth my
name called and known as
GANASALA CHINA VENKAT
RAO. This information is giv-
en to go to abroad for
employment purpose. (C
5023)
20-8-2015

I, Vemu Subbaiah, holder of
Indian Passport No.
MO403337 R/o D.NO.P 9/310-
5, Agadi street, Saipeta,
Kadapa city Y.S.R District,
changed my name as
Mansoor, s/o Vemu
Gangaiah. (C 5022)
19-8-2015

LOST

Original document policy
No. 633001783-3 of Mr
Samiuddin Babars DV the
State Life Insurance
Corporation of Pakistan, Gulf
Zone is reported to have
been lost. Anyone finding the
same or claiming any interest
in it should communicate
with the Manager Kuwait
State Life office - Ph:
22452208. 
(C 5021)
18-8-2015

ACCOMMODATION

Sharing accommodation
available in Khaitan near KFH
need one or two Indian bach-
elors, sharing with Indian
Goan small family with 2
bathroom central A/C. Please
Call 66724593, 50985850.
(C 5019)
17-8-2015



off an economy suffering from weak global
commodity prices and falling domestic
consumption.

The 62-year-old, who also serves as
finance minister, met economists from
local and foreign financial institutions this
week, promising to “proactively manage
the economy going forward”, he wrote on
Facebook.

At the heart of Najib’s woes is 1MDB,
which has debts of over $11 billion and is
being investigated for allegations of graft

and financial mismanagement. Najib sits as
the chair of its advisory board.

The prime minister sacked his deputy
and other cabinet members last month and
replaced the attorney general heading a
probe into 1MDB.

His crackdown on criticism has extended
to traditional and online media, angering
pro-democracy activists. A rally planned for
next week calling for Najib’s resignation is
expected to draw thousands despite being
officially barred by authorities. — Reuters
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Boomerang home buyers 
poised to return to 
market with a roar

Page 40
Saudi Arabia bounces off 8-month low 
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KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysian Prime Minister
Najib Razak said yesterday he would not
peg the ringgit to the US dollar or imple-
ment capital controls as he sought to calm
fears about the sliding currency and capital
flight from Southeast Asia’s third-largest
economy.

Najib, who has come under severe criti-
cism after being embroiled in a scandal
over indebted state fund 1Malaysia
Development Berhad (1MDB), is trying to
reassert his leadership over his government
and a stumbling economy. “The flexibility
of our exchange rate is important to absorb
global adjustments and volatility,” Najib
said in a statement.

Najib’s comments mirrored remarks
made by central bank chief Zeti Akhtar
Aziz. Zeti, a widely respected economist,
last month denied rumors she had resigned
from her post after coming under pressure
amid investigations into 1MDB. Analysts
said Najib’s comments would reassure

investors rattled by the political turmoil
facing the government and by external fac-
tors weighing down the economy, but only
to an extent.

“It’s important that his message is now
consistent with the central bank but in the
near term we are unlikely to see any signifi-
cant impact in the markets,” said Rahul
Bajoria, regional economist at Barclays in
Singapore. “To see a positive impact, it will
be global dynamics that make an impact as
much as the domestic environment.”

The ringgit, Asia’s worst performer this
year with losses exceeding 17 percent
against the dollar, dropped nearly 1 per-
cent yesterday despite the comments.
“There’s no intention of moving to a less
flexible regime like a peg exchange rate
regime,” Zeti told reporters, adding that
fact that international reserves had dipped
below the psychologically significant level
of $100 billion was not a cause for worry.
Najib has faced criticism for taking his eye

Malaysia rules out pegging ringgit 
Razak seeks to cool fears over sliding currency

DUBAI: Kuwait’s Al-Ahli Bank received
approval from the Egyptian Financial
Supervisory Authority (EFSA) to acquire a con-
trolling stake in Piraeus Bank’s Egypt unit, it
said yesterday.

Al Ahli, Kuwait’s seventh largest bank by

assets, plans to pay $150 million in cash for a
98.5 percent shareholding in the Greek lender’s
Egyptian unit. The EFSA approved the deal on
Aug. 19, the lender said. Al-Ahli has also
obtained regulatory approvals from the
Egyptian and Kuwaiti central banks. — Reuters

Kuwait’s ABK gets Egypt 
nod to buy Piraeus unit 

KUALA LUMPUR: Travellers use their smartphone by a money changer at the Kuala Lumpur
International Airport 2 (KLIA 2) in Sepang yesterday. Prime Minister Najib Razak said yester-
day that Malaysia’s economy was on sound footing, seeking to assuage growing public and
investor fears over the nation’s plummeting currency and slowing growth. —AFP 
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DUBAI: Saudi Arabia’s stock market pared
losses and was nearly flat late yesterday after
hitting an eight-month low in a broad sell-off
driven by oil’s weakness. The main Saudi
stock index had dropped as much as 3.5 per-
cent earlier in the day. Most local stocks
turned positive in the afternoon, after heavy
losses in August which saw the bourse lose
$50 billion in market capitalization. The mar-
ket, which had shrugged off oil’s weakness in
June and July, finally began to adjust to it this
month, and is down 12 percent so far in
August. In the latest Reuters poll of Middle
East asset managers at the end of July, they
were most bearish on the Riyadh bourse, cit-
ing its expensive valuations compared with
the rest of the region.  

The main Saudi equities index dropped 2.9
percent to 7,762 points, falling below its
January low of 7,770 points and extending its
loss this month to 14.6 percent. Nearly all
stocks were in the red, indicating a broad and
indiscriminate sell-off. Petrochemicals giant
Saudi Basic Industries dropped 4.5 percent to
85.50 riyals despite carrying for the last trading
day a dividend of 5.5 riyals that will be paid on
Sept. 2. US crude slumped over 4 percent on
Wednesday, hitting a fresh 6-1/2 year low, on

news of an unexpected stockpile build in the
United States. The Brent crude benchmark
dropped 3.4 percent on Wednesday. Both US
oil and Brent have slipped further yesterday
and Chinese equities dropped again, reinforc-
ing concerns about the state of China’s econo-
my, one of the biggest oil consumers in the
world. Egypt’s stock index fell 0.8 percent and
Ezz Steel fell 1.2 percent after the company
said its first-quarter loss had widened to 136
million Egyptian pounds ($17.4 million) from
19 million pounds a year earlier. Ezz said it had
to reduce output after being unable to secure
enough raw materials because of foreign cur-
rency shortages in the country.

Heavyweight Commercial International
Bank (CIB) fell 1.5 percent after Egypt’s Pharos
Securities said the stock was still not cheap
enough to go overweight on it.

“We believe a tactical underweight is the
preferred course of action in the short term,
given what seems to be an upcoming perfect
storm for emerging markets and given that
the bank trades only 6.9 percent below our fair
value estimate,” it said in a note. “This perfect
storm, which could be triggered by a rate hike
in the US in September, significantly raises the
risk of a steep Egyptian pound devaluation

versus the dollar in the very short term, which
may deter foreign investors from building
aggressive long positions in Egyptian equities
in general and CIB in specific.” 

Dubai tumbles 
Dubai’s stock market led losses in the Gulf

early yesterday after oil prices in the United
States tumbled to their lowest level since 2009.
US crude slumped over 4 percent on
Wednesday as a huge, unexpected stockpile
build in the United States reinforced concerns
about a growing global oil glut. The European
Brent crude benchmark dropped 3.4 percent
on Wednesday. 

Developer Emaar Properties, the most trad-
ed stock, tumbled 4.4 percent and its smaller
competitor DAMAC was down 4.1 percent.
With a diversified business base, Dubai’s econ-
omy is relatively well insulated from tumbling
oil prices, but there is concern over the impact
of cheap oil on neighbouring economies and a
possible pull-out of money by Saudi investors,
who have been burned by a plunge of their
own stock market. Elsewhere in the Gulf, Abu
Dhabi’s bourse fell 1.4 percent.  Kuwait’s index
edged down 0.2 percent and Oman slipped
0.05 percent. — Reuters

DUBAI: The Saudi Arabian riyal fell
sharply in the forwards market yesterday
as oil prices dropped and Saudi equities
plunged, prompting some traders to
hedge against the risk of pressure on the
riyal’s peg to the dollar in the long term.

One-year dollar/Saudi riyal forwards
jumped as high as 300 points, their high-
est level since March 2003, from
Wednesday’s close of 250 points. Since

Gulf currencies are pegged or closely
linked to the dollar in the spot market -
the Saudi riyal is pegged at a rate of 3.75 -
the forwards market is used by some
banks and international investors to
hedge against risks in the region.

Bankers and economists said they did
not see any immediate pressure on the
Saudi peg, and the central bank’s huge
foreign reserves, which stood at $664.5

billion in June, meant it had plenty of fire-
power to support the riyal for the foresee-
able future. Nevertheless, the slide of oil
prices is hurting Saudi government
finances and has helped to trigger a
plunge of the main Saudi stock index,
which was down 2.9 percent in early
trade yesterday, bringing its losses this
month to 14.6 percent. General instability
in emerging markets, as well as oil pro-

ducer Kazakhstan’s decision to float the
tenge yesterday and this month’s devalu-
ation of the Chinese yuan, added to mar-
ket jitters. The move in Saudi forwards
affected markets in other Gulf oil
exporters, even those with state finances
that are widely seen as stronger than
Riyadh’s. One-year dollar/United Arab
Emirates forwards climbed, though much
more slowly. — Reuters

Dollar-Saudi riyal forwards jump as oil, equities slide

Saudi Arabia bounces off 
8-month low, trades flat

MIDEAST STOCK MARKETS

SURABAYA: Workers unload local livestock from a shipment from Nusa Tenggara island on arrival at Surabaya port.
Indonesia will issue permits to import another 50,000 cattle, the government said August 10 after beef prices soared
and butchers went on strike following a decision to dramatically reduce shipments from Australia. — AFP 

Egypt’s Ezz Steel output 
hit by forex shortages

CAIRO: Egypt’s largest steel maker Ezz Steel’s first-quarter net loss
increased to 136 million Egyptian pounds ($17 million) from 19 million
pounds in the same period last year, hit by foreign currency shortages,
the company said yesterday. Net sales fell to 4.8 billion pounds from 5.3
billion in the same period last year. “Ezz Steel was not able to source suf-
ficient foreign currency, due to a major change in the regulations of the
banking sector,” said Paul Chekaiban, chairman and managing director.

“As a consequence we had to limit imports of raw materials and to
reduce the volume of our production and sales which has negatively
impacted margins and the bottom line,” he said.

The central bank cracked down on the country’s foreign exchange
black market earlier this year in the hope of persuading foreign
investors that the economy has returned to normal after four years of
turmoil. But Egyptian importers and exporters say official measures to
cap dollar deposits at Egyptian banks have reduced foreign exchange
liquidity and stifled business activity while failing to achieve long-term
stability in the currency market. Ezz Steel operates four plants in Egypt
and controls more than half the country’s steel market. Like other heavy
industries in Egypt, its profitability had suffered in recent years from
weak exports and a shortage of gas as the government diverted gas
supplies towards electricity production to ease regular blackouts.
However, in October Egypt imposed temporary tariffs to protect
domestic steel rebar manufacturers from cheap foreign imports during
the energy crunch.  — Reuters

US dollar against KD firms
KUWAIT:  The US dollar firmed vis-a-vis the Kuwaiti dinar,
trading at KD 0.302 but the euro rose to KD 0.336 yesterday
compared to Wednesday’s rates, the Central Bank of Kuwait
(CBK) said. The sterling pound also steadied, trading at KD
0.474, however the Swiss franc climbed to KD 0.313. The
Japanese yen meanwhile remained unchanged, at KD 0.002.

The US dollar lost 0.6 percent of its value against the oth-
er major currencies in Wednesday’s trades, following four
days of profits. The US Federal Reserve Bank had lowered
forecast interest rate hike for next month.  — KUNA

Egypt to lower top tax rate, 
freeze capital gains tax

CAIRO: Egypt will lower the top tax rate and threshold for compa-
nies and individuals in high income brackets and freeze a 10 per-
cent tax on capital gains within two weeks in order to attract
investors and boost the economy, the finance minister has said.
“We await the issuing of amendments lowering the income tax ceil-
ing to 22.5 percent as well as amendments to the capital gains tax
within a few days; one or two weeks at the most,” Finance Minister
Hany Dimian told Reuters in an interview.

The government had initially announced the decisions to lower
the top tax rate on companies and individuals from 25 percent to 22.5
percent for 10 years in March, but it is yet to be signed into law by
President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi. “The highest income bracket right now
is 250,000 Egyptian pounds ($32,000) annually and is taxed at 25 per-
cent. This will be reduced to 22.5 percent and will be applied to those
earning 200,000 pounds, not 250,000 like before,” Dimian said.

In May, the government said it would freeze a 10 percent tax on
capital gains, reversing a central component of its economic reform
agenda that investors had criticized, but the freeze is yet to be
signed into law. It kept in place a 10 percent tax on stock dividends.
The Cairo bourse had previously been exempt from any taxes on
capital gains or dividends.

The taxes, approved by Sisi in July 2014 as part of efforts to
overhaul an economy battered by years of political turmoil, were in
April challenged in court. — Reuters
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GULU, Uganda: For nearly two decades, the
Lord’s Resistance Army stalked the grasslands
of north Uganda, abducting children as sol-
diers and sex slaves in its war against the gov-
ernment. Now at peace, the land is being put
to a new use: large-scale agriculture. Uganda
is Africa’s largest coffee exporter and its strong
economic growth has been boosted by man-
ufacturing, telecoms, retail and banking. The
government wants agribusiness to be the
next big sector. Investors have poured tens of
millions of dollars into a landscape now dot-
ted with tracts of maize, rice, sunflower,
sesame and commercial forests.

“Northern Uganda has the potential to
become the bread basket for not only Uganda
but even for East Africa,” Martin Maugustini,
country manager for Afgri Uganda (AU), a unit
of South African agribusiness giant Afgri
Limited, told Reuters. Developing the north is
not easy. The region borders war-torn South
Sudan and its crops must be trucked long dis-
tances over rough roads. Farming is depend-
ent on rainfall as the River Nile is not devel-
oped for irrigation. Even so, the legacy of the
conflict that pitted the government against
warlord Joseph Kony gives the plan to expand
large-scale agriculture an unusual advantage.

During the war, the military herded the
population into camps to separate them from
rebels. The displacement caused hardship but
when the war ended 10 years ago, leaving
President Yoweri Museveni in full control of a
country he has ruled since 1986, many people
chose to stay in the camps, which had
become sprawling urban centres.

The result is large tracts of virgin, fertile
land that may give the country of 45 million
an advantage over Kenya and Ethiopia, which
lead the region in mechanized agriculture.

Afgri Uganda has invested $10 million
since 2013, first leasing a 6,400-tonne ware-

house in the regional capital Gulu for buying,
processing and bagging maize, and is com-
pleting a warehouse and silo that towers over
the plains of Nwoya district and can process
15 tons per hour.

Another company, Amatheon, started cul-
tivating maize, sorghum and sunflower in
Nwoya in 2013, and has spent $15 million and
planted 1,700 hectares so far, said Chief
Executive Carl Heinrich Bruhn. Bruhn says his
company aims to plant another 3,000 hectares
this year, spend $100 million beyond that and
contract 5,000 smallholder farmers to supply it
with produce. —Reuters

Agribusiness on rise in north Uganda region

NEW DELHI/MUMBAI: Indian Finance Minister
Arun Jaitley is stepping up pressure on the cen-
tral bank to cut rates as the economy struggles
and price rises slow, with some bureaucrats
working behind the scenes to argue for an
immediate cut of as much as 50 basis points.

After another weak quarter of corporate
earnings and July inflation that undershot the
central bank’s medium-term target, Jaitley has
made direct, public calls for faster easing, clash-
ing with far more cautious comments from a
conservative Reserve Bank of India governor,
Raghuram Rajan.

Officials in Jaitley’s ministry, meanwhile, are
encouraging economists and newspapers to
lobby directly for further easing, senior govern-
ment officials said. The public stand-off
between the finance ministry and the RBI
comes at a time when the two sides are already
at odds over key changes to the way India
takes monetary policy decisions and the gov-
ernment’s say in such matters.

“Hopefully, the impact of inflation being
under control is a factor which ... the central
bank, with all its wisdom, will take note of,”
Jaitley told a gathering of bankers and execu-

tives in Mumbai earlier this week.
While India’s economic growth is outpacing

China’s on paper, the picture is different on the
ground, where government spending has
been sluggish, consumption is weak and cor-
porate executives fret a recovery is unlikely
before 2016-17.

The government is also emerging from a
bruising monsoon session in parliament, which
delayed tax and land reforms seen as critical to
accelerating growth. It now worries that
growth could slip below its target of 8 to 8.5
percent for the year to March, and sees the
RBI’s caution as worsening the situation.
Moody’s earlier this week lowered its growth
forecast to 7 percent, from 7.5 percent.

“Going by the (consumer price) inflation
numbers, and the global economic environ-
ment, the RBI should have cut interest rates by
200 basis points (this year) by December,” said
one ministry official who works with Jaitley on
this issue. “It has done too little and too late.”
The RBI has cut 75 basis points since January.

Another government official said the cen-
tral bank was seen by the ministry to have
scope to immediately cut at least 50 basis

points off rates, now at 7.25 percent.

MONSOON WORRIES
The RBI, however, has remained far more

cautious, specifically on the outlook for the
monsoon season, which has roughly another
month to run and has a huge influence on food
prices in the country. Government officials
have been upbeat in their assessment of the
monsoon, with the rain shortfall currently esti-
mated at around 9 percent, but Rajan has been
more circumspect.

His tight rein on inflation has benefited the
government; rising prices are a major concern
for Indian voters, and inflation was in double
digits when the former International Monetary
Fund chief economist took over in 2013.

But that is now irking a government whose
officials complain they do not get sufficient
insight into the dashboard of data that con-
tribute to RBI decision-making. Though lauded
by the government, July’s inflation below 4
percent has yet to satisfy the bank, which,
sources with knowledge of RBI policymaking
say, frets that core inflation, which excludes
food and fuel, remains too high. —Reuters

Indian govt steps up rate 
cut pressure on RBI

Finance officials encourage lobbying for more easing

SHANGHAI: Investors monitoring screens showing stock market movements at a brokerage house in
Shanghai. Shanghai stocks were down 0.40 percent, or 15.01 points to 3,779.10, by the break on August 20,
2015, narrowing morning losses on expectations of more government support measures for equities follow-
ing volatile trading the previous day, dealers said. —AFP

Shanghai stocks 
plummet 3.42% on 
economy worries

SHANGHAI: China’s benchmark stock index closed down 3.42
percent yesterday as worries persisted over the weak econo-
my and the level of government intervention in the market,
dealers said.

The Shanghai Composite Index slumped 129.82 points to
3,664.29 on turnover of 501.2 billion yuan ($78.4 billion). The
Shenzhen Composite Index, which tracks stocks on China’s
second exchange, dropped 3.00 percent, or 66.56 points, to
2,155.49 on turnover of 480.9 billion yuan.

Chinese shares have been highly volatile in recent months,
plunging almost a third in a matter of weeks in June, after
having risen over 150 percent in the preceding year.

After the collapse, Beijing intervened with a rescue package
that included funding the state-backed China Securities
Finance Corp. (CSF) to buy stocks on behalf of the government.

“The concern over the weak economy is definitely there,”
Phillip Securities analyst Chen Xingyu told AFP.  China’s econ-
omy expanded 7.4 percent last year, its weakest pace since
1990, and has slowed further this year, growing 7.0 percent in
each of the first two quarters.

Chen said investors were also worried about the govern-
ment scaling back support for the share market, despite a
pledge by the regulator that the CSF will continue to inter-
vene for a number of years.

“Investors are also scared that after many companies
revealed the share stake holdings of the ‘national team’...
there won’t be any more moves left, since the state has
already bought so much stock to support the market,” he said.
The national team describes entities, including the CSF, that
are trading on behalf of the government.

Shanghai stocks closed up 1.23 percent on Wednesday,
erasing a more than five percent plunge in morning trade on
expectations of fresh government support.

3,500 points
A surprise currency devaluation last week has also raised

suspicions that China’s economy could be performing worse
than expected. The yuan closed up 0.13 percent at 6.3875 to
the dollar yesterday, after the central bank set a stronger daily
reference rate for the currency. There was speculation the
central bank intervened in the market on Thursday to stop a
slide in the yuan, Bloomberg News reported.

The People’s Bank of China also pumped 120 billion yuan
into the money market yesterday, the central bank said, amid
tight liquidity as currency intervention limits funds. Investors
are now watching to see if Beijing will seek to hold the stock
benchmark above 3,500 points.

“All eyes are focused on whether the government will
shore up the 3,500 level,” Nelson Yan, chief investment officer
at the Hong Kong unit of Changjiang Securities,  told
Bloomberg. 

“Any inaction could trigger a new round of selling.” Energy
firms were among the biggest losers in Shanghai after global
oil prices dropped to a six-and-a-half year low. PetroChina slid
4.36 percent to 10.32 yuan and Sinopec lost 3.28 percent to
5.60 yuan.

Property companies also fell. Shanghai-listed Greenland
Holdings dropped by its 10 percent daily limit to 20.27 yuan
while Shenzhen-listed China Vanke eased 1.52 percent to
14.28 yuan. —AFP
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ASTANA: Energy-rich Kazakhstan’s curren-
cy nosedived some 23 percent yesterday
after authorities shifted to a free floating
exchange rate as the Central Asian nation
battles to cope with lower oil prices.

The Kazakh tenge’s plunge to over 257
to the dollar sparked jitters across the
country as flustered shopkeepers and for-
eign exchange workers struggled to cope
with the sudden change.

Kazakhstan’s Prime Minister Karim
Massimov announced at a government
meeting Thursday that authorities were
abandoning a currency band for a free-
floating exchange rate amid bleak price
forecasts for crude oil, Kazakhstan’s linch-
pin export.

“The National Bank and the govern-
ment have decided to implement a new-
monetary policy from August 20, 2015

based on an inflation-targeting regime,”
Massimov said. Widely viewed as a success
story in decaying post-Soviet Central Asia,
Kazakhstan has appeared under intense
economic strain ever since the national
bank ordered a shock 20 percent devalua-
tion against the greenback last year. 

The ex-Soviet nation’s 75-year-old
President Nursultan Nazarbayev said
Wednesday that future economic planning
in the country should be adjusted to
assume oil prices at $30-40 per barrel and
that belt-tightening measures would also
affect showy national projects.

Oil prices slid to a new six and a half
year low in Asia Thursday, approaching the
key $40 a barrel level after a surprise rise in
US inventories added to concerns of a sup-
ply glut.  In addition to slumping prices for
crude, which accounts for half of

Kazakhstan’s export, the national economy
has been hit by falling demand in two key
foreign markets, Russia and China.

China last week devalued its yuan cur-
rency penalizing natural resource exporters
across the world.

The slide of the Russian ruble-which on
Thursday slipped to 75 against the euro for
time in six months-has also taken its toll on
Kazakhstan, resulting in cheaper Russian
products flooding the domestic market. 

Shops shut 
Analysts said some investors had been

waiting a long time for the devaluation of
the national currency but that it had still
sparked turmoil in the retail sector.“For
some foreign investors this move is long-
awaited,” Tulegen Askarov, president of the
Biz Media business journalism centre in

Almaty, the country’s largest city, said. 
“For small and medium-sized businesses

it has created uncertainty. Some car dealers
are shutting up shop temporarily.”Russian
bank VTB Capital noted yesterday that the
latest measures were understandable since
“despite gradual widening” of the tenge-
dollar spread last month, the tenge “still
remained overvalued,” especially in the
context of the battered ruble in neighbor-
ing Russia.

In Almaty few people dared to enter for-
eign exchange bureaus as they waited to see
what the tenge would do next. “Everything I
do is connected to the national currency:
study, travel,” said Zhanar Agatayeva, a 19-
year-old student. “Now I fear my university
will force up fees,” she said, eagerly watching
the rapidly changing figures outside one
exchange bureau. — AFP

Kazakh currency in record fall 
Government cuts tenge loose over oil price

ATHENS: Greece repaid a huge slice of debt
to the ECB yesterday, effectively starting its
third mammoth bailout, as deepening politi-
cal rifts in Athens put pressure on Prime
Minister Alexis Tsipras to call snap elections.

The government cleared 3.4 billion euros
($3.79 billion) owed to the European Central
Bank, a source close to the matter said, effec-
tively ending the bitter feud dividing leftist-
run Athens and its European creditors that
threatened to throw Greece out of the euro
and sow chaos in the global economy.
Greece won the final green light yesterday to
start repaying its debts and reviving its crip-
pled economy after euro-zone finance minis-
ters formally approved the loans-for-reforms
package of up to 86 billion euros.

The all-clear to unblock a first payment of
23 billion euros came once the bailout-the
third in five years-was approved by European
parliaments, including Germany’s Bundestag.

“This agreement provides perspective for

the Greek economy and a basis for sustain-
able growth,” said Jeroen Dijsselbloem, the
Dutch finance minister who chairs the so-
called Eurogroup of euro-zone finance minis-
ters.  He pledged that officials would monitor
the process closely. “We are certain to
encounter problems in the coming years but
I trust wewill be able to tackle them,” the
tough-minded Dijsselbloem added.

In their decision, the euro-zone finance
ministers unlocked 13 billion euros to Athens
and set aside another 10 billion euros to
recapitalize the country’s cash-starved banks.

With the bailout now on track, calls rose
in Athens for Tsipras to call early general
elections as early as next month, reports said.
The Kathimerini newspaper said that certain
close advisors were urging Tsipras to call the
polls for September 20, or September 27 at
the latest, so the government can swiftly
overcome a rebellion from within his hard
left Syriza party.

Tsipras suffered an unprecedented set-
back in Greek parliament on Friday, with 43
of his 149 Syriza MPs choosing to either
oppose or abstain from the latest wave of
creditor demanded austerity. A decision on
the polls is expected next week, but could
come earlier with Tsipras meeting his cabinet
today. Last week, Dijsselbloem and the other
euro-zone finance ministers approved in
principle the bailout to keep Greece in the
single currency bloc, pay its bills and revive
its shattered economy.

The German parliament voted by an over-
whelming majority on Wednesday to back
the third bailout, with Chancellor Angela
Merkel spared her own major rebellion of
deputies opposing the aid.

Interrupting their holidays for the second
time this summer to cast ballots on a Greek
rescue, lawmakers in the Bundestag lower
house approved the rescue plan by 453
votes to 113. Eighteen abstained. —AP

NEW DELHI: An Indian security personnel looks on as he sits inside a hall at the Machine Tool Expo in New Delhi
yesterday. — AFP

Greece repays ECB as 
snap poll pressure rises

Athens wins nod from European parliaments

Is public kept in dark 
about Canadian
air safety issues?

TORONTO: Regulators threatened to ground Canada’s Porter Airlines
over safety problems in 2008, according to documents reviewed by
Reuters, but the matter was kept secret for years - a sign, some critics
say, of how little the public is told about the safety of Canadian air-
lines. The documents, prepared by staff at the federal transport regu-
lator, show that in early October that year, Canadian government
inspectors scored Porter at only two on a scale of one to five, where
five is best and three indicates compliance. The threat was first
reported in the Canadian media in 2011 but the score and some of
the reasons for it have not been previously disclosed. Reuters got
access to the documents in June from Transport Canada, the nation’s
main transport regulator, under Canada’s Access to Information Act.

Porter had fought for years to prevent Transport Canada from
releasing them in the face of media applications filed under that law.
And while a court ruled against Canada’s No 3 airline in 2014, the
judge still allowed the documents to be heavily redacted by
Transport Canada, meaning that many details are blacked out.

Porter did not have to suspend flights, and was able to satisfy the
regulator within two months that it had dealt with its most serious
problems. But the secrecy surrounding the episode has prompted
safety advocates to warn that Transport Canada and Canadian air-
lines are keeping the public in the dark about safety questions.

Transport Canada said in response to questions from Reuters that
it has to balance transparency against privacy laws. It said in a state-
ment that it felt no need to make the warning to Porter public, and
that in the end it was satisfied with the airline’s corrective measures.

“The decision to make a notice of suspension public is made on a
case-by-case basis, and is not taken lightly,” it said.

MORE SECRETIVE
Porter pointed out in a statement that the assessment is nearly

seven years old and said it had carried out all required maintenance
work. Porter also said it has increased training and added investiga-
tors as it has expanded. “The matter in question related to adminis-
trative paperwork and procedural issues that were subsequently
addressed by Porter in a timely, proactive manner to the satisfaction
of Transport Canada,” it said. “No operational safety issues were
involved.” Greg McConnell, president of the Canadian Federal Pilots
Association union that represents government inspectors, reviewed
the documents concerning Porter, but said it was difficult to con-
clude much given the redactions, which was a concern.

He said the documents show how Transport Canada’s work has
changed over his career: “The documentation has become, almost,
very secretive.” Canada was the first country in the world to require
that airlines each create their own safety management system (SMS),
after the approach was endorsed by the United Nations’ aviation
agency. The new approach put more emphasis on self-regulation by
airlines, and less on inspections by the regulator. Some experts, such
as McConnell, see that change as part of the reason for the lack of
disclosure. In Canada, inspectors’ reviews now draw much more
heavily on internal reports and data provided by the airlines, and the
regulator does not disclose a lot of that material even when it
receives applications from journalists and others under the access to
information law. —Reuters
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NEW PORT: Debbie Cooley-Guy sits in the living room of her new home in New Port Richey, Florida. Seven years after
the real estate bust, many of those who lost their homes, including Cooley-Guy, have rebuilt their credit and are back
in the market. — AP

Boomerang home 
buyers poised  to return

to market with a roar
‘A new beginning still possible’

TRINITY, Florida: Tears still spring into Debbie Cooley-Guy’s eyes
when she thinks about her dream home, with its wide, sweeping
porch. It overlooked a bayou filled with wading birds, a glittering
blue pool and the space for not only a 12-foot Christmas tree, but a
grand piano as well.

She bought the home in a suburb west of Tampa for $637,000 in
2002. Seven years later, after the economy tanked, she sold it for less
than she owed on her mortgage to avoid foreclosure. She recalls the
black moment when she was still caring for the lawn but not living
there. A falling branch knocked down an outdoor staircase railing.

“It made the house look so sad. I was so sad,” said Cooley-Guy, 60.
“I drove away crying. I just didn’t think it was how the story would
end with this house.”  On that dark January day, Cooley-Guy thought
her home owning days were over. Just a few years later, she’s back in
a new, smaller home, one of America’s growing ranks of “boomerang
buyers.” Seven years after the real estate bust, many who lost their
homes have rebuilt their credit and are back in the market. Experts
say these boomerang buyers will be an important segment of the
real estate market in the coming years. About 700,000 of the 7.3 mil-
lion homeowners who went through foreclosure or short sales like
Cooley-Guys’ during the bust have the potential to get a mortgage
again this year, said Daren Blomquist, vice president of Realty Trac.
That compares to the 3 million people overall who got a mortgage
between October 2013 and September 2014.

A recent increase in loans from the Federal Housing Authority also
shows first time homebuyers and boomerang buyers are helping
drive the market, Blomquist said.

It generally takes seven years for a foreclosure to drop off a credit
report. Short sales take less time, generally three or four years.

Greg McBride, a chief financial analyst at bankrate.com, said it’s
difficult to tell if boomerang buyers are affecting the market - at least
this year. “The prices are rising because of the limited inventory,” he
said. “Boomerang buyers are part of the demand but not a huge
component.” In the coming years, though, as foreclosures continue
to drop off credit reports, more people will get back in the market,
analysts said. A Realty Trac report earlier this year predicts Phoenix
and Miami will see the most boomerang buyers. The Tampa area is in
the top 10 cities. In some markets, such as Las Vegas, as many as
quarter of homes could be bought by boomerang buyers, Realty Trac
predicts. John Councilman, president of the Association of Mortgage
Professionals, said a wide swath of people with past credit problems
are seeking mortgages, not only foreclosures or short sales. “We have
a lot of people with issues and many are coming back into the mar-
ket.” That describes Cooley-Guy. As a mortgage loan originator her-
self, she should have known the pitfalls, but she said she was caught
up in the boom, in the possibility of living in her dream.

“I used to look at people like me and think, ‘How did you let this
happen?’” she said. “In hindsight, I had set myself up so well. Just
because you can afford things, it doesn’t mean you should buy
them.”    The boom was good to her. By 2002, she was making
$250,000 a year and her husband made another $150,000. She had
two vacation homes, $100,000 in a retirement account and $60,000
in cash savings. She qualified for a mortgage for the 3,500-square-
foot Key West style home with just her income. During the closing,
she handed over a $120,000 check.

In hindsight, there were signs that her business, and the entire
Florida real estate industry, were built on quicksand. Poorly paid
waitresses were getting loans for investment properties. Realtors
were buying six pre-construction properties at once. People were
buying million-dollar homes, just to flip for a profit.

“I bought into the whole thing that my customers did,” she said.
In October 2005, she first noticed something was wrong. “There was
a real silence in the real estate office,” she recalled. “The Realtors were
like, ‘What’s going on? This is quiet.’ I got nervous.” —AP

WASHINGTON: The Federal Reserve was
divided about whether the US economy is
strong enough to withstand an interest rate
increase at July’s policy meeting, the minutes
of the meeting showed yesterday.

Although policy makers at the Federal
Open Market Committee meeting viewed
conditions getting closer to allowing the first
rate hike in nearly nine years, they cited evi-
dence that the time was not ripe.

As expected, the FOMC left unchanged
the benchmark federal funds rate at the zero
level, where it has been pegged since late
2008 to support the US economy’s recovery
from the Great Recession. But Fed Chair
Janet Yellen has signaled that a hike is on
track this year. The record of the July 28-29
FOMC meeting gave no clear indication of
when the Fed will pull the rate trigger, which
some experts had put as early as the next
FOMC meeting just four weeks away.

“In our view, the minutes have lowered
the probability of liftoff in September and
raised the probability for December,”
Nomura Global Economics said in a client
note. “It’s clear... that the Committee sees
downside risk to its inflation outlook and it

may need more evidence that inflation is
moving in the right direction.” Moody’s
Analytics analyst Ryan Sweet said the min-
utes confirmed that a rate hike at the
September 16-17 meeting remained possi-
ble, but was “not a slam dunk, and we
believe the odds have diminished over the
past couple of weeks.”

FOMC participants highlighted tepid
inflation, slack in the job market and low
wage growth, and risks from China’s eco-
nomic slowdown as they considered raising
near-zero borrowing costs.

“Most judged that the conditions for poli-
cy firming had not yet been achieved, but
they noted that conditions were approach-
ing that point,” the minutes said. Some
FOMC participants emphasized the economy
had made “significant progress” over the
past few years and viewed conditions for a
rate hike “as having been met or were confi-
dent that they would be met shortly.”

A couple worried that an appreciable
delay in hiking would result in an “undesir-
able increase in inflation” or otherwise hurt
financial stability, while one member was
ready to pull the trigger but would wait for

additional data. Officials generally agreed
that job market conditions had improved.
However, several noted that “some notice-
able margins of slack remained,” including a
high share of employees working part time
because full-time jobs were not available.

Tepid inflation concerns
Some participants said they did not have

enough information to make them “reason-
ably confident” that tepid inflation would
move back to the Fed’s 2.0 percent target
over the medium term, a key element of the
Fed’s dual mandate of price stability and
maximum employment.

“Members are satisfied with improve-
ments in the labor market, but it is inflation
that has members leaning one way or the
other,” said Patrick Newport, US economist at
IHS Global Insight. “That’s probably because
the inflation numbers are a puzzle. The econ-
omy is nearing full employment, productivity
has stalled, yet inflation shows no signs of
taking off.” Earlier yesterday, the Labor
Department reported consumer prices rose a
mere 0.2 percent in July year-over-year,
extending a slow rise since April. —AFP

Cautious Fed sees interest
rate hike ‘approaching’

Policy makers divided on strength of economy

LONDON: Stocks, oil and emerging market
currencies fell on Thursday as fading expec-
tations for an imminent US interest rate
hike  stoked anxiety about the health of the
global economy.

Shares in Asia hit a two-year low, German
stocks extended losses in what is shaping up
to be their worst month in over three years,
and British stocks hit their lowest since
January.  US stocks were set to fall as well.
Pressure on emerging market currencies
intensified as investors fretted over Chinese
as well as US growth. Turkey’s lira hit a
record low and Kazakhstan’s tenge plunged
some 25 percent after authorities aban-

doned its peg and let it float. “Asian shares
tumbled, pressured by lower oil prices and a
slowdown in China ... (and) the latest Fed
minutes raised concerns over the strength of
the global economy, questioning whether
rates will be raised next month,” said David
Papier at ETX Capital in London.

Minutes from last  month’s Federal
Reserve monetary policy meeting showed
officials in broad agreement that the US
economy was nearing the point where
interest rates should move higher. But they
also noted lagging inflation and a weak
global economy posed too big a risk to
commit to a rates “lift off”. The FTSEuroFirst

index of 300 leading European shares fell
1.3 percent and Germany’s DAX fell 1.2 per-
cent to its lowest since January, putting it
down about 6.7 percent so far this month.

Britain’s FTSE 100 share index, which has
a heavy weighting of resources and energy
stocks, fell 0.5 percent to 6,370 points . It is
also at a seven-month low.

In Asia, MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-
Pacific shares outside Japan shed 1.7 per-
cent to a two-year low, marking the fifth
consecutive day of losses in what is its
longest losing streak this year.

Japan’s Nikkei fell 0.9 percent.
US Treasury yields fell and money mar-

ket futures  rolled back expectations of a
rate rise in September. The 10-year US
Treasuries yielded 2.09 percent, having
declined from an eight-month high of 2.50
percent in June. 

“Financial markets today are digesting
the July 28-29 minutes, and the collective
wisdom seems to be that they are on the
dovish side,” said Rob Carnell, chief interna-
tional economist at ING.

The dollar also lost its edge against
other major currencies, falling to a three-
week low against the yen  before recover-
ing to 124.00 yen, while the euro rose to
$1.1173. —Reuters

Growth fears hit stocks, oil, emerging markets
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BEIJING: As athletics gears up for the world
championships in Beijing, a sport torpedoed
by explosive allegations of widespread dop-
ing will be desperately hoping to avoid fur-
ther scandal. After winning the vote to
become the new president of world athletics
body the IAAF on Wednesday, Sebastian Coe
promised zero tolerance for drug cheats after
previously blasting media revelations as a
“declaration of war.” Media reports claimed
that data from 12,000 blood tests between
2001 and 2012 had revealed an “extraordi-
nary extent of cheating” and that more than
50 Olympic and world gold medals during
that period could be tainted by drug use.  

The allegations by the Sunday Times and
German broadcaster ARD triggered lurid
headlines likening athletics to cycling,
whose dark history of doping scandals cul-
minated in disgraced American Lance
Armstrong being stripped of his seven Tour
de France titles. “There is a zero tolerance to

abuse of doping in my sport,” said Coe. “I
will maintain that to the very highest level of
vigilance.” As the vultures circle athletics
before the world championships, the spec-
tre of doping will thrust intense demands on
the sport’s new order, as well as its estab-
lished heroes.

None more so than Jamaican superstar
Usain Bolt, whose rivalry with track’s pan-
tomime villain Justin Gatlin in the 100
metres represents, to many, a battle
between light and dark. Amid the steady
drip-drip of doping controversies in recent
years, both Coe and his rival for the IAAF
presidency, Sergey Bubka, promised a crack-
down on drug cheats as they bid to replace
Lamine Diack. But the pressure on Bolt will
be immense, with the six-times Olympic
champion-one of the most tested athletes in
sport-billed as the savior of a sport in danger
of slipping into a moral abyss. Gatlin, twice
banned for doping offences, is unbeaten

over 100 meters since 2013 and recently
won a race in Lausanne where no fewer
than five of the seven runners had previous-
ly tested positive for banned substances.
The notorious 1988 Seoul Olympics final,
infamous for Ben Johnson’s steroid-fuelled
dash to victory, featured six competitors
tainted by drugs. Three decades later, athlet-
ics is still fighting the scourge of doping with
several high-profile athletes under the
microscope, including Bolt’s close friend,
Briton Mo Farah, whose coach Alberto
Salazar has been hit by allegations he gave
his athletes performance-enhancing drugs.
Farah’s training partner, fellow distance run-
ner Galen Rupp, was one of those implicat-
ed, with Salazar accused of doping him with
the anabolic steroid testosterone in 2002
when Rupp was a teenager.

Dark old days
Farah, the double London Olympic cham-

pion, was cleared of any wrongdoing after an
investigation by British track and field offi-
cials. But the sport’s governing body is still
putting out fires, last weekend denying
claims it blocked a survey revealing a third of
top athletes confessed to cheating.
Meanwhile, Russia has been hit by allegations
of systematic drug abuse, evoking memories
of the dark old days of sport in former Eastern
Bloc countries and leading to calls that the
country should be hit with a blanket ban.
Olympic 800 meters champion Maria
Savinova’s apparent confession in an under-
cover documentary that she had used the
banned steroid oxandrolone came after a
spate of failed tests before the 2012 London
Games and subsequent bans for walk cham-
pions Valery Borchin, Sergei Kirdyapkin and
Olga Kaniskina.  Kenya continues to investi-
gate an alarming spike in doping cases in the
country after more than 30 athletes failed
tests in the past two years.  — AFP 

Doping cloud casts long shadow over Beijing

BEIJING: Jamaica athlete Usain Bolt gestures during a press conference before the Athletics World Championships in
Beijing yesterday. The Athletics World Championships will open today and run through August 30.  — AFP 

BEIJING: Usain Bolt comes to the world cham-
pionships in Beijing caught in the crosshairs of
controversial rival Justin Gatlin in what promis-
es to be one of the closest fought sprint rival-
ries seen in a long time. Bolt has dominated
sprinting over the past seven years since he
claimed a golden treble at the 2008 Olympics
held at the same Bird’s Nest stadium that will
stage the worlds between August 22-30.

The towering Jamaican went on to claim
an unprecedented second treble at the
London Games in 2012 and has won every
world sprint and relay title on offer, bar a hic-
cup in the 100m in the 2011 Daegu worlds
when he was disqualified after a false start.
Bolt, who has held the 100m and 200m world
records since 2009, last month roared back
from an early season pelvic injury that saw him
miss six weeks of competitive action with
back-to-back 100m times of 9.87sec at the
London Diamond League meeting.

“I am still number one,” insisted the 28-
year-old. “I will continue being number one.
Until I retire, that’s the plan. “It does help the
confidence,” he said of his successful return to

the track in London ahead of Beijing. “I have
been putting in the work and I can see it is
coming out on the track. It definitely looks
good.” On 100m times recorded in 2015, Bolt is
now ranked number six, Gatlin topping the list
with a personal best of 9.74sec set in Doha in
May, having also clocked 9.75 twice and 9.78.
Gatlin cuts a controversial figure on the track
scene, readily admitting that a four-year dop-
ing ban served between 2006-10 after a posi-
tive test for testosterone had been both “a gift
and a curse”. The Florida-based sprinter has
since hit the peak of his form at the age of 33
and has established himself as firm favorite in
both the 100 and 200m on the back of an
unbeaten streak of 27 races dating back to
August 2013. With Bolt’s early-season injury
concerns and the loaded schedule of races to
be run in the Chinese capital, the American is
confident of adding to a medal haul that
includes 2004 Olympic 100m gold, 2005 world
sprint double golds, 2012 world 60m indoor
gold, London Olympic 100m bronze and
Moscow world silver.

“My body feels it’s like a 27-year-old instead

of a 33-year-old who’s run those four years and
feels tired,” Gatlin told AFP in an interview last
month of his longevity and current prowess.
“My being away from the sport has been a gift
and a curse in a way. For me it’s saddening I
had to be away, but I’m able to have had ade-
quate rest and sit back and see my opponents
and their growth and use that to my advan-
tage.” There is never a shortage of people will-
ing to shoot Gatlin down. He was shunned by
organizers of this month’s London Anniversary
Games, when Bolt made his comeback. And
track and field’s governing body, the IAAF,
recently changed their rules for their presti-
gious Athlete of the Year awards, insisting that
a convicted doping cheat was not eligible.

Gatlin is quick to deflect talk of that issue to
his rival Bolt. “One thing I can say about Usain
is that he is a gamer, he’s a showman, he’ll rise
to the occasion when it’s time to do so. All that
other stuff is not pressure for him,” he said.
“Usain woke up in the semi-finals in London in
2012 and went out there and did what he had
to do and I predict (he’ll be planning to do) the
same thing for Beijing.— AFP

Asians on a mission 

in Bolt’s jet stream

BEIJING: As they jostle in the jet stream of Usain Bolt and
Justin Gatlin, Asian sprinters will be battling for regional
bragging rights at the athletics world championships in
Beijing. Just reaching the final of the 100 or 200 meters
would be an astonishing achievement for an Asian ath-
lete given the gulf in quality. While Jamaican giant Bolt,
who holds the 100m world record of 9.58 seconds, is like-
ly to be a speck in the distance, the tussle between
China’s Su Bingtian and Asian Games champion Femi
Ogunode of Qatar should provide an absorbing conti-
nental subplot. Ogunode, Qatar’s Nigerian-born import,
completed the sprint double at last year’s Asian Games,
winning the 100m in 9.93 and the 200m in 20.14 after
returning from a two-year doping ban.

But locals will be roaring on Su, who earlier this year
became the first Asian-born athlete to break the 10-sec-
ond barrier when he clocked 9.99 in a Diamond League
meeting in Eugene behind race winner Tyson Gay.
Hailing from a rural corner of China’s south-eastern
Guangdong province, Su once carried bags for China’s
top track stars before making his breakthrough by win-
ning the national title in 2011. His rivalry with Japan’s
Yoshihide Kiryu has so far failed to live up to its billing,
however, mainly because of niggling injuries to the
Japanese teen sensation. Kiryu, 19, ran a wind-assisted
9.87 seconds in Texas earlier this year but has been
forced to pull out of the world championships with a
muscle tear.

Japan, however, have already unearthed a new gem in
Tokyo schoolboy Abdul Hakim Sani Brown, who stormed
to gold in the 100 and 200 meters at last month’s world
youth championships in Cali, Colombia. Born in the
southern Japanese city of Fukuoka to a Japanese mother
and a Ghanaian father, the 16-year-old will become the
youngest athlete to represent Japan at the world cham-
pionships. Sani Brown, who switched from football to
track while in elementary school and credits his recent
success to rap music and at least 12 hours’ sleep a day,
has been called up for the longer sprint largely for experi-
ence ahead of next year’s Rio Olympics.

The lanky six-footer already has one claim to fame:
his 200m time of 20.34 seconds at the world youth
championships broke the previous meet best held by
none other than the world’s fastest man, Bolt. Although
the Jamaican’s 200m world record of 19.19 is some way
off, the callow Japanese sprinter can only benefit from
rubbing shoulders with track’s speed kings. Former
Olympic medalist Ato Boldon recently compared Sami
Brown’s performances in Colombia to Bolt at the 2008
Beijing Olympics. And as he prepares to share the same
rarified air as Bolt and Gatlin, the youngster told local
media: “I want to carry on doing my thing and take on
the world’s best.”— AFP 

Bolt in Gatlin’s crosshairs 
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FRANCORCHAMPS: Four weeks on from
a poignant and incident-packed
Hungarian Grand Prix, the Formula One
circus is back this weekend with defend-
ing champion Lewis Hamilton aiming to
increase his lead in this year’s title race at
the classic Belgian Grand Prix. The 30-
year-old Briton, who has a 21 points
advantage over his Mercedes team-mate
German Nico Rosberg in the drivers’
championship after 10 of this year’s 19
races, wants not only to stay on top, but
to erase all memories of last year’s events
with a confidence-boosting win.

After the sadness of losing Frenchman
Jules Bianchi, who died shortly before last
month’s Hungarian race won by resur-
gent German Sebastian Vettel for Ferrari,
Hamilton and the rest have taken a break
and returned recharged for the action
that lies ahead. Last year, Hamilton and
Rosberg collided in a controversial and
spectacular incident that overshadowed

the race and led to disciplinary action by
the team, a sequence of events that team
chief Austrian Toto Wolff is keen not to
see repeated. “Any mistake we make is a
gift to our rivals and we cannot afford to
do that,” he said.

“With 10 races down and nine to go,
we enter the second half of the season
with a stronger points total than at this
stage last year and yet our margin to the
competition is actually smaller. “In F1,
there is never a moment you can take
your foot off the gas and Hungary proved
once again that any slip is an opportunity
our rivals can grab with both hands. “We
have all enjoyed a chance to recharge
over the summer, but we have also kept
our minds focused on what lies ahead. I
think we know what is needed and we
have to remain relentless.”

Hamilton finished sixth last time out in
Hungary after a scruffy race littered with
mistakes and has been in Barbados and

New York during his holidays. “It’s been
good to relax, train and recharge the bat-
teries,” he said. “There’s always that flame
in the back of your mind that just wants to
get back out there and get on it - especial-
ly after a race like Hungary. “For me, Spa is
a great track to kick off the second part of
the season. “It’s one of the really great,
old-school circuits with so much history. 

It’s mostly medium to high speed cor-
ners, so you’re pretty much pedal-to-the-
metal the whole way round, which is a lot
of fun.” Rosberg, who finished eighth
after a late collision, said: “Hungary was
such a big disappointment and I’ve been
itching to get back to racing ever since.
When you’re in such a close battle for the
championship, any opportunity to gain
points is crucial and it’s up to me to take
those chances - but also to make them for
myself. “That’s definitely the target for the
second half of the year for me. It’s all still
to play for.” Mercedes have won eight of

the 10 races to date, but have some con-
cerns about the introduction of rule-
changes that reduce the ‘driver aids’ in
use at the start of the race and hand
greater responsibility to the man in the
cockpit.

Williams technical chief Pat Symonds,
however, said he believed the changes
won’t make much difference at all when
the lights go out again on Sunday. Given
that Mercedes were beaten comprehen-
sively at the start at the last two races, it is
Wolff who will have most to worry about
this time. He may need to take special
note of the form of Finn Kimi Raikkonen
who is not only a Spa specialist, but also a
driver boosted by being told on
Wednesday that he will stay with Ferrari
next year. “What can I say?” he said. “For
me, to be able to stay another year... it
means that the dream goes on. The
Scuderia is my family, as I always said, it’s
here I want to end my career.” —AFP

Rested Hamilton looks to avoid repeat of Belgian mishap

MILWAUKEE:  Ryan Braun became the
Brewers’ career home run leader with his
252nd homer and Khris Davis added two more
home runs to help Milwaukee avoid a sweep
with an 8-7 victory over the Miami Marlins on
Wednesday. Braun hit a 2-1 pitch from former
Brewers starter Chris Narveson to lead off the
sixth. Braun broke the tie with Hall of Famer
Robin Yount with a blast off the railing of the
second deck in right. Davis teed off on the first
pitch from Marlins starter Tom Koehler (8-11)
in the second for a two run homer and then
did it again in the third to tie the game at 5-5
with a three-run homer. It was his fourth mul-
ti-homer game this season and fifth of his
career. Martin Maldonado put Milwaukee 7-6
ahead with a two-run single off Koehler. One
batter later, Narveson relieved with the bases
loaded, one out and stranded the three run-
ners. Wily Peralta (4-7) picked up the win.

YANKEES 4, TWINS 3
Rookie Greg Bird hit a pair of soaring two-

run drives for his first major league homers,
supporting an overpowering effort by Nathan
Eovaldi and leading the Yankees to a victory
over the Twins for a three-game sweep.
Eovaldi (13-2) did not allow a baserunner until
Chris Hermann singled with one out in the
sixth.  Topping 100 mph on the scoreboard
radar a handful of times, Eovaldi was touched
for three runs in the inning when he lost com-
mand of his secondary pitches. In seven elec-
tric innings, Eovaldi gave up four hits and
struck out eight. He walked three in improving
to 8-0 in his last 11 starts since June 20. Dellin
Betances pitched a perfect ninth for his eighth
save - first since July 1 - for the AL East leaders,
winners of six of seven. Called up from Triple-
A on Thursday, Bird has been in the lineup
since replacing Mark Teixeira on the field
Monday night after the switch-hitter fouled a
ball off his right shin. He connected twice off
Ervin Santana (2-4), who fell to 0-8 in his last
11 starts against New York.

ATHLETICS 5, DODGERS 2
Jesse Chavez struck out six over eight

innings to win for just the second time in six
starts as the Athletics beat the National
League West-leading Dodgers for a two-game
sweep. Billy Burns hit a tying double for
Oakland in the sixth then scored the go-ahead
run on Danny Valencia’s double-play
grounder two batters later. After the low-bud-

get A’s won 5-4 in 10 innings Tuesday night,
they beat baseball’s biggest spender again to
win consecutive games following a seven-
game skid on a recent road trip through
Toronto and Baltimore. Back home in the East
Bay, Jimmy Rollins hit a two-run homer in the
third, but that wasn’t enough as Los Angeles
dropped back-to-back contests for the first
time since Aug 9-10. Chavez (7-12) threw a
career-high 116 pitches. Alex Wood (8-8) was
tagged for three runs on five hits, struck out
one and walked three over 5 2-3 innings.

RANGERS 7, MARINERS 2
Derek Holland won in his return from the

disabled list and Texas hit back-to-back-to-
back home runs in the seventh inning as the
Rangers beat the Mariners. Holland (1-1) scat-
tered eight hits, struck out six and walked
none over 6 1-3 innings. He was activated
from the DL on Wednesday following a shoul-
der injury suffered in his season debut on April
10. Mitch Moreland and Elvis Andrus each had
three RBIs and hit homers that sandwiched
Mike Napoli’s 446-foot blast to center off Joe
Beimel. Holland threw shutout ball until Mark
Trumbo hit his 15th homer of the season - his
sixth since joining Seattle - in the fifth. The
Mariners loaded the bases on three straight
singles in the sixth but scored just one run.
Seattle left-hander Mike Montgomery (4-6)
allowed three runs and five base runners in
the first, but shut out Texas over the next five
innings.

PADRES 3, BRAVES 2
Yangervis Solarte drove in two runs, and

Tyson Ross pitch six solid innings as the
Padres beat the Braves to complete a three-
game sweep. Solarte, who had three hits,
homered in the sixth and added a run-scoring
double in the seventh. In the seventh, Melvin
Upton Jr singled off Matt Marksberry (0-2),
stole second and advanced to third on Clint
Barmes’ groundout. Austin Hedges followed
with a double to left-center field, scoring
Upton for a 2-1 lead. Ross pitched six innings,
allowing a run on six hits. He walked three and
struck out five. Shawn Kelley (2-2) got the win
after striking out the side in the seventh. Craig
Kimbrel pitched the ninth for his 35th save in
37 chances. Atlanta’s Julio Teheran allowed a
run and struck out seven over six innings. It
was only the Padres’ second three-game
sweep of the season.—AP

Milwaukee avoid sweep with 8-7 victory

DENVER: Washington Nationals relief pitcher Jonathan Papelbon works against
the Colorado Rockies in the ninth inning of a baseball game Wednesday, Aug 19,
2015, in Denver. Washington won 4-1. —AP 



MANCHESTER: Manchester United captain
Wayne Rooney has admitted that his per-
formances to date this season have not been
up to scratch, but he is confident the goals
will start flowing soon. With Robin van Persie
and Radamel Falcao having left Old Trafford
during the close season and Javier
Hernandez out of favor, Rooney has started
the season as the lone striker in manager
Louis van Gaal’s 4-2-3-1 system. He is yet to
score in three games, leading to questions
about his suitability for the role, but while he
accepts that criticism of his performances is
just, he is targeting tomorrow’s game at
home to Newcastle United as an opportunity
to make amends.

“I’ve had one bad game this season and
everyone’s all over it,” Rooney told reporters
after United’s 3-1 win over Club Brugge in
the home leg of their Champions League
play-off tie on Tuesday. “I know, I’ve had that
throughout my career, but hopefully at the
weekend I can get off the mark. “I’m an hon-
est guy. I know when I don’t play well and
against Aston Villa (where United won 1-0 on
Friday) I was below my standards. I know
that. “I thought I had a good game tonight
(Tuesday), could have had a goal or two, but
that’s football.” He added: “It’s early on in the
season. Three games in, it’s time for me to
keep going. I’ve experienced this before and
the goals will come. I know that.”

‘Special tournament’
Rooney, who turns 30 in October, has not

started a season as United’s main striker
since 2011, but he rejected the suggestion
that it may take time for him to re-adjust. “My
mind’s clear. I know how to play the role,” he
said. “It’s just a case of getting the chances
and taking them, which I’m hopefully going
to do soon.” Rooney’s new team-mate
Memphis Depay stole the show against Club
Brugge, opening his account for the club
with two stylish first-half strikes before set-
ting up substitute Marouane Fellaini for a
stoppage-time header that put United firmly

in control of the tie. But Rooney gave a fleet-
ing glimpse of his ability in the second half,
cushioning a cross from Luke Shaw into
Depay’s path with an exquisite, volleyed
back-heel, only for the Dutchman to blaze his
shot over the bar.

Rooney has played in three Champions

League finals, winning one, in 2008, and scor-
ing in defeat against Barcelona in 2011, and
after a season out of the tournament, he was
delighted to hear the competition’s theme
music once again. “It’s what you want to play
in,” said the England captain, who scored 14
goals for United last season. “It’s a great feel-

ing, stood there before the game when the
music comes on and that’s when you know
how special a tournament it is. “Still, there’s
an important game for us next week to go
and finish the job off, but today (Tuesday)
was a good result for us in terms of starting
well.” —AFP 

I’ve not been good enough, admits Rooney
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Leicester aiming for top 
spot, Chelsea need a lift
LONDON: When Leicester City lost at home to Chelsea in late April it
briefly stalled their dash for Premier League survival and left their
opponents one victory away from claiming the title. Chelsea went on
to claim the crown and Leicester, with a stunning sequence of results,
stayed up. But not even Leicester’s most optimistic followers could
have envisaged then that, a few months later with Claudio Ranieri
now at the helm, they would be hosting Tottenham Hotspur with a
chance to top the table with a maximum nine points. Likewise,
Chelsea’s fans could hardly have expected their club to be mired in an
early-season trough that, with a certain sequence of results this week-
end, could leave Jose Mourinho’s side bottom of the table.

That is the unlikely scenario in store, however. Wins against
Sunderland and West Ham United mean Leicester have collected 28
points from the last 33 available-the best tally of any side in the top
flight. With confidence surging, goals flowing and a stuttering
Tottenham visiting on Saturday, Leicester have every reason to expect
their form to continue for another week at least. Algerian Riyad
Mahrez leads the league scoring charts with three goals while the
likes of James Vardy and midfielder Marc Albrighton have excelled.
This week’s signing of Switzerland captain Gokhan Inler from Italian
club Napoli has added to the feel-good factor sweeping the east
Midlands. Not that Ranieri is letting the players get ahead of them-
selves. “I put the ice on their heads to keep them cool so we maintain
a low profile,” the Italian said. “That is important for us.” Champions
Chelsea are still looking for their first victory, having conceded five
goals in their opening two games- including a chastening 3-0 defeat
at Manchester City last week when skipper John Terry was substituted
at halftime. —Reuters

MANCHESTER: Manchester United’s English striker Wayne Rooney (right) is challenged by Club
Brugge’s Belgian defender Dion Cools (left) during the UEFA Champions League play off football
match between Manchester United and Club Brugge at Old Trafford in Manchester on August 18,
2015. —AFP

PARIS: Paris Saint-Germain come calling on bottom-club
Montpellier today intent on retaining their perfect start to the
new Ligue 1 season.  Laurent Blanc’s reigning French champi-
ons haven’t put a foot wrong in their pursuit of a fourth
straight league trophy so far. Their championship run began
in 2013 when they succeeded the team they face today as
title-holders. A rare season-opening success over Lille fol-
lowed by last weekend’s 2-0 defeat of Corsican newcomers
Gazelac Ajaccio has left PSG in familiar surroundings, on top
of the pile, in company with Reims and Caen.

The big question mark for PSG fans, and Montpellier, is
whether Zlatan Ibrahimovic will take to the pitch. The
Swedish striker has missed out on the opening skirmishes
with a right knee sprain.  He took part in training on
Wednesday but is by no means certain to be judged fit
enough to line up. Similar doubts hang over the participation
of Argentina winger Angel di Maria. The 63 million-euro
(£44.3m; $68.9m) signing from Manchester United was intro-
duced to the Paris fans before kick-off at the Parc des Princes
last weekend, but was not fit enough to make his debut.

Di Maria continues his race for full fitness after coming
away from Argentina’s defeat to hosts Chile in the Copa

America final with a thigh injury. PSG have nothing to fear
from recent history with Montpellier’s last home win over the
capital club back in 2003. While the glory days of of 2012 may
seem a long way off Montpellier, under charismatic coach
Rolland Courbis, took a respectable seventh place last term.
They owe their position at the foot of the table on two
defeats, to Rennes and Angers. The strain of their poor start
appears to be taking its toll with Montpellier president Louis
Nicollin questioning coach Courbis’s pre-season preparations.

“I adore Courbis but his notion of not playing any friendly
games concerns me as I’d predicted (a bad start). Now I don’t
know when it’s going to stop.  I’m scared.” Courbis respond-
ed: “I read what he (Nicollin) had to say, I found what he said
hard, but it’s logical he’s not happy. “If we’re going to trouble
PSG we have to all remain solid.” Monaco, who are up against
it to make the Chamnpions League group phase after a first
leg 3-1 play-off loss to Valencia in midweek, are in action
tomorrow at Toulouse.  In other games Lyon, who ran
Monaco closest last term, host Rennes, Reims are on the road
at Nantes while Caen make the long trip south to Nice.
Marseille, under new Spanish coach Michel, are in action
against Troyes on Sunday.—AFP

Perfect PSG wait on 
Zlatan and di Maria 
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CINCINNATI: World number one Novak
Djokovic cruised through his opening
match at the Western & Southern Open
in Cincinnati on Wednesday, while Stan
Wawrinka had to dig deep to beat
Borna Coric and conceded his thoughts
had been far from tennis over the past
few days. Andy Murray, who beat
Djokovic in the Rogers Cup final on
Sunday and moved up to second in the
world rankings, had a tough second
round outing against Mardy Fish but
came through 6-4 7-6(1), while Rafa
Nadal also advanced after beating
Jeremy Chardy.

French Open champion Wawrinka
said he had yet to receive an apology
from Nick Kyrgios for the Australian’s
incendiary comment during their
match last week. Kyrgios, 20, drew the
ire of the tennis world in Montreal after
he insulted Wawrinka at the Rogers
Cup, saying that another Australian

player, Thanasi Kokkinakis, had slept
with Wawrinka’s girlfriend. Though
Kyrgios later apologised via Twitter for
his comments, he was slapped with
two separate fines by the ATP who also
raised the possibility the Australian
could be suspended.

Wawrinka did not hear the com-
ment at the time, only learning later
that it had been audible on television.
He admitted after his victory on
Wednesday that the past week had
been difficult. “For the past few days for
sure my head was not really into the
tennis,” Wawrinka told Sky Sports tele-
vision after his 3-6 7-6(3) 6-3 win over
Croatian teen Coric. “What happened
people don’t see exactly what the con-
sequences are for everybody so I’m try-
ing to put away. “Today I’m happy with
the way I fight. I was playing really bad
tennis but most important is the win.”
Wawrinka was then asked if he was

happy with the way that Kyrgios, who
lost his opening match in Cincinnati,
had apologized for the incident. “He
didn’t apologize so no, but I prefer not
to talk about him, thank you,” said
Wawrinka.

Slippery fish
Top seed Djokovic cruised through

his opener against Benoit Paire, beating
the Frenchman 7-5 6-2 to set up a third-
round clash with Belgian 13th seed
David Goffin. Murray, who ended an
eight-match, 25-month drought
against the Serb on Sunday in
Montreal, was given a thorough test by
the 33-year-old Fish, who has said he
will retire after the Aug  31-Sept 13 US
Open. After taking the first set 6-4,
Murray let frustration creep into his
game and he smashed his racquet after
being broken in the 11th game of the
second set, which gave the American

the chance to serve out to even the
match.

Murray broke right back, however,
then dominated the tiebreak to close
the match out after midnight. “I forgot
how tricky Mardy was to play against,”
Murray said after improving his career
record to 5-4 against Fish. “He takes the
ball incredibly early and the ball comes
off his racquet so quick sometimes. I
found it very tough ... I didn’t feel that
confident striking the ball, which is
quite different to last week,” Eighth
seed Nadal, swept aside by Kei Nishikori
in the Rogers Cup quarters, beat
Frenchman Chardy 6-3 6-4. The
Spaniard showed some positive signs
of returning to form but still had to
stave off nine break points. “I am work-
ing very hard to find my best game
again,” said Nadal, who has been ham-
pered by a string of injuries over the
past couple of years. —Reuters 

Djokovic, Murray, Nadal advance
Wawrinka still distracted by Kyrgios remarks

NEW YORK: Serena Williams put herself back on the winning
track in the American’s final warm-up event before the US
Open with a 7-5 6-3 win over Bulgarian Tsvetana Pironkova
in her opening match at the Western & Southern Open on
Wednesday. The defending champion enjoyed a successful
return to Cincinnati but Carolina Wozniacki, who Williams
beat in the final at Flushing Meadows last year, continued
her poor build-up for New York with a straight sets loss to
Victoria Azarenka.

Williams prevailed in 90 minutes and showed none of the
uncharacteristic struggles that dogged her during last week’s
semi-final loss to Swiss teenager Belinda Bencic in Toronto.
The world number one, who will aim for a rare sweep of the
four grand slam events at the Aug 31-Sept 13 US Open, broke
Pironkova’s serve once in each set and then sealed victory in
style with her 15th ace of the second round match.

“There wasn’t anything really tactical in particular for me
today, I always just try to play my game and be consistent
and stay focused,” Williams, who improved to 44-2 in 2015,
said in a courtside interview. The American will meet Karin
Knapp in the third round after the Italian advanced with a 6-
4 6-1 win over Russia’s Daria Gavrilova. Williams is skipping
next week’s Connecticut Open in order to prepare for the US
Open, where she will look to earn her fifth consecutive grand
slam singles title and fourth of 2015. “There’s definitely a lot
of pressure... I would like to win the Open, probably more
than anyone else,” she said. “Whether I do or not, I’m going
to try win it this year or next year and just keep going for
that. So, it’s not the end of the world.”

Kvitova, Bouchard beaten
In the evening session, Azarenka continued her domi-

nance of Wozniacki when she eased past the fifth seed 6-0 6-
4. Though ranked well below her opponent due to an
extended injury layoff, it was the fifth consecutive straight
sets victory for the world number 21 from Belarus over the
Dane. Wozniacki had her chances in the second set but frit-
tered away 10 of 11 break points, while Azarenka converted
two of her four chances.

The Dane, who has fallen at the first hurdle against three
different opponents the past three weeks, has been granted
a wild card entry into next week’s Connecticut Open in an
effort to find some form before heading to the US Open.
Fourth seed Petra Kvitova also bowed out, the Czech beaten
7-5 4-6 6-2 by Caroline Garcia,  of France, leaving the
women’s event with just two of the top five seeds still stand-
ing. Garcia will meet 14th seed Elina Svitolina in the next
round after the Ukrainian edged out the slumping Eugenie

Bouchard 7-6 (6) 7-5 as the Canadian’s woeful season contin-
ued. In earlier action, Romanian third seed Simona Halep
beat Frenchwoman Kristina Mladenovic 7-5 5-7 6-4 while
Czech seventh seed Lucie Safarova advanced with a 6-4 7-5
win over American wild card Coco Vandeweghe. —Reuters

Serena returns to form as 
Wozniacki slumps again

TV deal an extra 
incentive for 

La Liga’s lesser lights
MADRID: When La Liga kicks off today, some of Spain’s more mod-
est clubs will have even greater incentive to fight for their top-flight
status thanks to a new framework for the collective and more lucra-
tive sale of television rights. Unlike in other major European leagues,
La Liga teams had been negotiating individual deals with broadcast-
ers, a system that allowed heavyweights Real Madrid and Barcelona
to hoover up roughly half the available TV cash between them.

The remaining teams have long been earning far less than rivals
in countries like England, France, Italy and Germany but that is start-
ing to change thanks to a government decree passed earlier this year
after years of wrangling. Although the law is not due to take effect
until the 2016-17 season, Spain’s professional league (LaLiga) has
already organized the joint sale of rights for 2015-16 that will yield at
least 1 billion euros ($1.1 billion), up from around 750 million. Spanish
clubs will still be enviously eyeing the English Premier League’s TV
deal, worth more than 5 billion pounds ($7.8 billion) for the 2016-17
season, but many can begin to place themselves on a firmer financial
footing and pay off some of their debts to the tax man.

Real and Barca will continue to earn roughly the same, at least for
the time being, and significantly more than their major rivals in
Europe, but the effect on lesser clubs will be dramatic, according to
Placido Rodriguez, a professor of economics at Oviedo University.
“For the small La Liga teams the government decree is a blessing
from on high,” Rodriguez, a former chairman of Sporting Gijon said.
“The gap between Real and Barca and the rest of the clubs will
shrink,” he added. “But we will still remain far behind the Premier
League and the Bundesliga, where the difference between those
earning the most from TV and those earning least is two to one or
smaller.”

Uneasy truce
Spanish telecommunications giant Telefonica agreed last

month to pay 600 million euros for the rights to show La Liga
games in Spain in 2015-16. The league also struck a deal with
Barcelona-based Mediapro which guarantees at least 400 million
euros for the international rights. A joint study by the Center for
Sport Business Management at the University of Navarra and con-
sulting firm Grant Thornton published last month suggested clubs
like Las Palmas, Gijon and Real Betis, who were all promoted to La
Liga last season, as well as Rayo Vallecano, Eibar and Malaga will
earn far more. Las Palmas and Gijon will reap as much as 20 million
euros, increases of 574 percent and 569 percent respectively, while
Seville-based Betis will boost their TV income by 136 percent to as
much as 25 million euros. Real and Barca (140-160 million euros)
will still earn about three times as much as next-ranked Atletico
Madrid and Valencia (45-55 million), with Sevilla and Athletic Bilbao
(35-40 million) close behind. —Reuters

CINCINNATI: Serena Williams serves to Tsvetana
Pironkova of Bulgaria during the Western &
Southern Open at the Linder Family Tennis Center
on August 19, 2015 in Cincinnati, Ohio. —AFP
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MADRID: Ahead of the start of the
Spanish league season this weekend, AFP
sports looks at the five sides best placed
to upset Barcelona and Real Madrid’s
dominance of La Liga this season.

Atletico Madrid (Last season: third)
Atletico’s remarkable title triumph in

2013/14 is the only time Barca and
Madrid have been denied the title for
the past 11 years, but Diego Simeone’s
men look better placed to launch anoth-
er title challenge than they did to
defend their crown 12 months ago after
another busy summer at the Vicente
Calderon. The signings of strikers
Jackson Martinez and Luciano Vietto to
join forces with Antoine Griezmann and
Fernando Torres in attack provide a
frontline as deadly as when Radamel
Falcao and Diego Costa were paired
together in the early stages of Simeone’s
reign. Simeone also has a core of very
promising youngsters to call on as Jose
Maria Gimenez, Saul Niguez, Oliver
Torres and Angel Correa are all expected
to feature heavily. The loss of Arda Turan
to Barcelona will sap the midfield of
some creativity, but unlike in previous
seasons Los Rojiblancos have been able
to withstand big money bids for the
likes of Griezmann, Diego Godin and
Koke to form a team capable of chal-

lenging for honours at home and
abroad.

Valencia (Last season: fourth)
Valencia’s big investment last sum-

mer to get back into the Champions
League has hamstrung their freedom in
the transfer market as they have strug-
gled to meet financial fair play regula-
tions. Moreover, Los Che look set to lose
their most important player from last
season in Nicolas Otamendi. The promis-
ing young talents of Santi Mina and
Zakaria Bakkali  add to an already
impressive array of attacking talent, but
coping with the demands of European
football with a small squad means a
return to the top four is likely to be the
height of Nuno Espirito Santo’s men’s
ambition this season.

Sevilla (Last season: fifth)
Another Europa League title, their

fourth in 10 years, provided a route back
to the Champions League for Sevilla, but
also acted as a shop window for some of
their stars to snap up bumper contracts
on offer around Europe. As ever, the
club’s sporting director Monchi appears
to have dealt well with the money
received from the sales of Aleix Vidal
and Carlos Bacca with eight new sign-
ings providing plenty of options for

coach Unai Emery. The capture of
Ukrainian star Yevhen Konoplyanka on a
free transfer from Dnipro
Dnipropetrovsk could prove to be the
deal of the summer.

Villarreal (Last season: sixth)
Villarreal signalled their intent to

break into the top four with the double
capture of the highly-rated Samu
Castillejo and Samuel Garcia from
Malaga for 16 million euros and by
bringing Roberto Soldado back to La
Liga after a disastrous spell with
Tottenham Hotspur. However, with com-
petition at the top of the table so stiff,
Marcelino’s men may target winning the
Europa League as the most realistic
route back into the Champions League. 

Athletic Bilbao (Last season: seventh) 
The high point of Athletic’s season

may have already come before the
league campaign even gets underway
as they beat Barcelona 5-1 on aggregate
to claim their frist trophy in 31 years in
the shape of the Spanish Super Cup. A
reliance on 34-year-old striker Aritz
Aduriz makes a return to the top four
unlikely, but the Basques are always
dangerous in Cup competitions and
could go far once more in the Copa del
Rey and Europa League. — AFP 

Man City bolster defense 

with Argentina’s Otamendi

MADRID: Manchester City have moved to bolster their defense by sign-
ing Argentina centre back Nicolas Otamendi from Valencia on a five-
year contract. Otamendi, 27, a fierce tackler who is also strong in the air,
will link up at City with fellow internationals Sergio Aguero, Martin
Demichelis and Pablo Zabaleta, as well as former Porto team mates
Fernando and Eliaquim Mangala.

His arrival lifts the number of Argentines at the Abu Dhabi-owned
English Premier League club, who are coached by Chilean Manuel
Pellegrini, to six including Willy Caballero and Bruno Zuculini. Valencia
also confirmed the deal on their website (www.valenciacf.com). Neither
club disclosed financial terms, though Spanish media reported the fee
was around 45 million euros ($50.14 million). “Nicolas Otamendi was
arguably the best defender in La Liga last season and so naturally I’m
delighted to have added a player of his quality,” Pellegrini said.

“He is an established international for one of the best nations in
world football and I have no doubt that he has the right mentality to fit
into a squad where he will find many familiar faces,” added the former
Real Madrid, Villarreal and Malaga coach. “As a footballer, Nicolas has all
of the qualities to be a success in the Premier League-he’s strong, he’s
excellent in the tackle and he’s very good technically. “I am sure he will
become another Argentine player our fans will enjoy watching.”
Otamendi joined Porto from Velez Sarsfield in 2010 and won the
domestic league three times in his four years in Portugal, as well as the
Europa League and the Portuguese Cup.

Then-coach Diego Maradona called him into the Argentina squad
for the first time in qualifiers for the 2010 World Cup and he made his
debut aged 19 against Panama. He has made 25 appearances overall
for Argentina and played at the 2010 World Cup but missed out on the
finals in Brazil last year. At this year’s Copa America in Chile, he helped
Argentina finish as runners-up, playing alongside Demichelis in the
semi-final and final. “I am here to give my best, to fight game by game
and push City to the highest peaks for as long as possible, and I wish we
will be able to win several cups and titles,” Otamendi said. “That’s the
most important. To be here inside a club that looks so wonderful from
the outside is a dream.” —Reuters

CADIZ: Atletico Madrid’s defender Juanfran (left) and Atletico Madrid’s midfielder Koke (right) pose with the trophy after
winning the Trofeo Carranza football match Atletico de Madrid vs Betis at the Ramon de Carranaza stadium in Cadiz.  — AFP 

Hoffenheim hope 

to upset Bayern

BERLIN: Hoffenheim have never beaten Bayern Munich in the
Bundesliga in 14 attempts but when the champions travel there
tomorrow, the hosts will be looking to stage their first major upset
against the overwhelming favorites. Once hailed as they
Bundesliga’s new blood after their exciting climb up the divisions
and their first top tier season in 2008, Hoffenheim have so far failed
to replicate that season when they were ahead of Bayern by the
halfway mark. They improved, however, last season under coach
Markus Gisdol and after narrowly missing out on a Europa League
spot, the club from the small western German village, backed by
SAP software company founder and billionaire Dietmar Hopp, is
eager to rebound from last week’s defeat to Bayer Leverkusen.

“We should not pull back into our defense,” striker Kevin Volland
said.  “Because then it is only a matter of time until Bayern score. We
have to be courageous, we have to attack and be aggressive. They
are not used to that.” Hoffenheim have lost 10 and drawn four of
their Bundesliga fixtures against Bayern. “Obviously, this is a risky
strategy but in my view the only way to have a chance against them,”
the Germany international added. “What is also clear is that Bayern
are so good that they can outclass any opponent if they get into their
groove.” The Bavarians have had an explosive start, crushing
Hamburg SV 5-0 in their season opener last week with new signing
Douglas Costa repeatedly slicing open their opponents’ defense with
darting runs down the left wing and scoring once as well. “Bayern are
one of the best teams in Europe. Ideally, we want to stage an upset
but that is very difficult, as always against Bayern. We need to hit top
form,” Volland said. The Bavarians have only victory at Hoffenheim in
mind as they look to build on their good start. “In Hoffenheim, we
want to bag the next three points,” said Bayern coach Pep Guardiola,
who will still be without injured winger Franck Ribery but has been
impressed by the speed and skill of newcomer Costa.

VfL Wolfsburg, runners-up last season, are trying to shift the
focus away from the ongoing transfer saga regarding attacking
midfielder Kevin De Bruyne with Manchester City pushing for a
move, and concentrate on their first away game of the season, at
Cologne. Coach Dieter Hecking looks set to have Brazilian Luiz
Gustavo back in the squad and is hoping to improve on their lack-
lustre 2-1 opening victory over Eintracht Frankfurt on Sunday.
Ruhr valley clubs Schalke 04 and Borussia Dortmund, eager to put
a disappointing last season behind them, take on promoted clubs
Darmstadt 98 and Ingolstadt respectively as they look to make it
two wins out of two. — Reuters 

Atletico still primed to 

be La Liga’s third force
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PARIS: Celtic may come to regret not making Jo
Inge Berget’s loan a permanent move as his double
for Swedish side Malmo saw them only lose 3-2
away in their Champions League play-off first leg
match on Wednesday and leave the Scottish cham-
pions hopes of a place in the group stage in the bal-
ance. Elsewhere Valencia’s hopes of a return to the
lucrative group stages after a three year hiatus look
more assured after beating last season’s quarter-
finalists Monaco 3-1 in Spain, the impressive
Algerian international Sofiane Feghouli creating
one and scoring the crucial third goal.

Ukrainian giants Shakhtar Donetsk also look
nicely-placed for the group stages-they have
reached it on every occasion since the 2009/10
campaign-after coming away with a 1-0 win against
Rapid Vienna, who were last in the group stages in
2005/06. Skenderbeu’s chances of becoming the
first Albanian side to make the group stages of a
European club competition look slender after los-
ing 2-1 at home to Dinamo Zagreb, the Croatian
side coming from behind with Algerian El Arabi
Hilal Soudani getting the equaliser and then in the
dying second Josip Pivaric scored the winner.

Berget made Celtic pay badly for failing to keep
their concentration both times after they had a
seemingly comfortable two goal advantage-a bad
habit that has been a feature of their recent play
and the players had been warned about correcting
by Celtic manager Ronny Deila. The Norwegian-
who has lost just once in seven meetings with
Malmo counterpart and compatriot Age Hareide-
could not have hoped for a better response as his
side stormed into a 2-0 lead within the opening 10
minutes.

However, as in previous matches this season
Celtic took their foot off the pedal and spurned sev-
eral chances which came back to hurt them seven
minutes into the second-half as Berget, who was on
loan at Celtic last season, reduced the deficit with a
superb goal, curling the ball past Craig Gordon.
That, though, appeared to be the kick in the pants
Celtic needed for shortly afterwards they restored
their two goal cushion as the alert Griffiths nipped
in to lob the ball into the net after the visitors failed
to clear their lines. However, Berget struck again as
Celtic failed to clear a corner and left the tie intrigu-
ingly balanced. Deila, though, tried to look on the

positive side. “Of course you get disappointed
when you concede a goal in the last second but we
are one goal ahead and they have to beat us now in
Malmo,” he said.

Feghouli lifts Valencia 
Valencia also took an early lead at home to

Monaco as Rodrigo was on hand to tap home after
Feghouli had stolen in ahead of a Monaco defender
to set up the goal. Monaco-who had a goal in the
first-half ruled out-leveled early in the second-half
as Croatian midfielder Mario Pasalic, on loan from
Chelsea, scored but 10 minutes later Daniel Parejo
gave ther hosts the lead once again converting

substitute Pablo Piatti’s cross. Pasalic looked to
have restored parity only for Australian goalkeeper
Matthew Ryan-signed earlier in the close season
purposefully because the club wanted a ‘keeper
equal to Champions League level football-to pro-
duce a stunning save to keep the hosts noses in
front. — AFP 

GLASGOW: Celtic’s captain Scott Brown (left) vies for the ball with Malmo’s Erdal Rakip (right) during their Champions League qualify-
ing round, first leg soccer match between Celtic and Malmo at Celtic Park on Wednesday Aug 19, 2015. — AP 

MADRID: Champions Barcelona begin their bid
for a sixth La Liga title in eight years at Athletic
Bilbao on Sunday knowing that fellow heavy-
weights Real Madrid could, unusually, be just one
of several challengers for their crown. Under new
coach Rafa Benitez, Real are desperate to recover
from a 2014-15 season when they failed to win
major silverware and will be looking to FIFA Ballon
d’Or holder Cristiano Ronaldo to break more scor-
ing records and hoping world record signing
Gareth Bale can rediscover his best form.

Atletico Madrid proved they are genuine con-
tenders by winning Spain’s top flight in 2013-14
and inspirational Argentine coach Diego Simeone
has overseen some canny business in the latest
transfer window, including luring Colombia striker
Jackson Martinez from Porto. And it would be no
great surprise if Valencia, flush with cash following
last year’s takeover by Singapore billionaire Peter
Lim, and Europa League champions Sevilla, who
gave Barca a mighty scare in this month’s
European Super Cup, are in the mix at the top of
the table come May.

“In Spain we don’t just have Barcelona,”
Benitez told daily El Pais this week. “There is

Atletico, Valencia, Sevilla, who are all performing
very well,” added the much-travelled 55-year-old,
who began his coaching career in Real’s academy
after his nascent playing career was ended by
injury. “But it’s true that Barcelona are the champi-
ons and the reference point.” Bilbao showed Barca
are vulnerable when they thrashed them 4-0 in
the first leg of the Spanish Super Cup last week,
going on to seal a 5-1 aggregate success in the
return on Monday, and the pressure on the
Catalan club to match last term’s haul of
Champions League, La Liga and King’s Cup titles
will be immense.

Much will depend on the form of talismanic
forward Lionel Messi, who with strike partners
Neymar and Luis Suarez rattled in a Spanish record
122 goals in all competitions last term. Andalusian
rivals Sevilla and Malaga get the new season
under way today when they clash at the Rosaleda
(1830 GMT), before Atletico host promoted Las
Palmas (1830) and Valencia play at Rayo Vallecano
(2030) tomorrow. After Barca play at Bilbao on
Sunday (1630), Real are at another promoted side,
Sporting Gijon (1830), and second-division cham-
pions Real Betis host Villarreal (2030). — Reuters 

Barca face tough task 

to retain La Liga title
MILAN: With a new coach, a new investor and possi-
bly a new stadium on the way, AC Milan look as if
they can finally put several years of confusion and
mediocrity behind them in Serie A this season. Milan
should join AS Roma and Napoli as the main chal-
lengers to champions Juventus, who are aiming for
a fifth successive title but must rebuild their side
after the departures of playmaker Andrea Pirlo and
marksman Carlos Tevez.

Goal-line technology will make its Italian debut,
with Serie A organisers having finally decided to
take the plunge following a series of controversial
calls by officials over the last few years. Tiny Carpi
and Frosinone will appear in the top flight for the
first time, Bologna return to Serie A after one year’s
absence and Milan, Napoli, Udinese, Sampdoria and
Fiorentina all start with new coaches. Fiery Serb
Sinisa Mihajlovic became Milan’s fourth coach in just
over 18 months when he moved from Sampdoria in
the close season.

His appointment marked a clear change in direc-
tion by Milan, whose two previous coaches, Clarence
Seedorf and Filippo Inzaghi, were both long-serving
former Milan players with no senior coaching experi-
ence. Mihajlovic, on the other hand, has no Milan
connections but plenty of coaching experience after

stints at Catania, Fiorentina, Sampdoria and the
Serbia national team. “Milan have always been a side
to be feared and I want that Milan side back. I want
my Milan team to instill fear in other teams,” he said
on his official presentation. “We will be like our mot-
to, a team of devils, red like fire and black like the
fear we will instill into our opponents.”

Rudderless Milan
Over the last few seasons, Milan have appeared

rudderless, pledging to put their faith in youngsters
developed by the club while simultaneously signing
players in the middle or latter stages of their careers.
This close season there has been a clear statement
of intent, however, as the club have splashed out
about 78 million euros ($86.10 million) on forwards
Carlos Bacca and Luiz Adriano, midfielder Andrea
Bertolacci and defender Alessio Romanogli. The
spending spree came as owner Silvio Berlusconi
signed a pre-sale agreement to sell 48 percent of the
club to a group led by Thai businessman Bee
Taechaubol by the end of September. Milan, a dis-
mal 10th last term, have also cleared the biggest
hurdle in their plans to build a new stadium after
their bid to acquire the city’s former trade fair
grounds was approved. — Reuters 

Milan look set to put years 

of mediocrity behind them 

Valencia punish defenseless Monaco
Celtic in trouble, Feghouli puts Valencia in driving seat
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VALENCIA: Monaco’s Moroccan
midfielder Nabil Dirar (right) vies
with Valencia’s Portuguese defend-
er Ruben Vezo (center) and Spanish
defender Jose Gaya during the
UEFA Champions League playoff
football match between Valencia CF
vs AS Monaco FC at the Mestalla
stadium in Valencia on August 19,
2014. — AFP 
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